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2. It is important that you be able to fit the above readings frorn the
original sources into perspective. For a brief overview of our history
and contemporary status, read Fred S. Keller's The Definition of Ps.ychology.
It is suggested that you first read thjs book in a Fttffi cursory rnanner
(for trial l). Then work on the l3 classical excerpts, pass your unit
tests on these, and then reread very careful l.v The Defin'ition gf Psycholggv.
In this way, together with the weEl-1y cTass TecFurei you should eventua'l1y
develop a broad understand'ing of how we arrived at our contemporary status
in psychology. In the beginning of the course you may expect that aspects
of our history to which you are exposed will seem disconnected, but if
you persevere along the lines planned for you, you will gain a sizeable
degree of continuity by the end of the course.

II. Required class meetings once a week, to be announced. These class meetings
will be devoted primarily to he'lp'ing you to develop a broad perspectlve of
the development of psychology. It is also'important that you attend classes
so that we can communicate about progress and problems of the course. If
you miss the week's class meeting, it is your responsibility to ask for any
course changes, and to educate yourself about the material covered.

III. Proctoring sessions -- to be attended at your choice. Proctoring sess'ions
are scheduled at the followinq times:



IV. Extra credit reading. Extra credit work will give you the
extra points to rajse the grade on your final examjnation.

l. Perusai of the major works of selected men (on reserve
journal room).

Proctorinq Sessions are scheduled times a week. Make sure
attend the proctoring sessions as they are the times that you can
tests. You should pace yourself to average slightly more than one

A/

opportunity for

in the psycho'logy

that you
take un'it
unit passed

2. Autobjographies of famous psychologists (fnom the four volumes of The
History-oJ PsJchology 'in Autirbjograph.v, placed on reserve in the iournal
room).-

V. Ps'i Chi lectures. These are real pluses for us and you will receive additional
extra credit on your final exam'ination for attending these lectures. The
time for the lectures will be announced in advance.

VI. Final examination -- The final examination will sample the above sect'ions
TI;-Tr;-rTr;FiA-rv.

PSI
A word about The Personalized System of Instruct'ion (PSI): the PSI method allows
you to learn at your own rate in an effic'ient manner. For a further description
of this, see Keller's The History of Lsvclg]gqy, and also his "Goodbye Teacher,"
which is placed on resFv-e-ii-tlF ]ournaT room tor you in McGuigan's and Woods'
Contemporary Stug_ies in. Psychglogy, Prentice Ha11, 1972. If you have not previously
taken a PSI cour5e you shouldlay iareful attention to the following course de-
scri pti on :

l. Un'its: The l3 units must be mastered in succession.

2. Stud.v Guides are provided for each unit. They w'il1 help you to learn the
material upon wh'ich you wil l be tested.

3. Unit Tests are g'iven by your proctor when you beljeve that you are prepared.
E;E-IIJT-must be passed with a perfect score before you may go on to the next
unit. This is not as difficult as'it may sound, s'ince the study guides are
comprehensive and since your proctor will answer any questions you have before
you take a test. If you do not pass a test, this does not count aga'inst you,
and you have as many opportunities as you need to pass each unit test. Note
that the concept of failure does not enter into PSI -- you might not pass a

test, but that merely means that you have the opportun'ity to study some more
in order to increase your knowledge and do better on the next test.

A

per week. Plan ahead as additional proctoring sessions will not be scheduled
toward the end of the semester.
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5. Proctors are well qualified to help explain materjal on your study guides
and-ffiaminister unit tests. Their main responsibjlity is to help you learn.
Many students have reported that the proctors are the sing'le most important
part of this course, so you should get into the habit of discussing the units
w'ith your proctor. But do not expect the proctor to "teach" the course to
you; real learnjng comes on'ly from your accepting the responsibility for
actively app'lying yourse'lf. It is also better for everyone if you confine
your discussions with your proctor to the units; questions on other material
and genera'l discuss'ion of psychology shouid be taken up with the instructor;
this can be done during class sessions, or you may make an appointment.

6. Your final grade will be computed on the basis of your final exam grade (33%) '

and yoilF-E-vElraf on the unjt tests. Assuming that you pass all l3-unit tests,
67% of your grade going into the final wjll be an "A." If, however, you only
comp'lete l2 units, your grade going into the final will be a "B;" ll units
completed will g'ive you d "C," l0 unjts compieted wjll give you d "D," and
anything less wi'l'l be an "F."

A guide tg answering questions on. tle uni.t te-sts"

Other mi nor poi nts :

l. One of the purposes of th"is counse is to g'ive you the opportunity to attempt
to understand the thinking processes and works of some of the great men in
our historyo to place major writings into a good historical perspective, and
to relate works with other events of the period. Hence, in answering a question,
you should develop separate steps in the man's reasoning processes and form
them into a logical whole. For example, suppose that a question on your unit
test is: "According to Descartes, the reason that one sees a sing'le sight
with two eyes is because of the following events":

Incomoetent answers would be:

j) "Because of the pineal g1and"; or
ij) "Because of the optic chiasma."

A better answer woul d be:

iii) "Descartes reflected that all of the parts of the brain are double, with
the exception of the pineal g1and, just as people have two eyes, two ears,
etc. However, he noted that we have, at any given time, a single solitary
thought. Descartes tried to resolve this apparent conflict as follows.

It must be that the soul is presented with only one object. Somewhere
there must be a pi ace where the two images that come to us from the two
eyes can unite before arriving at the soul. 0therwjse the soul would
be presented with two objects instead of one. Since, as noted above,
the pineal g'land is the oniy single organ jnthe braino and since it has
been reasoned that the pineal gland is the point at which the soul and
body'interact, the two images from the eyes might unjte at this gland
through the intermjssion of the animal spirits in the brain. By thus
uniting in the pineal 91and, but a single impression is presented to the
soul . "
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You can note that the first answer above is totally incomplete, that the second
answer invokes contemporary phys'iology which was not avajlable to Descartes,
but the third answer is a much mone reasonedo complete answer pnesented in
the spirit of Descartes'times, and with the use of his own terms. By follow-
ing this example, you should be able to better answer the questions on your
unit tests at the high 1eve1 of scholanship of whfch you are capable.

2. You may take your final examination
providing that you do this prtor to

when .you have completed youn '13 unit tests,
. You should

give the instructor one week's notice of when you wish to take the final
exam'ination, and report at the very start of your^ proctoning session for
that examinatjon. You are, however, advised that it may be to your disad-
vantage to take your final examination ear"ly -- some students in the past
who have taken their fjnal examinat'ion early have not done as well as those
who contjnuously revjewed up to the regular examinat'ion period.

3. You may select quest'ions on the unit tests by elfminating two questions from
each unit (A) test. All questions selected must be answered correctly. If
you do not pass a unit test, you may make an appointment with the appropriate
proctor to take a second unit test" The name of the appnopriate proctor can
be furnished to you by any of the proctors.

If you wish to individually discuss any aspect of the course wjth the instructor,
myoffice.is-;orSeeorcallmeforanappointment.Bestwishesfor
great success-r-n aEqufTing a deep understanding of how contemporary psychology
arrived at where it is (and hopefully some edrcated guesses about where it is
going).
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What is PSI?

The acronym, PSI, signifies a Personalized, Proctorial, or Self-
essential features of the svstem whichPaced System of Instruction. The

distinguish it from conventional
tzed as follows.

Eeaching procedures have been surmnar-

tt(l) The go-at-your-owrl-pace feature, which permits a student to
move through the course at a speed conrnensurate with his ability and
other demands upon his time.

"(2) The unit-perfection requirement for advance, which lets the
student go ahead to new material only after demonstrating mastery of
that which preceded.

tt(3) The use of lectures and demonstrations as vehicles of moti-
vation, rather than sources of information.

"(4) The related stress upon written work in teacher-student
conrnunication; and, final1y:

t'(5) The use of proctors, which permits repeated testing, irmned-
iate scoring, , and a marked enhancement of the personal-social
aspects of the educational process.rt

Thus, the student progresses through a PSI course at his or her
oun pace, one step at a time. Each step requires the learning of a
unit of course material, and each unit must be mastered before the next
can be attacked. Mastery is demonstrated by perfection on a unit test,
but as many different tests may be taken on each unit as are needed to
satisfy the mastery requirement. The student is not penalized for fail-
ure to pass a unit test (except for the time that rm:st be spent in study
before trying it again). The concept of failure does not enter into
this method. When the student demonstrates perfect mastery of a unit of
material, an A is received for that unit, regardless of the number of
tests required.

The proctor is a critical figure in the PSI procedure. He, too,
is a student, one who has already shown his mastery of the course mater-
ia1, and he helps to bridge the intellectual gap between the teacher and
his pupils. Well prepared and well guided by his instructor, the proctor
grades the studentrs tests, discusses the studentts answers, and, in the
case of any failure, directs the student to further study. He provides
an individualized consideration that the student may never have had before.

Students say that the PSI procedure, as compared with convention-
al teaching methods, requires more work, but that the increased effort
is more than compensated by the pleasure and degree of learning it engen-
ders. ?roctors, too, enjoy their function, deriving satisfaction from
their studentsr progress and possibly learning more than anyone in the
system. The instructor derives his reinforcement from the learning which
takes place in both the studentsGd the proctors.
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Foreword to the Student

The course of study you are nor^I beginning will make use of PSI--
a personalized system of instruction, in which you travel at your own
pace through 13 units of work, to be mastered in the numbered order,
each one to perfection.

Study guides are provided for each unit
studv questions, the ans\^Iers to which can be
If you can find and understand these answers,

largely in the form of
found in your assignment.
you will be ready to cope

successfully with the unit tests.

Your insEructor wil-l tell you when and where you may take your
unit tests. He will also give you help, or tell you where to find it,
in case you do not understand some part of your assignment.

The unit tests, when taken, will be graded by a proctor. His
duties are:

1) To read your answers and to grade them right or gIgU;

2) To listen to any defence you wish to make of those he judges
incorrect (if there arentt too many of thern), to change a grade if he
is convinced that you are right, or to appeal to his superior for a
judgrnent;

3) To direct you to further study when it may be needed;

4) To grade another forrn of the unit test at a later time, when
you have tried again to pass it; and

5) Very little morel Your proctor is not there to give you lec-
tures, to coach you just before a test, or give you anyLhing more than
a sympathetic understanding of your efforts, and guidance in your study
when it may be needed.

If you fail to pass a test, it \,riLl not be held against you, al-
though it will delay you somewhat in your progress. (As a ru1e, no
more than a single test is possible within a testing period, and tests
in quick succession are not permitted.) On the other hand, repeated
testing, after further study, may consolidate your understanding of the
unit. Students, having passed one test, have been known to ask for
another, in order to achieve this end.

Your periods of study for this course may be in any place you wish,
but your regular classroom during specified hours is to be reconrnended.
Difficulties that arise in connection with your reading may be ironed
out there with the help of the person in charge--the instructor or his
assistant--who is especially qualified to exercise this function.

One word of caution is in order as you begin your work. The most
important hazard for the individual student in a self-paced course is



procrastination--specifieally, the deferment of test-taking. This occurs
most comonly at the outset of the course, before the student has taken
a single test, and it rnay set him back so badly that he never compLetes
the units. Trouble seldour arises once the student has begun. So, get
started early and be safel Take a test eiven though you doubt that you
will pass it; by the end of the term, you will be glad you did.

Further details of the structure and the function of your course,
its place of meeting, its teaching personneJ-, and its ground ruLes, will
be presented by your teacher. Good luckl
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Study Guide for UNIT 1

Rene Descartes (L596-1650)

French philosopher, mathematician, and scholar, Descartes is often
called the father of modern psychology. He is said to have made the
first clear disLinction between body and mind, thus setting the scene for
a psychology that had mental events as its subject matter. But Descartes
also offered a theory of the response mechanism, in which he anticipated
the concepts of reflex and reflex €r as well as the distinction between
operant ana resp6il6E uehaffi- He naa ideas about receptor function
(especially the function of the eye); he had a theory of human emotions;
and he held the opinion, challenged by latter philosophers and psychol-
ogists, that man is born in possession of certain ideas--innate--, requir-
ing no experience with the outside world as their cause

The assigned excerpts should acquaint you rather intimately with
Descartesr notions of (a) the mind-body relation and (b) the operation of
the human response mechanism. From them you should also get his idea of
reflex action and his anticipation of operant vs. respondent. In the
selection from T,rHornme (L654) r You will also find a description of the
way eyebaLl mov?ments are coordinated, in which he suggests the recipro-
cal innervation of muscles--a matter of concern to later physiologists.
He says that animal spirits (rtlike wind or_very subtle flamerttarising
from the heart and fiLling the rrcaverns" /ventricleg/ of the brain) flow
into one of the eye-rmrscles through valved channels at the same time that
they flow out of the opposed muscle. As the first one is distended and
made tense, the other is emptied of animal spirits and made flaccid. Un-
like later theorists, Descartes saw the inhibition of one movement by
another as peripheral, rather than in the nerve centers themselves.

Study Questions IL may be helpful, in dealing with this assignnent, to
seek answers to the following questions, even to the

point of writing them down. This should prepare you for test questions
on all, or almost all, of the material covered. The first seven ques-
tions that fo11or4/ are based on the first excerpt. the remainder on the
second.

1. What functions belong to the soul (mind) and what

2. How can movements of the body be produced without
soul ?

to the body?

the aid of the

3.

4.

5.

What is the difference between the actions and the passions of the
soul? Is there an operant-respondent distinction here?

Where is the soul with respect Lo the body? Where and how do soul
and body interact?

How can one see a single object with two eyes?

How does the soul recollect, imagine, or attend? How does it cause
bodily movement?

6.



7.

8.

9,

10.

11.

L2.

How and why may the soul produce movement indirectly?

How does Descartes descri-be the structure of what we would now call
sensory (afferent) and motor (efferent) nerves?

How are the nerves related to the brain?

How does Descartes look after the reciprocal action of opposed muscles?
ltrhat happens when the muscles are trstuffed" with anirnal spirits?

How does he describe the physiological mechanism of reflex function--i.e.,
the reflex-arc mechanism? Can you provide your ovrn example of its oper-
ation?

How does he account for the arousal of such "sensations'r as those of
pain, tickle, smoothness and warmth? !{hat movements of what magnitude
are involved?

N.B. Further background material may also be found in Boringfs A l{istory
of Experimental Psychology--a book that you should or,m.



RENE DESCARTES ON THE INTERACTION OF MIND AND BMIN.

Rene Descartes, Les Passions de ltame (Amsterdam, 1650), pt. 1, arts.
2-4, L6, L7,30-32,34,35,4L-44. Translated byE. S. Haldane and
G. R. T. Ross in The Philosophical Works of Descartes (Cambridge,
Eng.: University ?ress, 1931), L, 332-35L.

ARTICLE II

That in order to understand the passions of the soul -LiEg .fu4gE:LqEe
must be distinguished from those of bodv.

Next I note also thatT^tedonotobserve the existence of any subject which
more inrnediately acts upon our soul than the body to which it is joined,
and that we must consequent.ly consider that what in the soul is a oassion
is in the bodv conunonly soeaking an action; so that there is no better
means of arriving at a knowledge of our passions than to examine the dif-
ference which exists between soul and body in order to know to which of
the two we must attribute each one of the functions which are within us.

ARTICLE III

What rule we nrust follow to bring abouL this result.

As to this we sha1l not find much difficulty if we realise that all
that we experience as being in us, and that to observation may exist in
wholly inanimate bodies, must be attributed to our body alonel and on
the other hand, that all that which is in us and which we cannot in any
ttay conceive as possibly pertaining to a body, nnrst be attributed to our
soul.

ARTICLE IV

That the heat and movement of the members procee
thou

Thus because we have no conception of the body as thinking in any
way, we have reason to believe that every kind of thought which exists
in us belongs to the soul; and because we do noL doubt there being
inanirnate bodies which can move in as man5r as oi in more diverse modes
than can ours, and which have as rmrch heat or more (experience demon-
strates this to us in flame, which of itself has much more heat and move-
ment than any of our members), we must bel-ieve that all the heat and all
the movements which are in us pertain only to body, inasmuch as they do
not depend on thought at all.

ARTICLE XVI

Hora all the members nray be
ttre

We rmrst finallv remark that the machine of our body is so formed

l0



that all the changes undergone by the movement of the spirits may cause
them to open certain pores in the brain more than others, and recipro-
cally that when some one of the pores is opened more or less than usual
(to ho'rrever smal-l a degree it may be) bv the action of Lhe nerves which
are ernploved by the senses, that changes something in the movement of
the spirits and causes them to be conducted into the muscles which serve
to move the body in the way in which it is usually moved when such an
action takes place. In this way all the movements which we make without
our will gontributing thereto (as frequently happens when we breathe,
wa1k, eat, and in fact perform all those actions which are contrnon to us
and to the brutes), only depend on the conformation of our members, and
on the course which the spirits, excited by the heat of the heart, fol-
low naturally in the brain, nerves, and rmrscles, just as the movements
of a watch are produced simply by the strength of the springs and the
form of the wheels.

ARTICLE )CVII

What the functions of the soul are.

After having thus considered all the functions which pertain to the
body atone, it is easy to recognise that there is nothing in us which we

ought to attribute to our soul excepting our thoughts, which are mainly
of two sorts, the one being the actions of the soul, and the other its
passions. Those which I call its actions are all our desires, because
we find by experience that they proceed directly from our soul, and ap-
pear to to depend on it alone: wtrile, on the other hand, we may usually
term ones passions all those kinds of perceotion or forms of knowledge
which are found in us, because it is often not our soul which makes them
what they are, and because it always receives them from the things which
are reDresented by them.

ARTICLE XXX

That the soul is united to all the portions of the bodv coniointlv.

But in order to understand all these things more perfectly, lde mrst
knoi^r that the soul is really joined to the whole body, and that we can-
not, properly speaking, say that it exists in any one of its parts to the
u*"i,r"iot of the others, because it is one and in some manner indivisible,
owing to the disposition of its organs, which are so related to one an-
other that when any one of them is removed, that renders the whole body
defective; and because it is of a nature which has no relation to exten-
sion, or dimensions, nor other properties of the matter of which the body

is composed, but only to the whole conglomerate of its organsr as apPears
from the fact that we could not in any way conceive of the half or the
third of a soul, nor of the sPace it occupies, and because it does not
become smaller owing to the cutting off of some portion of the body, but
separates itself from it entirely when the union of its assernbled organs
is dissolved.

ARTICLE X]Oil

that there is a smzull sland in the brain in which the soul exercises

11



its functions more particularly than in the other parts.

It is likewise necessary to know that although the soul is joined to
the whole body, there is yet in that a certain part in which it exercises
its funcLions more particularly than in all the others; and it is usually
believed that this part is the brain, or possibly the heart; the brain,
because it is with it that the organs of sense are connected, and the
heart because it is apparently in it that we experience the passions.
But, in examining the matter with care, it seems as though I had clearly
ascertained that the part of the body in which the soul exercises its
functions immediately is in nor^rise the heart, nor the whole of the brain,
but merely the most inward of all its parts, to wit, a certain very small
gland which is situated in the middle of its substance and so suspended
above the duct whereby the animal spirits in its anterior cavities have
conrnunication with those in the posterior, that the slightest movements
which take p1-ace in it may alter very greatly the course of these spirits;
and reciprocally that the smallest changes which occur in the course of
the spirits may do much to change the movements of this gland.

ARTICLE )OOilI

How we know that this gland is the main seat of the sou1.

The reason which persuades me that the soul cannot have any other
seat in all the body than this gland wherein to exercise its functions
inrnediately is that I reflect that the other parts of our brain are all
of them double, just as we have two eyes, two hands, tlnTo ears, and fin-
a1ly aL1- the organs of our outside senses are doubl-e; and inasnnreh as we

have but one solitary and simple thought of one particular thing at one
and the same moment, it must necessarily be the case that there must
somewhere be a place where the two images which come to us by the two
eyes, where the two other impressions which proceed from a single object
by means of the double organs of the other senses, can unite before
arriving at the souL, in order that they may not represent to it two ob-
jects instead of one. And it is easy !o apprehend how these images or
other impressions might unite in this gland bv the intermission of the
spirits which fill- the cavities of the brain; but there is no other place
in the body where they can be thus united unless they are so in this
gland.

ARTICLE X)C(IV

How the soul and the body act on one another.

Let us then conceive here that the soul has its principal seat in
the little gland which exists in the middle of the brain, from whence it
radiates forth through all the remainder of the body by means of the
animal spirits, nerves, and even the blood, which, participating in the
impressions of the spirits, can carry them by the arteries into all the
members. And, recollecting what has been said above about the machine
of our body, i.e., that the l-ittle filaments of our nerrres are so dis-
tributed in all its parts, that on the occasion of the diverse movements

L2



which are there excited by sensible objects, they open in diverse ways the
pores of the brain, which causes the animal spirits contained in these
cavities to enter in diverse ways into the muscLes, by which means they
can move the members in all the different ways in which they are capable
of being moved; and also that all the other causes which are capable of
moving the spirits in diverse ways suffice to conduct them into diverse
muscles; let us here add that the small g1-and rftich is the main seat of
the soul is so suspended between the cavities r,rhich contain the spirits
that it can be moved by them in as rnany different ways as (it) may also
be moved in diverse ways by the sou1, whose nature is such that it receives
in itseLf as many diverse impressions, that is to say, that it Possesses
as many diverse perceptions as there are diverse movements in this gland.
Reeiprocally, likewise, the machine of the body is so formed that from
the sinple fact that this gland is diversely moved by the soul, or by such
other cause, whatever it is, it thrusts the spirits which surround it
tomrards Lhe pores of the brain, which conduct them by the nerves into the
muscLes, by which means it causes them to move the limbs.

ARTICIE )OOO/

Example of the mode in which the impressions of the objects unite in
the g1-and which is in the middle of the brain.

Thus, for example, if we see some animal approach us, the l-ight re-
flected from its body depicts tr^ro images of it, one in each of our eyes'
and these two images form two others, bY means of the optic nerves, in
the interior surface of the brain which faces its cavities; then from
there, by means of the animal spirits with which its cavities are filled,
these images so radiate to{nTards the little gLand which is surrounded by
these spirits, that the movement which forms each point of one of the
images tends torrrards the same point of the gland towards which tends the
movement which forms the point of the other image, which represents the
same part of this animal. By this means the two images which are in the
brain form but one upon the gland, which, acting immediately upon the
soul, causes it to see the form of this animal.

ARTICLE )o,I

The power of the soul in regard to the body.

But the will is so free in its nature, that it can never be con-
strained; and of the two sorts of thoughts which I have distinguished in
the soul (of which the first are its action, i e., its desires, the others
its passions, taking this.word in its most general significance, wtrich
eomprises all kinds of perceptions), the former are absolutely in its
power, and can only be indirectly ehanged by the body, while on the other
hand the latter depend absolutely on the actions which govern and direct
them, and they can only indirectly be altered by the soul, excepting when
it is itself their cause. And the whole action of the soul consists in
this, that solely because it desires something, it eauses the little
gLand tq which it is closely united to move in the way requisite to pro-
duce the effects which relates to this desire.
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ARTICLE XLII

How we find in the memory the things which we desire to remember.

Thus when the soul desires to recollect something, this desire causes
the gland, by inclining successivel-y to different sides, to thrust the
spirits toruards different parts of the brain until they come across that
part where the t,races left there by the object which we wish to recollect
are found; for these traces are none other than the fact that the pores
of the brain, by which the spirits have formerly followed their course
because of the presence of this object, have by that means acquired a
greater facility than the others in being once more opened by the animal
spirits which come towards them in the same way. Thus these spirits in
coming in contact with these pores, enter into them more easily than into
the others, by which means they excite a special movement in the gland
which represents the same object to the soul, and causes it to know that
it is this which it desired to remember.

ARTICLE XLIII

How the soul can imagine, be attentive, and move the body.

Thus when we desire to imagine something we have never seenr this
desire has the Do\irer of causing the gland to move in the manner requisite
to drive the spirits towards the Pores of the brain by the opening of
which pores this particular thing may be representedl thus when we wish
to apply our attention for some time to the consideration of one partic-
ular object, this desire holds the gland for the time being inclined to
the same side. Thus, finally, when we desire to walk or to move our body
in some special way, this desire causes the gland to thrust the spirits
towards the rmrscles which serve to bring about this result.

ARTICI,E XLIV

That each desire is naturally connected with some motion of the
gland, but that, by intention or habit, the will may be connected with
others.

Nevertheless, it is not always the desire to excite a certain motion
or other effect which causes it to be excited, for this relation varies
according as nature or habit has variously united each motion of the
gland to each thought. Thus, for examp[e, if we wish to adjust our eyes
to look at a very distant object, this desire causes the pupil to expand,
and, if we wish to adjust our eyes so as co see an object very near,
this volition makes it contract; but if we simply think of expanding the
pupil, we will in vain--the pupil will not expand for that, for nature
has not connected the motion of the gland, which serves to impel the
(animal) spirits towards the optic nerve in the manner required for ex-
panding or contracting the pupil, with the desire to expand or contract
but instead with the desire for looking at objects distant or near.
And when, in talk:i-ngr we think only of the meaning of what we wish to

s4y, that makes us move the tongue and lips rmrch more rapidly and better
than if we thought to move them in all the ways required for the utter-
ance of the same words, inasrru.rch as the habit we have acquired in learn-
ing to ta1k has made us join the action of the mind--which, through the
medium of the gland, can move the tongue and lips--with the meaning of
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the words that follow these motions rather than with the motions
themselves.

RENE DESCARTES ON MECHANISM IN HUMAN ACTION, 1662.

Rene Descartes, f.rHomme (Paris, L664). Originally published in Latin as
De homine (Leiden, L662). Translated for this book by Tamar March from
Victor Cousin, ed., Oeuvres de Descartes, IV (Paris, LB24), 349-363.

I want to discuss first the composition of nerves and muscles, and to
show how, from the very fact that the (animal) spirits that are in the
brain enter into some nerves, they have at the same instant the power to
move some member; then, touching briefly on the subject of respiration
and on other such simple and ordinary movements, I sha11 discuss how ex-
terior objects act on the organs of the senses; and after that I sha1l
explain in detail all that is done in the cavities and the pores of the
brain, how the animal spirits take their course there, and which of our
functions this machine can imitate by means of these spirits: for if I
were to begin with the brain, and only followed the course of the spirits,
as I have done for blood, rny discourse, it seems to me, would not be too
clear.

Let us look, for example, at nerveAl.fig. JJ, whose exterior skin is
similar to a large tube, which contains several other small tubes !, g,
k, 1, and so on, composed of an interior skin that is thinner; and these
two skins are contiguous with the (other) two, K, L. which envelop the
brain MNO.

Note also /f4. 2/ rhat in each of these little tubes there is a sort
of a rnarrow composed of several very slender filaments, which come from
the very substance of the brain N, and whose extremities end, on the one
side, at its interior surface, which faces its cavities, and on the other
at the skin and flesh against which the tube containing thern ends. But
since this marrow is not useful to the movement of the members, it is
enough for you to know now that it does not fill the small tubes that
contain it to such an extent that the animal spirits cannot flow freely
from Lhe brain into the muscles, where these small tubes, which should
be considered here as so many smal1 nerves, lead..

Then note how the tube, or smalt nerve bf goes into muscle D, which
I assume to be one of those that move the eye; and how, once there, it'
divides itself into several branches, each composed of a loose skin, which
can be stretched, or widened and narrowed, depending on the amount of an-
imal spirits that enters or leaves it; its branches or fibers are so
arranged that when the animal spirits enter into them they cause the entire
body of the muscle to inflate and become shorter, and consequently it pulls
the eye to which it is attached; likewise the opposite, when they leave
it, the rmrscle deflates and lengthens.

Moreover, note that, besides the tube bf, there is still another one,
namely, ef, through which the animal spirits can enter into muscle D, and
yet another, namety dB, through which they can leave it. And that
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similarly muscle E, which I assume serves to move the eye in the opposiLe
way from muscle D, receives the animal spirits from the brain through
tube lgr and from muscle D through -k, and sends them back to D through
ef. And note that even though there is no observable passage through
which the spirits contained in the two muscles D and E can leave, except
to enter from one into the other, nevertheless, because their parts are
very small and become incessantly even smaller by force of their move-
ment, there are always several that escape through the skin and flesh of
the musclesl but in return there are always others that come back through
the two tubes bf and 9,.

Finally, note that between the Ewo tubes bf and ef there is a certain
small skin $!, which separates these two tubes and serves as a door; it
has two folds, H and !, so arranged that, when the animal spirits that
tend to descend from b tc H have more force than those that tend to go up

from e to !, they lower and open this skin, thus enabling those in muscle
E to flow very quickly with them toward D. But when those that tend to
go up frorn e to i are stronger, or even when just as strong as the others,
they raise and close this skin Hfi, and thus prevent themselves from
leaving muscle E; whereas if neither has enough force to push it, it re-
mains naturally ajar. And last, if sometimes these spirits contained in
muscle ! tend to leave it through dfe, or .5!!!, the fol-d H can be stretched
and thus occlude its passage for them; and similarly, between the two
tubes gg and 5!g, there is a sma1l skin or valvule g, similar to the pre-
vious one, which remains naturally ajar and which can be closed by the
spirits coming from tube !g and opened by those from cg"

Consequently it is easy to understand that, if the animal spirits in
the brain do not tend, or hardly tend, to flow through tubes bf and gg,
the two smal1 skins or valvules f and g remain ajar, and thus the two
muscles D and E are loose and inactive, especially since the animal spirits
which they contain pass freely from one to the other, taking their course
from e through f towardjr and conversely from d throughg toward e. But
if the spirits in the brain tend to enter with some force into the two
tubes bf and g,, and if this force is equal on both sides, they inrnediate-
1y close the two passages g and l, and cause ruuscles D and E to swell as

much as possible, thus making them firmly hold and stop the eye in what-
ever position they find it.

Then if these spirits coming from the brain tend to flow with more
force through bf than through gg, they close the sma1l skin g and open t',
and this more or less, depending on whether the spirits acL more or less
strongly; by this means the spirits contained in muscle /E/ return to
muscle D through the canal ef; and this faster or more slowly depending
on whether the skin f is more or less open; so that muscle !, from which
these spirits cannot ccme out, shortens, and E lengthens; and thus the
eye is turned toward /D/. As on the contrary, if the spirits that are
in the brain tend to flow wlth more force through ce than through bE,
they close the small skin f and open g; so that the spirits from muscle
D return irmnediately throulh the .ana1 5!g into muscle !, which as a re-
Gult shortens and pul1s the eye to its side.

For it is well known that these spirits, being like a wind or a very
subtle flame, flow very quickly from one muscle into another as soon as
they find some passage, although there is no other force that disposes
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them to it than the sole inclination they have to continue their move-
ment according to the laws of nature" And you know besides that even
though they are very mobile and subtle they nevertheless have the force
to swell and tighten the muscles within which they are enclosed just as
the air in a balloon hardens it and causes the skin containing it to
stretch.

Therefore it is easy to apply rvhat I have just said about nerve A,
and abou.t the two muscles D and E, to all other muscles and nerves; and
thus to understand how the machine of which I am speaking can be moved
in all the same ways our bodies move, by the sole force of the animal
spirits that flow from the brain into the nerves: because for each move-
ment, and for its opposite, you may imagine two small nerves) or tubes'
such as bf and cg, and two others such as !g and ef, and two small doors
or valvuGs ",r"i-as Hfi and g.

And as to the ways in which these tubes are inserted into the mus-
cles, although these vary in a thousand ways, it is nevertheless not
difficult to judge what they are by knowing what anatomy might teach con-
cerning the exterior form and use of each muscle.

And it is not difficul-t to judge from this that the animal spirits
can sometimes cause movements in the members where nerves end, even though
there are several where the anatomists do not note any visible nerves, as
in the pupil of the eye: the heart, liver, gall bladder, spleen, and other
similar / organs/ .

Now in order to understand how the machine can be incited by ex-
terior objects sEriking the organs of its senses to move its members in a

thousand different \^rays, imagine that the sma1l filaments, which I have
already mentioned earlier as coming from the innermost part of the brain
and as composing the marrow of the nerves, are so arranged in all parts
serving as the organ to some sense that can very easily be moved by the
objects of the senses; and that, when they are moved somewhat strongly,
they pull at the same time the parts of the brain, from whence they come,
and thereby open the entrances of certain pores on the inner surface of
the brain through which the animal spirits, which are in its cavities,
begin immediately to take their course; the spirits go through them into
the nerves and muscles, which serve to make movements in this machine very
similar to those we are naturally incited to when our senses are touched
in the same manner.

As, for example, if the fire { -Fie, ! i" close to the foot B, the
small parts of this fire, which move, as you know, very rapidly, have
the power to move along with them the part of the skin of this foot which
they touch; and by this means, pulling the sma1l filament CC, which you
see attached to it, they open at the same Eime the entrance of the pore
de, where this smal1 filament ends, just as, by pulling one of Ehe ends of
a cord, you cause a bell attached to the other end to ring at Ehe same

time.
Now, Ehe entrance of the pore or small passage being thus opened, the
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animal spirits of the cavity, F, enter and are carried by
the muscles that serve to withdraw the foot from the fire,
those that serve to turn the eyes and the head to look at
to those that serve to move the hands forward and to bend
order to bring relief.

it, partly to
partly to

it, and partly
the body in

But they can also be carried, by this same passage de, into several
other muscles; and, before I stop to explain to you more exactly how the

Fig. 3

animal spirits follow their course through the pores of the brain and
how these pores are arranged, I want to discourse here specifically on

. the senses, such as they are found in this machine, and explain how
they are related to ours.

Know, then, first, that there are a large number of small filaments
similar to CC; they all begin to separate from one another at the inner
surface of the brain, from whence they originate, and going from there to
disperse throughout the rest of the body they serve as the organs for the
sense of touch. For though ordinarily it is not they that are immed-
iately touched by exterior objects, but the skins surrounding them, there
nevertheless exists no more reason to think that it is these skins that
are the organs of the sense than to think, when manipulating some object
with gloved hands, that it is the gloves that serve to feel it.

Now I maintain that when God will unite a rational soul with this
machine, as I sha11 assert hereafter, he will give it its principal seat
in the brain, and will make it of such a nature that, according to the
different ways the entrances of the pores in the interior surface of
this brain will be opened by the intermission of the nerves, it will have
varying sensations.
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As, for example, if the small filaments that compose the marrow of
these nerves are pulled with such force that they break and are separated
from the part to which they were attached, so that the structure of the
entire machine is somewhat less complete as a result, the movement they
cause in the brain will give the soul . the occasion to experience
the sensation of ltpain.rt

And if they are pulled by a force almost as strong as the preceding
one, but without breaking or being separated in any way from the parts
to which they are attached, they will cause a movement in the brain which,
giving evidence of good constitution of the other members, will give the
soul the opportunity to feel a certain corporeal pleasure that is calledttticklingrtt and which, as you can see, being very close to pain in its
cause, is its opposite in effect.

If several of these smal1 filaments are pulled together unequally,
they will cause the soul to feel the surface of the body that touches the
member where they end as 'tsmoothrrr and they will cause it to feel it as
ttuneventt and rrrough" if they are pulled equally.

If they are shaken just a little, independently of one another, as
they continually are by the heat that the heart gives to the other mem-
bers, the soul will have no sensation of it, or of any other ordinary
actions; but if this movement is augmented or diminished in them by some
unusual cause, its augmentation will cause the soul to have the sensation
of ttwarmth,rrand its diminution that of trcoldnesstt; and finally, according
to the other diverse ways in which they will be moved, they will cause it
to feel all the other qualities that belong to the sensation of touch in
general, such as rrhumidityrt' Itdrynessrrt ttweightrrr and the like.

Only it must be noted that, though they are very thin and very easy
to move, they are not so to such an extent that they can bring to the
brain all the smaltest actions that are in nature; the smallest they do
bring back to it are of the coarsest of terrestrial bodies, and there
might even be some of those bodies whose parts, though quite coarse, will
nonetheless slip against these smal1 filaments so gently that they will
press them or cut them completely, without their action passing to the
brain; just as there are certain drugs that have the power to induce sleep
or even to harm those of our members against which they are applied, with-
out causing any sensation of it in us.
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Study Guide for IINIT 2

Thomas Hobbes (1588-L679), John Locke (L632-L704), David Hune (171I-L776)

These three rrmental philosophersrt were empiricists and associa-
tionists. Unlike Descartes, they believed that all ideas came initial-1y
from experience, from rrsensationslr or rrimpressionsrtt and that ideas were
associated in the mind. This association doctrine is at least as old as

Aristotle, it was formulated and it was carried well beyond the period
which our selections represent. It contained the counterpart of several
important modern conceptions--e.g., those of generalization and ghaining'
which you should readily perceive in the examples cited by these authors.

Studv Questions

Hobbes

1. What does Hobbes mean by Conseguence? How does he relate Sense to
Imagination?

L. Can you discuss, using your ordn examples, Hobbesrs distinction between
rrunguidedtt and rrregulatedrr thought?

3. Why does Hobbes say that regulated thought is "nothing but Seekingrr?

4. IIow would Hobbes distinguish an Imprudent man from a Prudent one?

5. On what grounds could we cal-l Hobbes an rrexpectancy theorist?tl

6. What does Hobbes mean by a ttpresumption of things Past taken from
other things...past also?" Give your ovm example.

7. How does Hobbes relate empiricism to the idea of Infinity or of
Deity?

N.B. It might be of interest to relate Hobbesrs turo kinds of
Regulated Thought to Sets 43 and 44 of the Holland-Skinner
programned text on The Analysis of Behavior, if you have a

copy of this text.

Locke

9. To what does John Lockeattribute the 'rassociation of ideas" in man--
reason, egotism, madness, education? Explain, with examples.

10. What two kinds of itconnexionfr does Locke stress, and how are they
made in man? Does he imply laws of association?

1l-. How are these rrconnexionsrr related to our antipathies and their
origin? what is their relevance to education? Give examples.

L2. Thorndike once wrote of Laws of Use and Disuse with respect to
the strength of stimulus-resPonse.connections. Did Locke have
counterparts of these ttlaws?tt Explain.
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13. Can you give examples of both emotional and intellectual insLances
of rrunnaLuralrr associations between ideas?

Hume

L4. What is the difference between perception and idea, according to
Hume? fs it ever lacking? Is it relevant to emotion?

15. What is included by Hume under the term fmpression?

16. What does he mean by the I'creaLive power of the Mind", and what does

the analysis of our Thoughts disclose?

L7. Descartes said that certain ideas were innate--e.9., the idea of
God or of the axioms of geometry. What would Hume say? (The street
on which Hume lived in Edinburgh was nicknamed St. David Street.)

18. Is there aught in Idea that is not derived from Impression? Explain.

lg. WhaE would Hume,qay about the wisdom of seeking out the referglrt of
(exploring the S" for) a given term? Explain.

20. What were Hume's principles of cohesion among simple ideas; which
of them would you guess that he later reduced to one of the others?
Give an example of each PrinciPle.

2L. Why does Hume regard association as a "gentle force" and to what
physical 1aw does he relate this?
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THOMAS HOBBES ON THE TRAIN OF THOUGHT. 1651.

Thomas
weal th

Hobbes, Leviathan or the Matter Forme and Power of a Conrnon-
Ecclesiasticall and Civil1 (London, 1651), pt. 1, chap. 3.

By Consequence, or Tra5rne of Thoughts, I understand that succession
of one Thought to another, which is called (to distinguish it from Dis-
course in words) Mentall Discourse.

When a man thinketh on any thing whatsoever, His next Thought after,
is not altogether so casuall as it seems to be. Not every Thought to
every Thought succeeds indifferently. But as wee have no Imagination,
whereof we have not formerly had Sense, in whole, or in parts; so we have
no Transit,ion from one Imagination to another, whereof we never had the
like before in our Senses. The reason whereof is this. A11 Fancies are
motions within us, reliques of those made in the Sense; And those motions
that i"mmediately succeeded one another in the sense, continue also to-
gether after Sense: In so much as the former comming again to take place,
and to praedominant, the later followeth, by coherence of the matter
moved, in such manner, as water upon a plain Table is drawn which way any
one part of it is guided by the finger. But because in sense, to one and
the same thing perceived, sometimes one thing, sometimes another succeed-
eth, it comes to passe in time, that in the Imagining of any thing, there
is no certainty what we shal1 Imagine next; Onely this is certain, it
shall be something that succeeded the same before, at one time or another.

This Trayne of Thoughts, or Mentall Discourse, is of two sorts. The
first is Ungu,ided, without Designe, and inconstant; Wherein there is no
Passionate Thought, to govern and direct those that follow, to it self,
as at the end and scope of some desire, or other passion: In which case
the thoughts are said to wander, and seem impertinent one to another, as
in a Dream. Such are Conunonly the thoughts of men, that are not onely
without company, but also without care of any thing; though even their
Thoughts are as busie as at other times, but without harmony; as the sound
which a Lute out of tune would yeeld to any man; or in tune, to one that
could not play. And yet in this wild ranging of the mind, a man may oft-
times perceive the way of it, and the dependance of one thought upon
another. For in a Discourse of our present civill \^7arre, what could seem
more impertinent, than to ask (as one did) what was the value of a Roman
Penny. Yet the Cohaerence to me was manifest enough. For the Thought
of the \^rarre, introduced the Thought of the delivering up the King to his
enemies; The Thought of that, brought in the Thought of the delivering up
of Christ; and that again the Thought of the 30 pence, which was the
price of that treason: and thence easily followed that malicious question;
and all this in a moment of time; for Thought is quick.

The second is more constant; as being regulated by some desire, and
designe. For the impression made by such things as wee desire, or feare,
is strong, and permanentr orr (if it cease for a timer) of quick return:
so strong it is sometimes, as to hinder and break our sleep. From Desire,
ariseth the Thought of some means we have seen produce the like of that
which we ayme at; and from the thought of that, the thought of means to
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that mean; and so continually, till we come to some beginning within our
own power. And because the End, by the greatnesse of the impression,
comes of,ten to mind, in case our thoughts begin to wander, they are quick-
ly again reduced into the way.

The Tralm of regulated Thoughts is of two kinds; One, when of an
effect irnagined, weeseek the causes, or means that produce it: and this
is common Lo Man and Beast. The other is, when imagining any thing what-
soever, weeseek al1 the possible effects, that can by it be produced;
that is Lo say, we imagine what we can do with it, when wee have it. Of
which I have not at any time seen any signe, but in man onely; for this
is a curiosity hardly incident to the nature of any living creature that
has no other Passion but sensua1l, such as are hunger, thirst, lust, and
anger. In sunme, the Discourse of the Mind, when it is governed by de-
signe, is nothing but Seeking or the faculty of Invention; . a hunt-
ing out of the causes, of some effect, present or past; or of the effects,
of some present or past cause. Sometimes a man seeks what he hath lost;
and from that p1ace, and time, wherein hee misses it, his mind runs back,
from place to place, and time to time, to find where, and when he had it;
that is to say, to find some certain, and limited time and place, in which
to begin a method of seeking. Again, from thence, this thoughts run over
the same place and times, to find what action, or other occasion might
make him lose it. This we call Remembrance, or Calling to mind: the
Latines call it Reminiscentia, as it were a Re-conning of our former actions.

Sometimes a man knows a place determinate, within the compasse where-
of he is to seek; and then his thoughts run over all the parts thereof,
in the same manner, as one would sweep a room, to find a jewell; or as a
Spaniel ranges the fie1d, till he find a sent; or as a man should run
over the Alphabet, to start a rime.

Sometime a rnan desires to know the event of an action; and then he
thinketh of some like action past, and the events thereof one after
another; supposing like events will fo1low like actions. As he that fore-
sees what wi1 become a Criminal, re-cons what he has seen follow on the
like Crime before; having this order of thoughts, The Crime, the Officer,
the ?rison, the Judge, and the Gallowes. Which kind of thoughts, is
called Foresight, and ?rudence, or ?rovidenee; and sometimes Wisdome;
though such conjecture, through the difficulty of observing all circum-
stances, be very fallacious. But this is certain; by how much one man

has more experience of things past, than another; by so much also he is
more ?rudent, and his expectations the seldomer faile him. The ?resent
onely has a being in Nature; things Past have a being in the Memory
onely, but things to come have no being at all; the Future being but a
fiction of the mind, applying the sequels of actions Past, to the ac-
tions that are Present; which with most certainty is done by him that has
most Experience; but not with certainty enough. And though it be ca1led
?rudence, when the Event answereth our Expectation; yet in its own nature,
it is but ?resumption. For the foresight of things to come, which is
Providence, belongs onely to him by whose will they are Lo come. From
him onely, and supernaturally, proceeds ?rophecy. The best ?rophet
naturally is the best guesser; and the best guesser, he that is most
versed and studied in the matters he guesses at; for he hath most sionpe
to guesse by.
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A Signe is the Event Antecedent, of the Consequent; and conlrarily,
the Consequent of the Antecedent, when the like Consequences have been
observed, before: And the oftner they have been observed, the lesse uncer-
tain is the Signe. And therefore he that has most experience in any kind
of businesse, has most Signes, whereby to guesse at the Future time; and
consequently is the most prudent: And so much more prudent than he that
is new in that kind of business, as not to be equalled by any advantage
of naturall and extremporary wit: though perhaps many young men think the
c onErary.

Neverthelesse it is not Prudence that distinguisheth man from beast.
There be beasts, that a year old observe more, and pursue that which is
for their good, more prudently, than a child can do at ten.

As Prudence is a Proesumtion of the Future contracted from the
Experience of time P""q;-So thete is a PrEililtion of things Past taken
from other things (not future but) past also. For he that hath seen by
what courses and degrees, a flourishing State hath first come into civil
warre, and then to ruine; upon the sight of the ruines of any other State,
will guesse, the like warre, and the like courses have been there a1so.
But this conjecture, has the same incertainty almost with the conjecture
of the Future; both being grounded onely upon Experience.

There is no other act of man's mind, that I can remember, naturally
planted in him, so, as to need no other thing, to the exercise of it, but
to be born a man, and live with the use of his five Senses. Those other
Faculties, of which I shal1 speak by and by, and which seem proper to man
onely, are acquired, and encreased by study and industry; and of most men
learned by instruction, and discipline; and proceed all from the inven-
tion of Words, and Speech. For besides Sense, and Thoughts, and the
Trayne of thoughts, the rnind of man has no other motion; though by the
help of Speech, and Method, the same Facultyes may be improved to such
a height, as to distinguish men from all other living CreaLures.

Whatsoever we imagine, is Finite. Therefore there is no ldea, or
conception of any thing we call Infinite. No man can have in his mind
an Image of infinite magnitude; nor conceive infinite swiftness, infin-
ite time, or infinite force, or infinite power. When we say any thing
is infinite, we signifie onely, that we are not able to conceive the
ends, and bounds of the thing named; having no Conception of the thing,
but of our own inability. And therefore the Name of God is used, not to
make us conceive him; (ior he is Incomprehensible; rnili" greatnesse,
and power are unconceivable;) but that we may honour him. Also because
whatsoever (as I said beforer) we conceive, has been perceived first by
sense, either all at once, or by parts; a man can have no thought, rep-
resenting any thing, not subject to sense. No man therefore can conceive
any thing, but he must conceive it in some place; and indued with some
determinate magnitude; and which may be divided into parts; nor that any
thing is all in this place, and all in another place at the same time;
nor Ehat two, or more things can be in one, and the same place at once:
For none of these things ever have, or can be incident to Sense; but are
absurd speeches, taken upon credit (without any signification at all,)
from deceived Philosophers, and deceived, or deceiving Schoolemen.
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JOHN LOCKE ON DISORDERS OF TI{E }4IND, 17OO

John Locke, An Essay concerning Humane Understanding, 4th ed. (London,
1700), bk. II, chap. 33.

1. There is scarce any one that does noL observe something that
seems odd to him, and is in it self really Extravagant in the Opinions,
Reasonings, and Actions of other Men. The least flaw of this kind, if
at all different from his own, every one is quick-sighted enough to espie
in another, and will by the Authority of Reason forwardly condemn, though
he be guilty of much greater Unreasonableness in his own Tenets and Con-
duct, which he never perceives, and will very hardly, if at all, be con-
vinced of.

2. This proceeds not wholly from Self-love, though that has often
a great hand in it. Men of fair Minds, and not given up to the over
weening of Self-flattery, are frequently guilty of it; and in many Cases
one with amazement hears the Arguings, and is astonish'd at the Obstinacy
of a worthy Man, who yields not to the Evidence of Reason, though laid
before him as clear as Day-light.

3, This sort of Unreasonableness is usually imputed to Education
and Prejudice, and for the most part truly enough, though that reaches
not the bottom of the Disease, nor shews distinctly enough whence it
rises, or wherein it lies. Education is often righcly assigned for the
Cause, and ?rejudice is a good general Name for the thing it self: But
yet, I think, he ought to look a little farther who would trace this
sort of Madness to the root it springs from, and so explain it, as to
shew whence this flaw has its Original in very sober and rational Minds,
and wherein it consists.

4. I shall be pardon'd for calling it by so harsh a name as
Madness, when it is considered, that opposition to Reason deserves that
Name, and is really Madness; and there is scarce a Man so free from it,
but that if he should always on all occasions argue or do as in sonte
cases he constantly does, would not be thought fitter for Bedlam, than
Civil Conversation. I do not here mean when he is under the power of
an unruly Passion, but in the steady calm course of his Life" That
which will yet more apologize for this harsh Name, and ungrateful Impu-
tation on the greatest part of Mankind is, that enquiring a little by
the bye into the Nature of Madness. I found it to spring from the
very same Root, and to depend on the very same Cause Tre are here speak-
ing of. This consideration of the thing it self, at a time when I
thought not the least on Ehe Subject which I am now treating of, sug-
gestrd it to me. And if this be a Weakness to which all Men are so
1iable; if this be a Taint which so universally infects Mankind, the
greater care should be taken to 1ay it open under its due Name, thereby
to excite the greater care in its Prevention and Cure.

5. Some of
one with another:
trace these, and
which is founded

our Ideas have a natural Correspondence and Connexion
It is the Office and Excellency of our Reason to

hold them together in that Union and Correspondence
in their peculiar Beines. Besides this there is
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I
another Connexion of Ideas who11y owing to Chance or Custom, Ideas that
in themselves are not-ilJll of kin, come to be so united in some Mens
Minds, that rtis very hard to separate them, they always keep in comp-
anY: and the one no sooner at any time comes into the Understanding but
its Associate appears with it; and if they are more than two which are
thus united, the whole gang always inseparable shew themselves together.

6. This strong Combination of Ideas, not ally'd by Nature, the Mind
makes in it self either voluntari'Iy, or by chance, and hence it comes in
different Men to be very different, according to their different Inclina-
tions, Educations, Interests, &c. Custom settles habits of Thinking in
the Understanding, as well as of Determining in the Will, and of Motions
in the Body; all which seems to be but Trains of Motion in the Animal
Spirits, which once set a going continue on in the same steps they have
been used to which by often treading are worn into a smooth path, and the
Motion in it becomes easy and as it were Natural . As far as r^re can com-
prehend Thinking, thus Ideas seem to be produced in our Minds, or if they
are not, this rnay serve to explain their following one anot.her in an hab-
itual train, when once they are put into that tract, as well as it does
to explain such Motions of the Body. A Musician used to any Tune will
find that let it but once begin in his Head, the Ideas of the several Notes
of it will fo1low one another orderly in his Understanding without any care
or attention, as regularly as his Fingers move orderly over the Keys of
the Organ to play out the Tune he has begun, though his unattentive
Thoughts be elsewhere a wandering. Whether the natural cause of these
Ideas, as well as of that regular Dancing of his Fingers be the Motion of
his Animal Spirits: I will not determine how probably soever by this
Instance it appears Lo be so: But this may help us a little to conceive of
Intellectual Habits, and of Lhe tying together of Ideas.

7. That there are such Associations of Lhem made by Custom in the
Minds of most Men, I think no Body will question who has well considerrd
himself or others; and to this, perhaps, might be justly attributed most
of the Sympathies and Antipathies observable in Men, which work as strong-
ly, and produce as regular Effects as if they were Natural, and are
therefore ca1led so, though they at first had no other Original but the
accidental Connexion of two Ideas, which either the strength of the first
Impression, or future rndulgffi-so united, that they always afterwards
kept company together in that Manrs Mind, as if they were but one ldea.
I say npst of the Antipathies, I do not say all, for some of them "r"truly natural, depend upon our original Constitution, and are born with
us; but a great part of those whieh are counted Natural, would have
been known to be from unheeded, though, perhaps, early Impressions, or
wanton ?hancies at first, which would have been acknowledged the Origin-
al of them if they had been warily observed. A grornm ?erson surfeiting
with Honey: tro sooner hears the Name of it, but his Phancy immediately
carries Sickness and Qualms to his Stomach, and he cannoL bear the very
trdea of it; other Ideas of Dislike and Sickness, and Vomiting presently
accompany it, and he is disturbtd, but he knows from whence to date this
Weakness, and can tell how he got this Indisposition: Had this happen'd
to him, by an over dose of Honey, when a Child, all the same Effects
would have followed, but the Cause would have been mistaken, and the
Antipathy counted Natural.

I mention this not out of any great necessity there is in this8.
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present Argument, to distinguish nicely between Natural and Acquired
Antipathies, but I take notice of it for another purpose (via.) that
those who have Children, or the charge of their Education, would think
it worth their while diligently to watch, and carefully to prevent the
undue connexion of rdeas in the Minds of young ?eople. This is the time
most susceptible ofETfittg lmpressions, and though those relating to
the Health of the Body, are by discreet ?eople rninded and fenced against,
yet I am apt to doubt, that those which relate more peculiarly to the
Mind, and terminate in the Understanding, or ?assions, have been rmrch
less heeded than the thing deservesr nay those relating purely to the
Understanding have, as I suspect, been by most Men wholly overlookrd.

9. This wrong Connexion in our Minds of Ideas in themselves, loose
and independent one of another has such an ittfGe, and is of so great
force to set us awry in our Actions, as well Moral as Natural, Passions,
Reasoning, and Notions themselves, that, perhaps, there is not any one
thing that deserves more to be looked after.

10. The fdeas of Gobl-ines and Sprights have really no more to do
with Darkness ffiligttt, lFTet but a foolish Maid inculcate these of-
ten on the Mind of a Child, and raise them there together, possibly he
sha1l never be able t,o separate them again so long as he lives, but Dark-
ness shall ever afterwards bring with it those frightful Ideas, and they
shall be so joined that he can no more bear the one than the other.

11. A Man receives a sensible Injury f,rom another, thinks on the
Man and that Action over and over, and by ruminating on them strongly,
or much in his Mind so cements those two Ideas together, thaE he makes
them almost one; never thinks on the Uanr-6iE-the Pain and Displeasure
he suffered comes into his Mind with it, so that he scarce distinguishes
them, but has as nnrch an aversion for the one as the other. Thus Hatreds
are often begotten frorn slight and almost innocent Occasions, and
Quarrels propagated and continued in the World.

L2. A Man has suffered Pain or Sickness in any Place, he saw his
Friend die in such a Room, though these have in Nature nothing to do
one with another, Yet when the Idea of the Place occurs to his Mind,
it brings (the Impression being once made) that of the ?ain and Dis-
pleasure with it, he confounds them in his Mind, and can as little bear
the one as the other.

13. When this Combination is settled and whilst it lasts, it is not
in the por,rer of Reason to help us, and rel-ieve us from the Effects of it.
Ideas in our Minds, when they are there, will operate according to their
Natures and Circumstances; and here we see the cause why Time cures cer-
tain Affections, which Reason, though in the right, and allow'd to be so,
has not power over, nor is ab1-e against them to prevail with those who
are apt to hearken to it in other cases. The Death of a Child, that was
the daily delight of his Mothers Eyes, and joy of her Soul, rends from
her Heart the whole comfort of her Life, and gives her all the torment
inaginable; use the Consolations of Reason in this case, and you were as
good preach Ease to one on the Rack, and hope to allay, by rational
Discourses, the Pain of his Joints tearing asunder. Till time has by dis-
use separated the sense of that Enjoyment and its loss from the Idea of
the Child returning to her Memory, all- Representations, though ttffi so
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reasonable, are in vain; and therefore some in whom the union between
these Ideas is never dissolved, spend their Lives in Mourning, and carry
an incurable Sorrow to their Graves.

L4. A Friend of mine knew one perfectly cured of Madness by a very
harsh and offensive Operation. The Gentleman, who was thus recovered,
with great sense of Gratitude and Acknowledgment, owned the Cure all his
Life after, as the greatest Obligation he could have received; but what-
ever Gratitude and Reason suggested to him, he could never bear the sight
of the Operator: That Image brought back with it the Idea of that Agony which
herd suffertd from his Hands, which \n7as too mighty and intolerable for him
to endure.

15. Many Children imputing the Pain they endured at School to their
Books they were corrected for, so joyn those Ideas together, that a Book
becomes their Aversion, and they are never reconciled to the study and
use of them all their Lives after; and thus Reading beco'nes a tonnent to
Lhem, which otherwise possibly they might have made the great Pleasure of
their Lives. There are Rooms convenient enough, that some Men cannot
Study in, and fashions of Vessels, which though never so cl-ean and com-
modious they cannot Drink out of, and that by reason of some accidental
Ideas which are annextd to them, and make them offensive; and who is there
that hath not observed scrme Man to flag at the appearance, or in the comp-
any of some certain ?erson not otherr^rise superior to him, but because having
once on sone occasion got the Ascendant, the Idea of Authority and Distance
goes along with that of the Person, and he that has been thus subjected is
noE able to separate them.

L6. Instances of this kind are so plentiful every where, that if I
add one more, it is only for the pleasant oddness of it. It is of a young
Gentleman, who having learnt to Dance, and that to great Perfection, there
happened to stand an o1d Trunk in the Room where he learnt. The Idea of
this "remarkabl-e piece of Housholdstuff, had so mixed it self with the
turns and steps of all his Dances, that though in that Chamber he could
Dance excellently well, Iet is was only whilst that Trunk was there' nor
could he perform well in any other place, unless that, or some such other
Trunk had its due position in the Room. If: this story shal1 be suspected
to be dressed up with come comical Circumstances, a little beyond precise
Nature; I answer for my self, that I had it some Years since from a very
sober and worthy Man, upon his own knowledge, as I report it; and I dare
s4y, there are very few inquisitive Persons, who read this, who have not
met with Accounts, if not Examples of this Nature, that may pFrallel, or
at least justify this.

17. Intellectual Habits and Defects this way contracted are not
less frequent and powerful, though less observed. Let the Ideas of Being
and Matter be strongly joined either by Education or much Thought, whilst
these are still combined in the Mind, what Notions, what Reasonings, will
there be about separate Spirits? Let custom from the very Childhood have
joinfd Figure and Shape to the Idea of God, and what Absurdities will
that Mind be liable to about the Deity?

unnatural Combinations of ldeas will be18. Some such wrong and
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found to establish the IrreconcilabLe opposition beLween different Sects
of ?hilosophy and Religion; for we cannot imagine every one of their
Followers to impose wilfully on himself, and knowlingly refuse Truth of-
ferrd by plain Reason. Interest though it does a great deal in the case,
yet cannot be thought to work whole Societies of Men to so universal a

Perverseness, as that every one of them to a Man shouLd knowingly main-
tain Falshood: Sorne at least must be allowed to do what all- pretend to,
i.e.. to pursue Truth sincerely; and therefore there must be something
ttrat linas their Understandings, and makes them not see the falshood of
what they embrace for real Tnrth. That which thus captivates their
Reasons, and leads Men of Sincerity blindfold from cournon Sence, wil1,
when examinfd, be found to be what we are speaking of: some independent
Ideas, of no alliance to one another, are by Education, Custom, and the
constant din of their Party, so coupled in their Minds, that they al-
ways appear there together, and they can no more separate them in their
Thoughts, than if they were but one ldea, and they operate as if they
were so. This gives Sence to Jargon, Demonstration to Absurdities, and
Consistency to Nonsense, and is the foundation of the greatest, I had
almost said, of all the Errors in the World; or if it does not reach so
fat, it is aL least the most dangerous one, since so far as it obtains
it hinders Men frqn seeing and examining. When two things in themselves
disjoin'd appear to the sight constantly united; if the Eye sees these
things rivetted which are loose, where will you begin to rectify the mis-
takes that fol-low in two ldeas, that they have been accustomrd so to
join in their Minds, as to substitute one for the other, and, as I am apt
to think, often without perceiving it themselves? This, whilst they are
under the deceit of it, makes them uneapable of Conviction, and they
applaud themselves as zealous Champions for Truth, when indeed they are
contending for Error; and the confusion of two different ldeas, which a

custonary connexion of them in their Minds hath to them made in effect
but onen fiL1s their Heads with false Views, and their Reasonings with
false Consequences.

DAVID HITME ON A PSYCHOLOGICAL AI{ALOGUE OF GRAVITATION, L739.

The first excerPt in the present selection is from David Hume,
philosophical Essays concerning Human Understanding, 2nd ed. (London,

'tst), 
essay 2. The first edition (1748) has not been available, but

presr:nrabLy does not differ materially. More recent editions of this
book are entitled Enquirv concerning Human Understanding. The second
excerpt is from Humets Treatise of Human Nature; being An Attempt to
Introduce the experimental Method of Reasoni+g into Mgsal-Subjects'
;o1. I 

-tondon, 

IlZg), pt. 1, sect. 4. The later work is essentially
a revi'sion and condensation of the earlier.

fnxcerpt f
Every one will readily allow, that there is a considerable Differ-

ence betwixt the Perceptions of the Mind, when a Man feels the ?ain of
excessive Heat or the Pleasure of moderate Warmth, and when he after-
wards recalls to his Memory this Sensation, or anticiPates it by his
Imagination. These Faculties may mimick or copy the Perceptions of the
Senses; but they never can reach entirely the Force and Vivacity of the
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original Sentiment. The utmost we say of them, even when they operate

with greatest Vigour, is, that they rlpresent their Object in so lively
a Manner, that w! could almost say we feel or see it: But, except the

Mind be disordertd by Oiffi-or Madness, they never can arrive at such

a ?itch of vivacity ." to render these ?erceptions altogether undis-

tinguishable. A11 the Colours of ?oetry, however, splendid, can never

paint natural objects in such a_nanner as to make the Description be taken

for a real Land"i.ip. The most 1ively Thought is still inferior to the

dullest Sensation.

we may observe a like Distinction to run thror all the other ?ercep-

tions of the Mind. A Man, in a FiL of Anger, is actuated in a very dif-
ferent l,Ianner from one, who only thinks oi that Emotion. rf you te1l me'

that any Person is in Love, I easily understand your ivleaning, and form a

just conception of his situation; but never can mistake that conception

for the real Disorders and Agitations of the ?assion. when we reflect
on all our past sentiments and Affections' our Thought is a faithful
I"lirror, and copies its Objects truly; but-the Colours it enrploys are faded

and dead, in comparison ol tho"., in which our original ?erceptions were

cl0thtd. tt requires no nice Discernnent nor metaphysieal Head to mark

the Distinction betwixt them'

Herethereforeltlemaydivideallthe?erceptionsofLhe^Mindinto
two classes or species, thi"h are distinguishrd by their different De-

grees of Force and vivacity. The less forcible and lively are cormnonly

ienominatea tnougtrts or tdlas. The other Species want a Name in our

Language, and inGolt otffirs; I suppose, betause it was not requisite for

,oyl tit'philosophical purposes, tL rank them under a general Term or

Appellation. f.et us, therlfor", .r"u a little Freedom, and call them

Impressions, employing that word in a sense somewhat different from the

usual. By trre ierm, impressions, then, h7e mean all our more f-ively
?erceptions, when we TET,E-6e, or feel, or love' or hate' or desire'

or will. And Impressions ttu "oottadistinguish'd 
from Ideas, which are

the less lively ?erceptions we are conscious of, when we reflect on any

oftheseSensationsorlvlovementsabovementionId.

Nothing, at first view, nay seem more unbounded than the Thought of

Iulan, whieh not 
-onry 

escapes all human ?ower and Authority, but is not

.""i i""araints within the Limits of Nature and Reality' To form Mon-

stersrandjoinincongruousshapesandAppearancescostsitnomore
Trouble than to "or,""i.r" 

the rnost natural and familiar Objects ' And

while the Body is confinrd to one ?lanet, along which it creeps with
pain and Difficulty; the Thought can in an Instant transport us into
the most distant nliions of the Universe; or even beyond the Universe'

into the unbounded chaos, where Nature is suppostd to lie in total con-

fusion. What never was seen, nor heard of may yet be conceivtd; nor is
anythingbeyondthe?owerofThought,except'whatimpl-iesanabsolute
Contradiction.

But Lhot Thought seems to possess this unbounded LiberLy, we shall

find, upon a o""r"i Examination, thaL it is really confinrd within very

narrow f.imits, and that aLl this creative Poft7er of the Mind amounts to

no more than the compounding, transposing, augmenting, or diminishing

the Materials afforded us by the senses and Experience' m9i we Ehink

of a golden l"Iountain, we only join two consisten! Ideasr 991d, and
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Ucgnlgig, with which we were formerly acquainted. A virtuous Horse we
can conceive; because, from our oran FeeLing, r^re can conceive Virtue, andthis we may unite to the Figure and Shape of a Horse, which is an Animal
fanniliar to us. rn short, aLl the Materials of thinking are derivrd
either from our outward or inward Sentiment: The Mixture and Compositionof these belongs alone to the Mind and wilL. or to express myself inphilosophical Language' alL our Ideas or more feebLe plrceptitns are Copiesof our Impressions or more lively ones.

To prove this, the two following Arguments wi1-L, I hope, be sufficient.First, When we analyse our Thoughts or Ideas, however compounded or sublime,
we always find, that they resolve themsetves into such simple Ideas as
were copytd from a precedent Feeling or Sentiment. Even those Ideas,
which, at first view, seem the most wide of this origin, are found, upon
a narro\^rer scrutiny, to be derivrd frorn it. The Idea of God, as meaning
an infinitely intelligent, wise, and good Being, arises frour reflecting
on the operations of our own Mind, and augmenting those Qualities of
Goodness and wisdom, without Bound or r,imit. we may prosecute this En-quiry to what T,ength we-please, wtrere we shall always find, that every
rdea we examine is copyrd frorn a similar rmpression. Those, llho would
assert, that this Position is not absolutely universal- and without Excep-tion, have only one, and that an easy Method of refuting it, by producing
that idea, which, in their opinion, is not derivtd from this slurce. rtwill then be incumbent on us, if we would maintain our Doctrine, to pro-
duce the rmpression or lively perception, that corresponds to it.

secondly. rf it happen, from a Defect of the organ, that a Man is
not susceptible of any species of sensation, we always find, that he is
as little susceptible of the correspqndent Ideas. A blind Man can form no
Notion of colours; a deaf Man of sounds. Restore either of them that
Sense, in which he is deficient; by opening this new Inlet for his Sensa-
tionsr You also open an Inlet for the ldeas, and he finds no Difficultyof conceiving these objects. The case is the same if the object, proper
for exciting any sensation, has never been applyrd to the organ. A
Laplander or Negro has no Notion of the Relish of Wine. And thot there
are few or no Instances of a like Deficiency in the Mind, where a person
has never felt or is altogether incapable of a Sentiment or passion, that
belongs to his Species; yet we find the same Observation to take place in
a lesser Degree. A Man of rnild Manners can form no Notion of inveterate
Revenge or Cruelty; nor can a selfish Heart easily conceive the Heightsof Friendship and Generosity. ItTis readil"y aLlorutd, that other Beings
nay possess flurny Senses, of which we can have no Conception; because the
rdeas of them have never been introducrd to us in the only Manner, by
which an ldea can have access to the Mind, viz. by the actual Feeling and
Sensation"

There is, however, one contradictory phaenomenon, which nay prove
that rtis not absolutely irnpossible for Ideas to go before their corres-
pondent Impressions. I believe it will readil"y be aLLontd, that the sev-
erar distinct rdeas of colours, which enter by the Eyes, or those of
Sounds, which are conveytd by the Hearing, are realLy differeng from eachother; thor, at the same time, resembling. Now if this be true of dif-ferent Colours, it unrst be no l-ess so, of the different Shades of the same
Colour; and each Shade produces a distinct Idea, independent of the rest.
For if this should be denyfd, 'tis possible, by the continual Gradation of
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Shades, to run a Colour insensibly into what it9-most remote from it; and

if you will not a1low any of the Means t.o be different, You cannot, with-
out Absurdity, deny the ExLremes to be the same. suppose, therefore, a

person to have en3tytd his Sight for thirty Years, and to have become per-

fectly well acquaintea with Colours of all kinds, excepting one partic-
ular Shade of B1ue, for Instance, which it never has been his Fortune to
meet rnrith. Let ati the different Shades of that Colour, except that
single one, be plactd before him, descending gradually from the deepest

to ihe lightest; 'tis plain, that he will perceive a Blank, where that
Shade is wanting, and tiff t" sensible, that there is a greater Distance

in that Place beiwixt the contiguous Colours than in any other' Now I ask,

whether ttis possible for him, from his own Imagination, to supply this
Deficiency, "rrd 

raise up to himself the Idea of that particular Shade,

tho' it had never been tonveyrd to him by his Senses? I believe there

are few but r^riIl be of Opinion that he can; and this may serve-as a Proof,
that the simple Ideas arl not always, in every Instance, derivrd from

the correspondent Impressions; thor this Instance is so particular and

singular, ihrt ttis scarce worth our observing, and does not merit, that
for it alone we should alter our general l'laxim'

Here, therefore, is a Proposition, which not only seems' in itself'
simple "oil ir,t"lligible; but, if properly employtd, might render every

Dispute equally intelligible, and banish aL1 that Jargon, which has so

long taken ?ossession of metaphysical Reasonings, and drawn such Dis-
gr"fu upon them. A11 Ideas, esplcially abstract ones' are naturally
iaint and obscure: The Mind has but a slender Hold on them: They are apt

to be confounded with other resembling ldeas: And when we have often
employrd any Term, thor without a distinct Meaning, hre are apt to imagine

it-tr" a determinate Idea, annexrd to it. On the contrary, all,Impres-
sions, that is, all sensations, either outward or inward' are strong and

sensible: The Limits betwixt them are more exactly determintd:,Nor is it
easy to fall into any Error or Mistake with Regard to them. when there-
fore we entertain any Suspicion, that a philosophical Term is employ'd

without any l"Ieanir,g tr IdLa (as is but too frequent) we need but enquire,
from what Impression iF.that_gupposrd ldea 49riv'd? And-if it be impos-

sible to assign onfirm our suspicion' By bring-
ing ldeas into so li"rr a Light, we n'y reasonably hope to remove all
Dispute, that may arise, concerning their Nature and Reality'

/Excerpt fI

As all simple ideas may be separated by the imagination, and may be

united again in what form it pleases, nothing would be more unaccount-

able than Ehe operations of that faculty, were it not guided by some

universal principles, which render it, in sorne measure, uniform with
itself in all times and places. Were ideas entirely loose and uncon-

neeted, chance alone wou-rd join them; and ttis impossible the,same sirnple

ideas should fal1 regularly into cogrplex ones (as they conmonly do)

without some bond of union among them, some associating quality, by which

one idea naturally introduces another. This uniting principle among ideas

is not to be "orr"id"rtd 
as an inseparable connexion; for that has been

already excluded from the imagination: Nor yet are we to conclude, that

i

I
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without it the mind cannot join two ideas; for nothing is more free than
that faculty; but \^7e are only to regard it as a gentle force, which com-
monly prevails, and is the cause why, among other things, languages so
nearly correspond to each other; nature in a manner pointing out to every
one those simple ideas, which are most proper to be united into a complex
one. The qualities, from which this association arises, and by which the
mind is after this manner conveytd from one idea to another, are three,
viz. Besemblance, Contigujl4 in time or place, and Cause and Effect.

I believe it will not be very necessary to prove, that these qual-
ities produce an association among ideas, and upon the appearance of one
idea naturally introduce another. tTis plain, that in,the course of our
thinking, and in the constant revolution of our ideas, our imagination
runs easily from one idea to any other that resembl-es it, and that this
quality alone is to the fancy a sufficient bond and association. ttTis
likewise evident, that as the senses, in changing their objects, are
necessitated to change them regularly, and take them as they lie contig-
uous to each other, the imagination must by long cusEom acquire the same
method of thinking, and run along the parts of space and time in conceiv-
ing its objects. As to the connexion, that is made by the relation of
cause and effect, we shall have occasion afterwards to examine it to the
bottom, and therefore shall not at present insist upon it. tTis suf-
ficient to observe, that there is no relation, which produces a stronger
connexion in the fancy, and makes one idea more readily recall another,
than the relation of cause and effect betwixt their objects.

That we may understand the fu1l extent of these relations, we must
consider, that two objects are connected together in the imagination,
not only when the one is irnrnediately resembling, contiguous to, or the
cause of the other, but al-so when there is interposed betwixt them a
third object, which bears to both of them any of these relations. This
may be carried on to a great length; tho' at the same time we may ob-
serve, that each remove considerably weakens the relation. Cousins in
the fourth degree are connected by causation, if I may be allowed to use
that term; but not so closely as brothers, much less as child and parent.
In general we may observe, that all the relations of blood depend upon
cause and effect, and are esteemed near or remote, according to the
number of connecting causes interpostd betwixt the persons.

Of the three relations above-mentiontd this of causation is the most
extensive. Two objects may be considertd as placrd in this relation, as
well when one is the cause of any of Ehe actions or motions of the other,
as when the former is the cause of the existence of the latter. For as
that action or motion is nothing but the object itself, considerrd in a
certain Iight, and as the object continues the same in all its different
situations, 'tis easy to imagine how such an influence of objects upon
one another nray connect them in the imagination.

These are therefore the principles of union or cohesion among our
simple ideas, and in the imagination supply the place of that inseparable
connexion, by which they are united in our memory. Here is a kind of
Attraction, which in the mental world will be found to have as extraordi-
nary effects as in the natural, and to shew itself in as many and as var-
ious forms. rts effects are every where conspicuous; but as to its
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causes, they are mostly unknown, and must be resolvtd into original qual-
ities of human nature, which I pretend not to explain. Nothing is more

requisite for a true phiLosopher, than to restrain the intemperate desire
of searchiag into "",.t""", and having establishtd any doctrine upon a suf-
ficient nr:mber of experiments, rest contented with that, when he sees a
farther examination woul-d lead him into obscure and uncertain specula-
tions. In that case his enquify l4toutd be much better employtd in examin-

ing the effects than the causes of his principle'
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William James (L842'1910)

America,sgreatestclaimanttopsychologicalfameattheturnofthe
century was bori in New york, receivld- his early schooling in this coun-

try and abroad, attended Harvard Co1-lege and Medical School, and was

successively drawn into studies oi phyliotogy (with HeLmholtz and Claude

Bernard, among otn"r"), psychologyr'."a prtirtsophy during the remainder

of his l_ife. E;;;i;iiy'girtua lr',r rt1ier and a critic, he was quick

Lo recognize (and lampoon) any over-simplification, pomposity, pedantry'

or exaggerated claims of his contemPoraries or- predecessors--including

such famous men as Herbert spencer, Gustav Fechner, and tr{ilhel-m I'trundt'

The clarity, color, and elegance oi hir literary style, as well as the

breadthofhisscholarship,wonhimanundisputednicheinthehistory
of psychology, in spite oi-the_fact that he contributed little of sys-

tematic iropott"rr""-L- ptt"ent-day thought' I{e was at his best in the

S tudy Guide f or IJNIT

role of a critic.

Study Questions

1. What are the two
subj ect-PredicaLe
beginning of his

2. What is
and the

In what waYS can
does James mean

In what ways can
Did Spencer have

kinds of mental itcouplingsrrt judgments' or
connections which James describes at the

treatment of rrPsYchogenesis?rt

5.

the relation of these to the positions of the empiricist
apriorist?

3.WhatarethetwokindsofempiricismraccordingtoJames?

4.Whatotherpsychologicalcategoriesthanthoseofjudgmentare
subject co two inteipretations with respect to their origins?

Can you state Jamesrs
empiricism (nativism
in evolution?

6.onwhatpointwould,,everyone|'agreeconcerningtheoriginsof
mental- life?

the mind be related to the outside world? What

by "organic mental structurerr? By Itexperience?rl

g. what value does James assign to ttexperiencetr in accounting for
connections among ideas?rr

g.What,accordingtoJames'didHerbertspencertrytoaddtothe
empiricistic argument?

10. In what tr^/o ways may naLure produce perceptions in the Mind?

Can You give examPles?

an animal become a trmatch for its environment?rr

names for these?
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own position with respect to apriorism and

ana glrreticisrn)? Does it involve a beLief

7.
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1,2. Can you distinguish between the trfront-doorrr and the rfback-dooltt

manner in which the mind is assailed?

13. How would a Spencerite describe the way in which the mental
categories get into our minds fronr the T,lorl-d outside?
What does James object to in this? What does he agree l^7ith?

L4. How does the world of rrscientific realityrr corresPond to the
world of |texperience?rt

L5. ttrhat does James mean when he says:

Instead of experience engendering the trinner relationsrrl
the inner relations are what engender the experiences
here.t' !ilhich is rtback-doorrr knor.rLedge; which is rrfront-
door?t'

What do you think of James I s position? Is it relevant to present-day
problems of psychology? Which?
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I^IILLIAM JAMES ON THE LIMITATIONS OF ASSOCIATIONISM, 1890

william James, The Pri@ (New York, 1890), vol. II,
chap. 28.

In this final chapter I sha1l treat of what has sometimes been called
psvchogenesis, and try to ascertain just how far the connections of things
f" th" ."tr"rd environment can account for our tendency to think of, and

to react upon, certain things in certain l^7ays and in no othersr even
though personally we have had of the things in question no experience'
or almost no experience at all. It is a familiar truth that some propo-
sitions are necejgglJ. We must attach the predicate 'equal' to the
subject toppffiides of a parallelogram' if we think those terms to-
gether at all, whereas we need not in any such way attach the predicate
irainyrt for example, to the subject tto-morrolnl . t The dubious sort of
coupling of terms is universally admitted to be due to'experience'; the
certain sort is ascribed to the torganic structurer of the mind. This
structure is in turn supposed by the so-called apriorists to be of trans-
cendental origin, or at any rate not to be explicable by experience;
whilst by evolutionary empiricists it is supposed to be also due to ex-
perience, not only to the experience of the individual, but to that of
his ancestors as far back as one may please to go. Our emotional and in-
stinctive tendencies, our irrestible impulses to couple certain movements

with the perception or thought of certain things, are also features of
our corrnate mental structure, and like the necessary judgments, are in-
terpreted by the apriorists and empiricists in the same warring ways.

I shall try in the course of the chapter to make plain three things:
1) That, taking the word experience as it is universally understood,

the experience of the race can no more account for our necessary or a

priori judgments than the experience of the individual can;

2) That there is no good evidence for the belief that our instinct-
ive reactions a::e fruits of our ancestors I education in the midst of the
same environnent, transmitted to us at birth.

3) That the features of our organic mental structure cannot be ex-
plained at all by our conscious intercourse with the outer environment'
but must rather be understood as congenital variations, taccidentalt in
the first instance, but then transmitted as fixed features of the race.

apriorists give of the
contend (as will here-

cause.
facts
after

On the whole, then, the account which the
is that which I defend; although I should
appear) for a naturalistic view of their

The first thing I have to say is that all schools (however they
otherwise differ) rmrsL allow that the elementary qualities of cold, heat,
pleasure, pain, red, blue, sound, silence, etc.' are original, innate,
or a priori properties of our subjective nature, even though they should
require ttre touch of experience to waken them into actual consciousness'
and shoul-d slumber, to all eternity, without it.

This is so on either of the two hypotheses we nny make concerning
the relation of the feelings to the realities at whose touch they become
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alive. For in the first pLace , Lf a feeling do not mirror the reality
which wakens it and to which we say it corresponds, if it mirror no
reaLity whatevet outside of the mind, Lt of course is a purely mental
product. By its very definition it can be nofhing else. But in the
second place, even if it do mirror the teality exactLy, sti11 it is not
that reility itself , it ifa duplication of it, the result of a mental

reaction. And that the mind should have the polrer of reacting in just
that duplicate way can only be stated as a har-mony between- its nature
and the nature of the truth outside of it, iharmony whereby it follows
that the qualities of both parties match'

The originaLity of these elements is not, then, a question for dis-
pure. the warfare- of philosoplreTs.is exglrJsivelY- relaliYg lg--gbeir
i'OnUS O maintains that these forms can

only foltr-ow the order of combination in which the elements were origin-
ally awakened by the impressions of the external world; the apriorists
insist, on the contrary, that some modes of combination, at any rate'
follow from the natures of the-elements themselves, and that no amount

of experience can modify this result.

WHAT IS MEANT BY E)GERIENCE?

The phrase torganic mental structuret names the matter in dispute'
Has the mind such a structure or not? Are its contents arrg&gg!! fron
the start, or is the arrangement they may possess simply due to the

shuffling of them by experience in an absolutely plastic bed? Now the
first thing to make sure of is that when we talk of texperiencer' we

attach a definite meaning to the word' Experience means experience of
something foreign supposed to impreqs us, whether spontaneously or in

tions and acts. Impressionsr as we well
know, affect certain orders of sequence and coexistence, and the mindrs

habiis copy the habits of the irnpressions, so that our images of things
assume a time- and space-arrangement which resembles the time- and

space-arrangements outside. To uniform outer coexistences and sequences

"-otr."pord 
constant conjunctions of ideas, to fortuitous coexistences

and sequences casual conjunctions of ideas. We are sure that fire will
burn and hrater weL us, less sure that thunder will come after lightning'
not at all sure whether a strange dog will bark at us or let us go by'
In these \^tays experience moulds us every hour, and makes of our minds

a mirror of the li*"- and space-connections between the things in the
worLd. The principl-e of habit within us so fixes the copy at last that
we find it difficult uv"n to imagine how the outward order could pos-

sibly be different frorn what it is, and we continuall-y divine frmr the
preslnt what the future is to be. These habits of transition, from one

lhought to another, are features of mentat structure which were lacking
in us at birth; we can see their groT,trth under experiencers moulding
finger, and we can see how often experience undoes her or^m work, and for
an earl-ier order substitutes a new one. tThe order of experiencer t in
this matter of the time- and space-conjunctions of things, is thus an

indisputably vera causa of our forms of thought. It is our educator,
orrr "tr.teignfiIpil;d 

friend; and its name, standing for something

with so real and definite a use, ought to be kept sacred and encumbered

with no vaguer meaning.

If all the connections among ideas in the mind could be interpreted
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as so many combinatioas of sense-data wrought into fixity in this way
from without,therr experience in the cortrron and legitimate sense of the
word would be the sole fashioner of the mind.

The ernpirical school in psychology has in the main contended that
they can be so interpreted. Before our generation, it was the exper-
ience of the individual only which was meant. But when one nowadays
says that the human mind owes its present shape to experience, he means
the experience of ancestors as well. Mr. Spencerrs statement of this
is the earliest emphatic one.

TWO MODES OF ORIGIN OF BRAIN STRUCTURE

... The texperience-philosophyt has from time innnemorial been the
opponent of theological modes of thought. The word experience has a

halo of anti-supernaturalism about it; so that if anyone express dis-
satisfaction with any function claimed for it, he is liable to be
treated as if he could only be animated by loyalty to the catechism,
or in some way have the interests of obscurantism at heart. I am en-
tirely certain that, on this ground alone, what I have erelong to say
will make this a sealed chapter to many of my readers. t'He denies
experienceltt they will exclaim, rrdenies science; believes the mind cre-
ated by miracle, is a regular o1d partisan of innate ideasl That is
enoughl wer1l listen to such antediluvian twaddle no more." Regrettable
as is the loss of readers capable of such wholesale discipleship, I
feel that a definite meaning for the word experience is even more im-
portant than their company. 'Experiencer does not mean every natural'
as opposed to every supernatural, cause. It means a particular sort
of natural agency, alongside of which other more recondite natural
agencies may perfectly well exist. With the scientific animus of anti-
supernaturalism we ought to agree, but we ought to free ourselves frorn
its verbal idols and bugbears.

Nature has many methods of producing the same effect. She may make
a tbornt draughtsman or singer by tipping in a certain direction aL an
opportune moment the molecules of some human ovum; or she may bring
forth a child ungifted and make him spend laborious but successful years
at school. She may make our ears ring by the sound of a bell, or by a

dose of quinine; make us see yeltow by spreading a field of buttercups
before our eyes, or by mixing a little santonine powder with our food;
fill us with terror of certain surroundings by making them really dan-
gerous, or by a blo'ur which produces a pathological alteration of our
brain. It is obvious that we need two words to designate these two
modes of operating. In the one case the natural agents produce percep-
tions which t"ke cognira4cq of lh ts the 'thev produce tions which take coeni.zance of something else.
What is taught to the mind by the 'experience,' in the first case' is
the order of experience itself--the tinner relationt (in Spencerts
phrase) tcorrespondsr to the router relationt which produced it, by re-
membering and knowing the latter. But in the case of the other sort
of natural agency, what is taught to the mind has nothing to do with
the agency itself, but with some different outer relation altogether.
A diagram will express the alternatives. B stands for our human brain
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in the midst of the worl-d. A11 the little ors with arrows Proceeding

/'^

"-'-

from thern are natural objects (like sunsetsr etc.), which impress it
through the senses, and in the strict sense of the word give it

"*puri.rr"", 
teaghing it by habit and association what is the order of

E;ir ra1rs. Aff the little x's inside the brain and aLl the little
x's outside of it are the ot6er natural objects and processes (in the
a*, in the blood, etc.), which equally modify the brain, but mould

it to no cognition of themselves' The tinnitus auriup discloses no
propertie" of th" quinine; ttre musical endowment teaches no embryol-
teyl rhe morbid dread (of solitude, perhaps) no brain-pathology; but
til'way in which a dirty sunset and a rainy morrow hang together in
the mind copies and teaches the sequences of sunsets and rainfall in
the outer wor1d.

In zoological evolution we have two modes in which an animal race
may grow to be a better match for its environment'

First, the so-cal1-ed way of radaptation, I in which the environ-
ment may iiself modify its inhabitant by exercising, hardening, and

habituating him to certain sequences, and these habits may, it is often
maintained, become hereditarY.

variation, I as Mr. Da::rlin termed
with peculiarities that heLp them
variations of this sort tend to

Second, the waY of raccidental
iL, in which certain Young are born
and their progeny to survive. That
become hereditarYr no one doubts.

The first mode is called by Mr. Spencer direct, the second indi-
rect, equilibration. Both equilibrations must of course be natural
ana pnysical processes, but ihey belong to entireLy different physical

"ptr"re". The direct influences are obvious and accessible things'
Tire causes of variation in the young arer on the other hand, molecular
and hidden. The direct influences are the animalrs rexperiencesrt in
the widest sense of the term. Where what is influenced by them is the

mental organism, they are conscigqs experiences, and heconre the objects
ffiff as the causes of ttreir etfects. That is, the effect consists
in a tendency of the experience itself to be remenibered, or to have

its elements thereafter coupled in imagination just as they were coupled

in the experience. In the diagram these experiences are represented by

the.q-lq excLusively. The xrs, on the other hand, stand for the indi-
rectJiuses of menlal modification--causes of which we are not imnred-
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iately conscious as such, and which are not the direct objects of the
effects they produce. Some of them are molecular accidents before
birth; some of them are collateral and remote combinations, unintended
combinations, one might say, of more direct effects wrought in the un-
stable and intricate brain-tissue. Such a result is unquestionably the
susceptibility to music, which some individuals possess at the present
day. It has no zoological utility; it corresponds to no object in the
natural environment; it is a pure incident of having a hearing organ,
an incident depending on such instable and inessential conditions that
one brother may have it and another brother not. Just so with the
susceptibility to sea-sickness, which, so far from being engendered by
long experience in its robject' (if a heaving deek can be called its
object) is erelong annulled thereby. Our higher aesthetic, moral, and
intellectual life seems made up of affections of this collateral and
incidental sort, which have entered the mind by the back stairs, as it
\^rere, or rather have not entered the mind at all, but got surrepti-
tiously born in the house. No one can successfully treac psychogenesis,
or the factors of mental evolution, without distinguishing between these
two ways in which the mind is assailed. The way of texperiencet proper
is the front door, the door of the five senses. The agents which affect
the brain in this way immediately become the mindt" -g[!g.E. The other
agents do not. It would be simply si1ly to s,ay of two men with perhaps
equal effective ski1l in drawing, one an untaught natural genius, the
other a mere obstinate plodder in the studio, that both alike ohTe their
skill to their'experience.' The reasons of their several skills lie in
wholly disparate natural cycles of causation.

I will !hen_, with the readerrs permission, restrict the wordrexper-
iencer-G-T6Gses which influence the mind by the front-door-way of
simple habits and association. What the back-door-effects may be will
probably grow clearer as we proceed; so I will pass right on to a scrutiny
of the actual mental structure which we find.

T}IE GEMSIS OF THE ELEMENTARY MENTAL CATEGORIES

We find: 1. Elementary sorts of sensation, and feelings of person-
al activity;

2. Emotionsl desires; instincts; ideas of worth; aesthetic ideas;
3. Ideas of time and space and number;
4. Ideas of difference and resemblance, and of their degrees.
5. Ideas of causal dependence among events; of end and means; of

subject and attribute.
6. Judgments affirming, denying, doubting, supposing any of the

above ideas.
7. Judgments that the former judgments logically involve, exclude,

or are indifferent to, each other.

Now we may postulate at the outset that all these forms of thought
have a natural origin, if we could only get at it. That assumption
must be made at the outset of every scientific investigation, or there
is no temptation to proceed. But the first account of their origin
which we are 1-ikely to hit upon is a snare. A11 these mental affections
are ways of knowing objects. Most psychologists nowadays believe that
the objects first, in some natural \^tay, engendered a brain from out of
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their midst, and then imprinted these various cogniLive affections upon

it. But how? The ordinary revolutionisL answer to this question is
exceedingly simple-minded. The idea of mosL speculators seems to be

that, since it suffices g9'ln7 for us to become acquainted with a complex

ob3ect, that it should bilimply presgn-t to us often enough, so it rmrst

be fair to assume universally that, with time enough given, the mere

presence of the various objects and relations to be known mtrst end by

bringing about the lattert-s cognition, and Lhat in this way all mental

sLructure was from first to last evolved. Any ordinary Spencerite will
tel1 you that just as the experience of blue objects w"rought into our

mind the color blue, and harb objects got it to feel hardness, so the

presence of large and sma1l objects in the world gave it the notion of

size, moving objects made it aware of motion, and objective successions

taught it time. Similarly in a world with different impressing things'
the mind had to acquire a sense of difference, whilst the like parts of

the world as they iell upon it kindled in it the perception of sirnilar-
ity. outward sequenees which sometimes held good, and sometimes failed,
naturally engendered in it doubtful and uncertain forms of expectation'
and ultimaLely gave rise to the disjunctive forms of judgment; whilst
the hypothetic io*, tif a, then brt was sure Lo ensue frorn sequences

that were invariable in the outer worl-d. on this view, if the outer

order suddenly were to change its elements and modes, we should have no

faculties Lo cognize the new order by. AL most we should feel a sort
of frustration and confusion. But little by little Lhe new presence

would work on us as the old one did; and in course of time another set

of psychic categories would arise, iitt"d to take cognizance of the a1-

tered world.

This noLion of the outer world inevitably building up a sort of

mental duplicate of itself if we only give it time, is so easy and

natural in its vagueness that one hardly knows how to start to criti-
cise it. Ont thilg, however, is obvious, namely that tlle manner in
rhi"h t" ,rot b".o*! tcouaiqtgd-Yi-th -complgx-obiecls -neej-n?! in the

least resemble t -
rggDL -"- -'--

sciousness grew new sort of animal need only be
1-- -- --- *-f-l L"r t?'ic icDvMurrvev b-vrr

present Lo me, ,6-i*pr""" it" image permanently on my mind, but this is
because I am already in possessioi ol categories for knowing each and

all of its several attribuLes, and of a memory for retracing the order

of their conjunction. I now have preformed categories for all possible

objects. Th; objects need only awaken these from their slumber' But

it is a very different matter to account for the categories themselves'

r think we mrst admit that the origin of the various elementary feel-
ingsisareconditehistoryrevenafLersomesortofneuraltissueis
there for Lhe outer world to begin its work on. The mere existence of

things Lo be known is even now not, as a rule' sufficient to bring
about a knowledge of them. Our abstract and general discoveries usual-

ly come Lo us as t,rcky fancies; ancl it is only aP{qs gottp that we find
that Lhey correspond to some reality. What inrnediately produced them

,"r" pr"irious thtughts with which, and with the brain-processes of

which, that reality had naught to do'

Whymayitnothavebeensooftheoriginalelementsofconscious.
ness, sensation, time, space, resembtance, difference' and oLher rela-
tions? Why may they not have come into being by the back-door method,

bysuchphysicarp'.o""",",asliemoreinLhesphereofmorphologi-cal
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accident, of inward sunmation of effects, than in that of the'sensible
presencet of objects? why may they not, i-n short, be pure idiosyncre-
,i"", spontaneous variations, fitted by good luck (those of them which
Iffi "nr.rived) 

to take cognizance of objects (that is, to steer us in
our active dealings with them), without being in any intelligible sense

irmnediate derivatives from them? I think we shall find this view gain
more and more plausibility as we proceed.

All- these elements are subjective duplicates of outer objects'
They are not the outer objects. The secondary qualities among thern are
not sffiosed by any educated person even to resemble the objects' Their
nature depends more on the reacting brain than on the stimuli which touch
it "ff. This is even more palpably true of the natures of pleasure and

pain, effort, desire and aversion, and of such feelings as those of
cause and substance, of denial and of doubt. Here then is a native
wealth of inner forms whose origin is shrouded in mystery, and which at
any rate were noL simply timpressedt from without, in any intelligible
sense of the verb tto impress.t

Their time-and space-relations, however, 9E impressed from with-
out--for two outer things at least the evolutionary psychologist must

believe to resemble our thoughts of them, these are the time and space

in which the objects lie. The time- and space-:lelations between things
do stamp copies of themselves within. Things juxtaposed in space im-

ought, in the relation in which they exist
th"r". Things sequent in time, ditto. And thus, through experience in
the legitimate sense of the word, there can be truly explained an immense

number of our mental habitudes, many of our abstract beliefs, and all
our ideas of concrete things, and of their ways of behavior. Such truLhs
as that fire burns and water wets' that glass refracts, heat melts snow,

fishes live in water and die on 1and, and the like, form no sma1l part of
the most refined education, and are the al1-in-all of edueation amongst

the brutes and lowest men. Here the mind is passive and tributary, a

servile copy, fatally and unresistingly fashioned from without. It is
the merit of Lhe associationist school to have seen the wide scope of
these effects of neighborhood in time and space; and their e4aggerated
applications of the principle of mere neighborhood ought not to blind
,r"- to the excellent serviee it has done to ?sychology in their hands '
As far as a large part of our thinking goes, then, it can intelligibly
be formulated as a mere lot of habits impressed upon us from without"
The degree of cohesion of our inner-elations, is, in this part of our
thinking, proportionate, in Mr. Spencerts phrase to the degree of co-
hesion of the outer relations; the causes andthe objects of our thought
are one; and we are, in so far forth, what the materialistic evolution-
ists would have us altogether, mere offshoots and creatures of our en-

viroriment, and naught besides.

Butnowttreplo,t'thickens, for the images irnpressed upon our memory by

the outer stimuli are not restricted to the mere time- and space-
relations, in which they originally came, but revive in various man-

ners (dependent on the intricacy of the brain-paths and the instability
of the tissue thereof), and form secondary combinations such as the
forms of iudgment, which, taken per sg, ale not congruent either with
ffihrea1ityexistsorinthoseinwhichexperiencesbe-
fall us, but which may nevertheless be explained by the way in which
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experiences befall in a mind gifted with memory, expectation, and the
possibility of feeling doubt, curiosity, belief, and denial. The con-
junctions of experience befall more or less invariably, variably, or
t"*r"r. The idea of one term will then engender a fixed, a wavering' or

a negative expectation of another, giving affirmative, the hypothetical'
disjunctive, interrogative, and negative judgments, and judgments of

actiality and possilirity about, certain things. The separation of attri-
bute from subject in all judgments (which violates the way in which na-

tr.rre -exists) may be similarly explained by the piecenreal order in which

our perceptions come to us, a vague nucleus growing gradually more de-

tailed as we attend to it more and more. These particular secondary

mental forms have had ample justice done them by assoeiationists from

Hume downwards.

Associationists have also sought to account for discrimination'
abstraction, and generalization by the rates of frequency in which at-
tributes come to is conjoined. With much less success, I think

TI{E GEMSIS OF TIIE NATURAL SCIENCES

our 'scientific' ways of thinking the outer reality are highly ab-

stract $/ays. The essence of things for science is not to be what they

seem, but to be atoms and molecules moving to and frcrm each other ac-

cording to strange 1aws. Nowhere does the account of inner relations
produced by outei ones in proportion to the frequency with which the

latter have been met, more egregiously break down than in the case of

scientific conceptions. The order of scientifie thought is quite in-
congruenL either with the way in which reality exists or with the way

in which it comes before us. scientific thought goes by selection and

emphasis exclusively. InIe break the solid plenitude of fact into sepa-

rate essences, "orr"Li.r. 
generally what only exists particularly, and by

our classifications leave nothing in its natural neighborhood, but sep-

arate the eontiguous, and join what the poles divorce. The reality
exists as a pleirr*. A11 iis parts are contemporarleous' each is as real

"" r"y otherl-Feach as essential for making the whole just what iL
is and nothing else. But we can neither experience nor think this
plenum. What we experience, what comes Fefore-us, i" 3-"lt?" of frag-
mentary impressions interrupting each other; what we think is an

abstract system of hypothetical data and laws'

This sort of scientific algebra, little as it inrnediately resembles

the reality given to us, turns -ut (strangely enough) applicable to it.
That is, it yields expressions which, at given places and times' can be

translated into real values, or interpreted as definiLe portions of the

chaos that fa1ls upon our sense. It becomes Lhus a practical guide to
our expectations as well as a theoretic delight. But I do not see how

any one with a sense for the facts can possibly call our systems inrned-

iate results of rexperiencer in the ordinary sense. Every scientific
conception is in the first instance a tspontaneous variationt in sorne

onets brain. For one that proves useful and applicable there are a

thousand that perish through their worthlessness. Their genesis is
strictlyakintothatoftheflashesofpoetryandsalliesofwitto
which the instable brain-paths equally give rise. But whereas the poetry

and wit (like the science of the ancients) are theirto\^m excuse for
beingr'and have to run the gauntlet of no farther test, the tscientificl
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conceptions must prove their vlorth by being 'verified.r This test, how-
ever, is the cause of their preservation, not that of their produetion;
and one might as well account for the origin of Artemus Ward's jokes by
the rcohesionr of subjects with predicates in proportion to the 'persist-
ence of the outer relations' to which theytcorrespond'as to treat the
genesis of scientific conceptions in the same ponderously unreal way.

The most persistent outer relations rohich sci-ence believes in are
never matters of experience at all, but have to be disengaged from under
experience by a process of elimination, that is, by ignoring conditions
which are always present. The glementary l-aws of mechanics, physics,
and chemistry are all of this sort" The principle of uniformity in na-
ture is of this sort; it has to be sought under and in spite of the most
rebellious appearances; and our conviction of its truth is far more like
a religious faith than like assent to a demonstraLion, The only cohesions
which experience in the literal sense of the word produc"es in our mind
are, as we contended some time back, the proximate laws of nature, and
habiLudes of concrete things, that heat melts ice, that salt preserves
meat, that fish die out of water, and the like. Suchrempirical truths'
as these we admitted to form an enotrmous part of human wisdom. Thetscientifict truths have to harmonize with Lhese Eruths, or be given up
as useless; but they arise in the mind in no such passive associative way
as that in which the simpler truths arise" Even those experiences which
are used to prove a scientific truth are for Lhe most part artificial
experiences of the laboratory gained after the truth itself has been con-
jectured. Instead of experiences engendering the 'inner relationsrr the
inner relations are what engender the experiences here.

What happend in the brain after experience has done its utmost is
what happens in every material. mass which has been fashioned by an out-
ward forcer--in every pudding or mortar, for example, which I may make
with my hands. The fashioning from without brings the elements into
collocations which seL new inEernal forces free to exert their effects
in turn. And the random irradiations and resettlements of our ideas,
which supervene gpon expj:qience, and constitute our free mental play,
are due entirely to these secondary internal processes, whieh vary
enormously from brain to brain, even though the brains be exposed to
exactly the same router relations.t The higher thought-processes owe
their being to causes which correspoRd far more to the sourings and
fermentations of dough, the setting of mortar, or the subsidence of
sediments in mixtures, than to the manipulations by which these physical
aggregates came to be compounded. Our study of similar association and
reasoning taught us Ehat the whole superiority of man depended on the
facility with which in his brain the paths worn by the most frequent
outer cohesions could be ruptured. The causes of the instability, the
reasons why now this point and now that become in him the seat of rup-
ture, we saw to be entirely obscure. . . The on1.y elear thing about
the peculiarity seems to be its interstitial character, and the cer-
tainty that no mere appeal to nants texperienceo suffices to explain
ir.
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Study Guide for IINIT 4

Hermann Ludwis Ferdinand von Helmholtz (1821-1894)

Helmholtz was one of those who helped bring empiricism out of the
study and into the laboratory. Although he began his career as a sur-
geon in the German Army, he became known primarily as a physiologist'
with a strong interest in problems of physics, philosophy, and what we

would now call experimental psychology. His researches on nervous-
system and sense-organ functions are classical and stil1 important for
psychologists and physiologists of the wor1d. I{ith resPect to our
present concerns, he was on the side of Locke, Hume, and Hobbes, rather
than Descartes or James. His empiricism or ttgeneticismrr shows itself
clearly in his treatment of perception in this excerpt.

Study Questions

1-. What is the I'general ruleil that Helmholtz speaks of in discussing
the localLzati-on of objects in the visual field. Can you give an
other- than-vi sual examPle?

2. To what is a visual ttillusiontr due? Is the explanation in the eye?

3. What are the main features of an rrunconscious conclusionrr or an
ttunconscious inferenee?rt Was it ever conscious?

4. When do we observe our sensations accurately? Does this corne

naturally or require training? Explain.

5. What is meant by ttsubjectivert sensation? Under what conditions
are they noticed? Can you give an example?

6. Hour would Helmholtz exptain that coal is always'rblackil or that
the plates on the table are always t'round?tt

7. Can you describe a simple method for getting true rrsensationst'

fromr the normal surrounding visual fibld?

8. Differentiate between the empirical and the
Can you find either in James or Hobbes?

iqq4!ig! theory.

9. Distinguish between idea and immediate perception; between percep-
tion and apperception. Which distinction is more difficult?
whv?

10. How would you show the change from a perceptuaL to a memory image?
To what feature of progranu,ned instruction might this be related?

11. On what main fact-would Helmholtz base his judgment that space
apperceptions are the product of experience and training?
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12. Which of HelmhoLtzt s categories
most with the meaning of gljects
1 ife?

idea, etc.) deals
of them in dailv

(perception,
as we think
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HERMANN LUDWIG FERDINAND VON MLMHOLTZ ON

EMPIRICISM IN PERCEPTION, 1866

H.L.F.vonHelmholtz,HandbgchderphvsiologischenoP.i|,vol.III
(I-eipzig, 1866) , sect. 

' 26ffi;lmutttaf f a"-l1e1tt1to1t"'

Trejrtis.e on ?hysiologigel -9n3ic"., vot. ttt (/-Rochester, N. Yt/: Optical

S"ci"ty of America, L925).

The general rule determining the ideas of- vision that are formed

whenever an impression is made oi the eye, with or without the aid of

optical instruments, is that such obigqt-s are.alwavs. imagined es being

;;;;;; i;-;h; ;i;ld of vi'ioil;;""1d-"1d tra.- t" bu thu" i" o'd'r Lo

roduce tfr" ""t. ;se that the eYeball is@ no{tal cgttditions' ' suPPc

mechanicarry"tifficorneroftheeye.Thenweimagine -L^ l:

that we see an appearance of light in front of us somewhere in the di-
rection of the uriag. of the nose. under ordinary conditions of vision'
when our eyes are slimulated by light coming from outside, if the region

of the retina in the ouLer corner of tttu eye is to be stimulated, the

light actually has to enter the eye from the direction of the bridge of

the nose. Thus, in accordance wiih gtte above rule, in a case of this
kind we substitute a luminous object at the place mentioned in the field
of viernr, although as a maLter of fact the mechanical stirurlus does not

act on the eye iro* in front of the field of view nor from the nasal

sideoftheeyerbutrontheconLraryrisexertedontheoutersurface
of the eyeball and *ore frorn behind. The general validity of the above

rule will be shoun by many other instances Ehat will- appear in the fol-
lowing pages.

In the stat.ement of this rule mention is made of the ordinary con-

ditions of vision, when the visual organ is stimulated by light from

out'side;thisoutsidelighteomesfromtheopaqueobjectsinitspath
that were the last Lo be encountered, and reaches the eye along rectil-
inear paths through an uninterrupted layer of air ' This is what is
meant here by the normal use of the organ of vision, and the justifica-
tion for using this term is that this mode of stimulation occurs in such

an enormous majority of cases that all other instances where the paths

of the rays of lighi are altered by reflections or refractions, or in
whichthestimulationsarenotproducedbyexternallightlm4Ybere.
garded as rare exceptions. This is because the retina in the fundus of

the firm eyeball is almost completely protected from the actions of all
other stimuli and is noE easily accessible to anything but external
light.ln]henapersonisinthehabitofusinganopticalinstrument
and has become accustomed to is (for example, if he is used to wearing

spectactes) to a certain extent he learns to interpret the visual im-

ages under these changed conditions'

Incidentatly, the rule given above corresponds to a general char-

acteristic of all sense-perceptions and not simply to the sense of

sight a1one. For exampll, th; stimulation of the tactile nerves in the

enormous majority or .ases is the result of influences that affect the

terminal extensions of these nerves in the surface of the skin' It is
only under exceptional circumstances that the nerve-sLems can be stim-

ulated by more powerful agencies. In accordance with the above rule'
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therefore, all st.imulations of cuLaneous nerves, even when they affect
the stem or the nerve-centre itself, are perceived as occurring in the
corresponding peripheral surface of the skin. The most remarkable and
astonishing cases of illusions of this sort are those in which the per-
ipheral area of this particular portion of the skin is actually no
longer in existence, as, for example, in case of a person whose leg
has been amputated. For a long time after the operation the patient
frequently imagines he has vivid sensations in the fooL that has been
severed. He feels exactly the places that ache on one toe or the
other. Of course, in a case of this sort the stimulation can affect
only what is left of the stem of the nerve whose fibres formerly term-
inated in the amputated toes. Usually, it is the end of the nerve in
the scar that is stimulated by external pressure or by contraction of
the scar tissue. Sometimes at night the sensations in the missing ex-
tremity get to be so vivid that the patient has to feel the place to
be sure that his limb is actually gone.

Thus it happens, that when the modes of stimulation of the organs
of sense are unusual, incorrect ideas of objects are apt to be formed
--which used to be described, therefore, as illusions of the_€enrgq.
Obviously, in these cases there is nothing wrong with the activity of
the organ of sense and its corresponding nervous mechanism which pro-
duces the illusion. Both of them have to act according to the laws
that govern their activity once for all. It is rather simply an i1lu-
sion in the judgrnent of the material presented to the senses, result-
ing in a false idea of it.

The psychic activities that lead us to infer that in fronL of us
at a certain place there is a certain object of a certain character
are generally not conscious activities, but unconscious ones. In their
result they are equivalent to a conclusion /or inference/ to the extent
that the observed action on our senses enables us to form an idea as
to the possible cause of this action; although, as a matter of fact,
it is invariably simply the nervous stimulations that are perceived
directly, that is, the actions, but never the external objects them-
selves. But what seems to differentiate them from a conclusion, in
the ordinary sense of that word, is that a conclusion is an act of
conscious thoughL. An astronomer, for example, comes to real conscious
conclusions of this sort, when he computes the positions of the stars
in space, their distances, etc., from the perspective images he has
had of them at various times and as they are seen from different parts
of the orbit of the earth. His conclusions are based on a conscious
knowledge of the laws of optics. In the ordinary acts of vision
this knowledge of optics is lacking. Still it may be permissible to
speak of the psychic acts of ordinary perception as unconscious con-
clusions, thereLy making a distinction of some sort n"tw"u" ttt""r t"a
the common so-called conscious conclusions. And while it is true that
there has been, and probably always will be, a measure of doubt as to
the similarity of the psychic activity in the two cases, there can be
no doubt as to the similarity between the results of such unconscious
conclusions and those of conscious conclusions.

These unconscious conclusions derived from sensation are equiva-
lent in their consequences to the so-cal1ed conclusions from analogy.
rnasmuch as in an overwhelming majority of "@tt"
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of the retina in the outer corner of the eye are stimulated, it has been
found to be due to external light coming into the eye from the direction
of the bridge of the nose, the inference we make is that it is so in
every new case whenever this part of the retina is stimulated; just so
we assert that every single individual now living will die, because all
previous experience has shown that all men who were formerly alive have
died.

Butrmoreover, just because they are not free acts of conscious
thought, these unconscious conclusions from analogy are irresistible,
and the effect of them cannot be overcome by a better understanding of
the real relations. It may be ever so clear how we get an idea of a

luminous phenomenon in the field of vision when pressure is exerted on
the eye; and yet we cannot get rid of the conviction that this appear-
ance of light is acLually there at the given place in the visual field;
and we cannot seem to comprehend that there is a luminous phenomenon at
the place where the retina is stimulated. It is the same I^ray in case of
all the images that we see in optical instruments.

On the other hand, there are numerous illustrations of fixed and
inevitable associations of ideas due to frequent repetition, even when
they have no natural connection, but are dependent merely on some con-
ventional arrangement, as, for example, the connection between the
written letters of a word and its sound and meaning. Still to many
physiologists and psychologists the connection between the sensation and
the conception of the object usually appears to be so rigid and obliga-
tory that they are not rmrch disposed to admit that, to a considerabl-e
extent at least, it depends on acquired experience, that is, on psychic
activity. On the contrary, they have endeavoured to find some mechanical
mode of origin for this connection through the agency of imaginary or-
ganic structures. With regard to this question, all those experiences
are of much significance which show hor^r the judgrnent of the senses may
be modified by experience and by training derived under various circum-
stances, and may be adapted to the new conditions. Thus, persons uny
learn in some measure to utilize details of the sensaLion which other-
wise would escape notice and not contribute to obtaining any idea of
the object. On the other hand, too, this new habit may acquire such a
hold that when the individual in question is back again in the old or-
iginal normal state, he may be liable to illusions of the senses.

Another general characteristic proPerty of our sense-perception
is, that we are not in the habit of observing our sensations accurately,
except as they are useful in enabling us to recognize external objects.
On the contrary, we are wont to disregard all those parts of the sen-
sations that are of no importance so far as external objects are con-
cerned. Thus in most cases some special assistance and training are

"""d"d in order to observe these latter subjective sensations. It
might seem that nothing could be easier Ehan to be conscious of one t s

own sensations; and yet experience shows that for the discovery of
subjective sensations sone special talent is needed, such as Purkinje
manifested in the highest degree; or else it is the result of aceident
or of theoretical specul-ation. For instance, the phenomena of the
blind spot were discovered by Mariotte from theoretical considerations.
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Similarly, in the domain of hearing, I discovered the existence of those
combination tones which I have called sunrnation tones. In the great
majority of cases, doubtless it was accident that revealed this or that
subjective phenomenon to observers who happened to be particularly in-
terested in such matters. It is only when subjective pheno'rnena are so
prorninent as to interfere with the perception of things, that they at-
tract everybodyfs attention. Once the phenomena have been discovered,
it is generally easier for others to perceive them also, provided the
proper precautions are taken for observing them, and the attention is
concentrated on them. In many cases, however--for example, in the phe-
nomena of the blind spot, or in the separation of the overtones and
combination tones from the fundamental tones of musical sounds, etc.
--such an intense concentration of attention is required that, even
with the help of convenient exLernal appliances, many persons are un-
able to perform the experiments. Even the after-images of bright ob-
jects are not perceived by most persons at first except under particu-
larly favourable external conditions. It takes much more practice to
see the fainter kinds of after-images. A couunon experience, illustra-
tive of this sort of thing, is for a person who has some ocular trouble
that impairs his vision to become suddenly aware of the so-called
mouches volantes in his visual field, although the causes of this phe-
nomenon have been there in the vitreous humor all his life. Yet now he
will be firmly persuaded that these corpuscles have developed as the
result of his ocular ailment, although the truth simply is that, owing
to his ailment, the patient has been paying more attention to visual
phenomena. No doubt, also, there are cases where one eye has gradually
become blind, and yet the patient has continued to go about for an in-
definite time without noticing it, until he happened one day to close the
good eye without closing the other, and so noticed the blindness of that
eye.

When a personrs attention is directed for the first time to the
double images in binocular vision, he is usually greatly astonished to
think that he had never noticed them before, especially when he reflects
that the only objects he has ever seen single were those few that hap-
pened at the moment to be about as far from his eyes as the point of
fixation. The great majority of objects, comprising all those that were
farther or nearer than this point, r^/ere all seen double.

Accordingly, the first thing we have to learn is to pay heed to our
individual sensations. Ordinaril-y we do so merely in case of those sen-
sations that enable us to find out about the world around us. In the
ordinary affairs of life the sensations have no other importance for us.
Subjective sensations are of interest chiefly for scientific investiga-
tions only. If they happen to be noticed in the ordinary activity of
the senses, they merely distract the attention. Thus whiLe we may at-
tain an extraordinary degree of delicacy and precision in objective
observation, we not only fail to do so in subjective observations, but
indeed we acquire the faculty in large measure of overlooking them and
of forming our opinions of objects independently of them, even when
they are so pronounced that they might easily be noticed.

The same difficulty that we have in observing subjective sensations,
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that is, sensations aroused by internal causes, occurs also in trying
to anaLyze the ccrmpound sensations, invariably excited in the same con-
nection by any simple object, and to resolve them into their separate
components. In such cases experience shows us how to recognize a com-
pound aggregate of sensations as being the sign of a simple object.
Accustomed to consider ttre sensation-complex as a connected whole, getr-
erally we are not able to perceive the separate parts of it without
external help and support . For instance the perception of the
apparant direction of an object from the eye depends on the combination
of those sensaEions by which we estimate the adjustment of the eye, and
on being able to distinguish those parts of the retina where light falls
from those parts where it does not fall. The perception of the solid
form of an object of three dimensions is the result of the combination
of two different perspective views in the two eyes. The gloss of a
surface, which is apparently a simple effect, is due to differences of
colouring or brightness in the images of it in the two eyes. These
facts were ascertained by theory and may be verified by suitable exper-
iments. But usually it is very difficult, if.not impossible, to dis-
cover them by direct observation and analysis of the sensations alone.
Even with sensations that are much more involved and always associated
with frequenttr-y recurring complex objects, the oftener the same csmbin-
ation recurs, and the more used we have become to regarding the sensa-
tion as the normal sign of the real nature of the object, the more
difficult it will be to anaLyze the sensatf.on by observation alonei. By
way of illustration, it is a familiar experience that the colours of a
landscape come out much more brilliantly and definitely by looking at
them with the head on one side or upside down than they do when the
head is in the ordinary upright position. rn the usual mode of obser-
vation all we try to do is to judge correctly the objects as such.
We know that at a certain distance green surfaces appear a little dif-
ferent in hue. We get in the habit of overlooking this difference, and
learn to identify the altered green of distant meadows and trees with
the corresponding colour of nearer objects. rn the case of very dis-
tant objects like distant ranges of mountains, little of the colour of
the body is left to be seen, because it is rnainly shrouded in the col-our
of the illuminated air. This vague blue-grey colour, bordered above by
the clear blue of the sky or the red-yellow of the sunset glow, and
below by the vivid green of meadows and forests, is very subject to
variations by contrast. To us it is the vague and variable colour of
distance. The difference in it may, perhaps, be more noticeable some-
times and with some illuminations than at other times. But we do not
determine its true nature, because it is not ascribed to any definite
object. We are simply aware of its variable nature. But the instant
we take an unusual position, and look at the landscape with the head
under one arm, let us say, or between the legs, it all appears like a
flat picture; partly on account of the strange position of the image
in the eye, and partly because, as we shall see presently, the binolu-
lar judgment of distance becomes less accurate. rt may even happen
that with the head upside dovm the clouds have the correct perspective,
whereas the objects on the earth appear like a painting on a vertical
surface, as the clouds in the sky usually do. At the same time the
colours lose their associations also with near or far objects, and con-
front us now purely in their ovrn peculiar differences. Then we have
no difficulty in recognizing that the vague blue-grey of the far dis-
tance may indeed be a fairly saturated violet, and that the green of

f-
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the vegetation blends imperceptibly through blue-green and blue into
this violet, etc. This whole difference seems to me to be due to the
fact that the colours have ceased to be distinctive signs of objects
for us, and are considered merely as being different sensations. Con-
sequently, we take in better their peculiar distinctions without being
di-stracted by other considerations.

The connection between the sensations and external objects may in-
terfere very much with the perception of their simplest relations. A
good illustration of this is the difficulty about perceiving the double
images of binocular vision when they can be regarded as being images
of one and the same external obiect.

rt is likewise true with respect to the perception of space-rela-
tions. For example, the spectacle of a person in the act of walking is
a familiar sight. we think of this motion as a connected wholer pos-
sibly taking note of some of its most conspicuous singularities. But it
reguires minute attention and a special choice of the point of view to
distinguish the upward and lateral movements of the body in a personts
gait. We have to pick out points or lines of reference in the background
with which we can compare the position of his head. But look through
an astronomical telescope at a crowd of people in motion far away. Their
images are upside down, but what a curious jerking and swaying of the
body is produced by those who are walking aboutl then there is no trouble
whatever in noticing the peculiar motions of the body and many other
singularities of gait; and especially differences between individuals
and the reasons for them, simply because this is not the everyday sight
to which \^/e are accustomed. on the other hand, when the image is in-
verted in this way, it is not so easy to tell whether the gait is light
or awkward, dignified or graceful, as it was when the image was erect.

consequently, it may often be rather hard to say how much of our
apperceptions (e"g"h"*gru) as derived by the sense of sight is due di-
rectly to sensation, and how much of them, on the other hand, is due to
experience and training. The main point of controversy between various
investigators in this territory is connected also with this difficulty.
Sorne are disposed to concede to the influence of experience as much
scope as possible, and to derive from it especially all notion of space.
This view may be ca1led the emtiEical rheortz (sgiLigli""bg Theorie) .
Others, of course, are obliged to admit the influence of experGnce in
the case of certain classes of perceptions; sti1l with respect to cer-
tain elementary apperceptions that occur uniformly in the case of all
obsenrers, they believe it is necessary to assume a system of innate
appreceptions that are not based on experience, especially with respect
to space-relations. In contradistinction to the former view, this may
perhaps be called the intuition theory (l"ti"!g.!i""!r. Theorie) of the
sense- pereeptions

In
in mind

opinion the following fundamental principles should be kept
this discussion.

Let us restrict the word idea
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visual objects as retained in the memory, without being accompanied byany present sense-impressions; and use the term apperception (4"".tt""""g)to mean a perceptiot (wthr!"h*grrg) when it is ""Eo*prnE-E! tie sense-
impre s s ions in que 

" 
ti onT-TFierm inmed ia-!e percep t ion (f g-rz"Eio")

may then be employed to denote att app"r".ption of this nature in whichthere is no element whatever that is not the result of direct sensations,that is' an apperception such as might be derived without any recollec-tion of the previous experience. obviously, therefore, one and the sameapperception may be accompanied by the corresponding sensations in verydifferent measure. Thus idea and inrnediate perception may be combinedin the apperception in the most different prtportions.

A person in a familiar room which is brightly lighted by the sungets an apperception that is abundantly accompanied by very ,rini-a sensa-Lions. rn the same room in the evening twililht he will not be able torecognize any objects except the brighter ones, especially the windows.But whatever he does actually recognize will be so intermingled with hisrecollections of the furniture that he can still move about in the roomwith safety and locate arEicles he is trying to find, even when they areonly dimly visible. These images would be utterly insufficient to en-able him to recognize the objects without some previous acquaintance withthem. Fina1ly, he may be in the same room in complete dariness, andstill be able to find his way about in it without making mistakes, byvirtue of the visual impressions formerly obtained. Thus, by continuallyreducing the material that appeals to the senses, the pur.uptrul-image
f$nschayynggbffg) can ultimately be traced back ro the pure memory-image
<L. or"t:ltyngstitg) and may gradually pass into ir. rn proportion asthere is less and less material appeal to the senses,,-p"i"on's move-ments wi11, of course, become more and more uncertain, and his appercep-tion less and less accurate. stil1 there will be no ieculiar abrupttransition, but sensation and memory will continually supplement eachother, only in varying degrees.

But even when we look around a room of this sort flooded with sun-shine, a little reflection shows us that under these conditions too alarge part of our perceptual-image may be due to factors of memory andexperience. The fact that we are accustomed to the perspective distor-tions of pictures,of parallelopipeds and to the form of the shadows theycast has rmrch to do with the estimation of the shape and dimensions ofthe room, as will be seen hereafter. Looking at the room with one eyeshut, we think we see it just as distinctly and definitely as with botheyes. And yet we should get exactly the same view in casl every pointin the room were shifted arbitrarily to a different distance from theeye, provided they all remained on the same lines of sight.

Thus in a case like this we are really considering an extremelymultiplex phenomenon of sense; but stil1 we ascribe a ferfectly definiteexplanation to it, and it is by no means easy to teaLLze that the mono-cular image of such a farniliar object necessarily mearls a rmrch more
meagre perception than would be obtained with both eyes. Thus too it isoften hard to te11 whether or not untrained observers inspecting stereo-scopic views really notice the peculiar illusion produced by theinstrument.

we see, therefore, how in a case of this kind reminiscences of
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previous experiences act in conjunction with present sensations to
produce a perceptual image (Ag""h""""g"bild) which imposes itself on

Lur faculty of perception with overwhelming power, without our being
conscious of how much of it is due to memory and how much to presenL
percept ion.

Stil1 more remarkable is the influence of the comprehension of the
sensations in certain cases, especially with dim illumination, in which
a visual impression may be misunderstood at first, by not knowing how

to attribute the correct depth-dimensions; as when a distant light, for
example, is taken for a near one, or vice versa. Suddenly it dawns on

us what it is, and inunediately, under the influence of the correct com-

prehension, the correct perceptual image also is developed in its full
intensity. Then \^/e are unable to revert to the previous imperfect
apperception.

Hence, at all events it must be conceded that, even in what appears

to the adult as being direct apperception of the senses, possibly a

nurnber of single factors may be involved which are real1y the product
of experience, although at the time it is difficult to draw the line be-

tween them.

Now in my opinion we are justified by our previous experiences in
stating that no indubitable present sensation can be abolished and

overcome by an act of the intellect; and no matter how clearly we recog-
nize that it has been produced in some anomalous way, still the illusion
does not disappear by comprehending the process. The attention may be

diverted from sensations, particularly if they are feeble and habitual;
but in noting those relations in the external wor1d, that are associated
with these sensations, we are obliged to observe the sensations them-

selves. Thus we nay be unmindful of the temperature-sensation of our
skin when it is not very keen, or of the contact-sensation produced by

our clothing, as long as we are occupied with entirely different matters.
But just as soon as we stop to think whether it is warm or cold, we are
not in the position to convert the feeling of warmth into that of cold-
ness; maybe because we know that it is due to strenuous exertion and

not to the temperature of the surrounding air. In the same way the ap-
parition of light when pressure is exerted on the eyeball cannot be

made to vanish simply by cornprehending better the nature of the processt
supposing the attention is directed to the field of vision and not,
say, to the ear or the skin.

On the other hand, it may also be that we are not in the position
to isolate an impression of sensation, because it involves Lhe com-

posite sense-symbol of an external object. However, in this case the
torrect comprehension of the object shows that the sensation in ques-

tion has been perceived and used by the consciousness'

My conclusion is, that nothing in our sense-perception caP be

recognized as sensation which can be overcome in the -perceptual image
ite b]t factors that are degonstrablv due

to experience.
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Whatever, therefore, can be overcome
must consider as being itself the product
By observing this rule, we shall find that
of the sensaLion Ehat are to be considered
the great majority of space-apperceptions,
of experience and training.

by factors of exPerience, we

of experience and training.
it is merely the qualities
as real, pure sensation;
however, being the Product
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Study Guide for UNIT 5

Edward Bradford Tirchener (Lg67_Lg27)

T'Ltchener, an Englishman, who studied in Germany with wundt andspent his active academic liie in this 
"o,rrri.y, is test known todayas the leader of structuralistic,- (rntrospu"ti,r., Existential) psychol-ogy in the unired. states during the perioi rro* LB92 to Lgz7, ar cornelruniversity. A scholar, an influential teacher and instigator of re_search, as well as a clear and incisive writei on systematic macters,T (as his pupils carled him) was the dorninant figure in American psychor-ogy for many years. rn these two excerpLs from his many writings, weget his basic position and one of his best-knov^ theories--the context-th"trJ of mearing. Although a subjecrivisr 

-ir,"p"y"torogy, 
r waGo-E-naively so. rf one looks closely enough, he will find the Teginningsof a behavioral approach, even in these selections. certainly the prob_lems dealt with heie areamong the more subtle ones to be encountered inthe area of stimulus control and private events within a science ofbehavior.

Study Questions

1. Hor,r does T define perception?

2' what kind of frcontext'r is the equivalent of rogical meaning?

3. takes at least two sensations to rnake a meaning.rr Explain.
4. Can meaning be unconscious?

behaviorism?

5. What sort of principle looks

6. In what way are all sciences

Is & ansrner a concession to

7. With what does each science deal initLaLLv?

after |taccrualtt of context to core?

alike, according to T?

B.

9.

10.

11.

L2.

13.

How
ing

How
that

What are the basic factors
Is there anticipation of a

How does attitude or viewpoint differentiate the sciences?
What distinguishes psychology from physics?

in Inspection and Introspection?
behavioral psychology in either?

does T use the concepts of time, space, and mass in distinguish-between psychology and physics?

does -! view the rnind-body relation? compare his view withof Descartes.

o:fl:" gg a 1a r. can a psychologisr srudy orher rhan his ownmind? Can he study the rnini Lf animals? Explain.
Even if one knows French, he
perceptual core: pAS DE I,EUR
context to the core by saying

nay find little context for the following
RHONE QUE NOUS. See if you can addthis aloud.
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ERMST BRADFORD TITCI{ENER
THX CONTEXT THEORY OF MEANTNG, 1910

E. B.Titchener, A Text-Book of Psychology (New York: Macmillan, r9r0)
pp. 367-37L, 27mas first formulated in 1909 in
ilctures on the Experimental Psychology of- the Thought-Processes (New

-L94, but the reference of 1910 is
clearer and more concise, and quotes the earlier one repeatedly.

103. Meaning.--Perceptions are selected groups of sensations, in
which i*ages ariincorporated as an integral part of the whole process'
But that is not all: the essential thing about them has still to be

named: and it is thisr--that pereeptions have meaning. No sensation
means; a sensation simply goes on in various attributive ways, inten-
sively, clear1y, spatillly, and so forth. A11 perceptions mean; they
go on, also, in vaiious attributive ways; but they go on meaningly.
What then, psychologically, is meaning?

Meaning, psychologically, is always context; one mental process is
the meaning of another mental Process if it is that otherts context.
And context, in this sense, is simply the mental Process which accrues
to the given process through the situation in which the organism finds
itself. originally, the situation is physical, external, and origin-
ally, meaning is kinaethesis; the organism faces Ehe situation by some

bodiiy attitude, and the characteristic sensations which the attitude
arouses give meaning to the process which stands at the eonsciousfrcus,
rr" puy"hologically the meaning of that process. For ourselves, the
situation may be either external or inLernal, either physical or mental,
either a group of adequate stimuli or a constellation of ideas; image

has now supervened upon sensation, and meaning can be carried in imag-

inal terms. For us, therefore, meaning may be mainly a matter of
sensations of the special senses, or of images, or of kinaesthetic or
other organic sensations, as the nature of the situation demands.

Of all its possible forms, however, two aPpear to be of especial
importance: kinaesthesis and verbal images. We are locomotor organ-
isms, and change of bodily attitude is of constant occurrence in our

experience; so that typical kinaesthetic Patterns become, so to say'
ingrained i.n our consciousness. And words themselves, 1et us remem-

bei, were at first bodily attitudes' gestures, kinaesthe'tic contexts:
complicated, of course, by sound, but sti1l essentially akin to the
g.o"" bodily attitudes of which we have been speaking. The fact that
words are thus originally contextual, and the fact that they neverthe-
less as sound, and later as sight, possess and acquire a content-
characterr--these facts render language preeminently available as the
vehicle of meaning. The words that we read are both perception and

contexL of perception; the auditory-kinaesthetic idea is the meaning

of the visual symbols. And it is obvious that all sorts of sensory
and imaginal complexes receive Eheir meaning from sorne mode of verbal
representation: we understand a thing, place a thing, as soon as we

have named it.

Ilence, in minds of a certain constitution, it may well be that all
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conscious meaning is .carried by total kinaesthetic attitude or by words.
As a matter of facE, however, mental constitution is widely varied, and
meaning is carried by all sorts of sensory and irnaginal processes.

The gist of this account is that it takes at least two sensations
to make a meaning" If an animal has a sensation of light, and nothing
more, there is no meaning in consciousness. If the sensation of light
is. accompanied by a strain, it becomes forthwith a pereeption of light,
with meaning; it is now 'LhaC bright something'; and it owes the tthat
somethingt to its strain-context. Simple enoughl--only be clear that
account is not genetic, but analytic. We have no reason to believe
that mind began with meaningless sensations, and progressed to meaning-
ful perceptions. On the contrary, we rmrst suppose that mind was mean-
ingful frorn the very outset. We find, by our analysis, that sensation
does not mean; and we find, in synthesis, that the context which accrues
from the situation, however simple or however complex the context may

be, makes it mean, is its meaning.

What, then, precisely, is a situation? The physical or external
situation is the whole external world as an organism, at any given mo-

ment, takes it; it consists of those stimuli to which the organism,
by virtue of its inherited organisation and its present disposition,
is responsiver-'which it selects, unifies, focalises, supplements, and,
'if need be, acts upon. The mental or internal situation is, in like
manner, some imaginative or memorial complex which is fitted, under the
conditions obtaining in the nervous system, to dominate consciousness,
to mainLain itself in the focus of atEention, to serve as the starting-
point for further ideas or for action. To put the definition in a word,
a situation is the meaningful experience of a conscious present.

But is meaning always conscious meaning? Surely not: meaning may

be carried in purely physiological terms. In rapid reading, l-he skim-
ming of pages in quick succession; in the rendering of a musical
composition, without hesiLation or reflection, in a particular key; in
shifting from one language to another as you turn to your right- or
left-hand neighbour at a dinner-table: in these and sirnilar cases mean-

ing has, time and time again, no discoverable representation in
conseiousness. The course and connection of ideas may be determined
beforehand and frorn without; a word, an exPression of face, an inflec-
tion of the voice, a bodily attitude, presses the nervous button, and
consciousness is switched, automatically, into new channels. We find
here an illustration of an universal 1aw of mind, of which we shal1
have more Lo say when we come to deal with AcLion: the law that all
conscious formations, as the life of the organism proceeds, show like
phenomena of rise and fal1, increase and decrease in complexity,
expansion and reduction; so that, in the extreme case, what was orig-
inally a focal experience may presently lapse altogether. We learned
our French and German with pains and labour; the conscious conLext
that gave meaning to words and sentences was elaborate; but now all
this context has disappeared, and a certain set of the nervous systern,
iLself not accompanied by consciousness, gives the sounds that fal1
upon our ears a French-meaning, or changes us into German-speakers.

This predetermination of consciousness by influences that, during
the course of consciousness, are not themselves conscious, is a fact

!
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of extreme psychological importance, and the reader should verify it
from his own experience. It has a threefold bearing upon the psycholog-
ical system. First, it reminds us that consciousness is a temporal
affaLr, to be studied in longitudinal as well as in transverse section.
It is part of the direct business of psychology to trace the fate of
meaning frcvm its fu11 and complete conscious representation, through all
stages of its degeneration, to its final disappearance. Secondly, our
psycholo.gy is to be explanatory, and our explanations are to be physio-
logical. To explain the way in which consciousness runs, the definite
line that it takes, we must have recourse to physiological organisation;
and the tracing of the stages of mental decay helps us to follow and
understand the organising process. Thirdly, if we lose sight of nervous
predisposition, we shal1 make grave mistakes in our psychological analy-
sis; we sha1l read into mental prccesses characters that, in fact, they
do not possess . A simple instance is given /beLry/. Here we must
either say that the meaning of the experiment, after the weekts work,
is carried for Lhe observer in purely physiological, non-conscious terms;
or we must say that his observation is untrustworthy, that there is a
mental context which he has overlooked. But if we take this latter al-
ternative, we shal1 be constructing mind as the naturalist in the story
constructed the camel; we sha11 be inventing, not describing.

The guiding influence of nervous bias is not a matter of inference,
stil1 less a matter of speculation; it can be demonstrated in the psy-
chological laboratory. Suppose that we are measuring the time required
to reply to a spoken word by another word of the same class or kind: to
associate dog to cat, table to chair, and so on. The experimenter pre-
pares a long list of words: cat, chair, and so forth. Then he explains
to the ob'server the precise nature of the experiment: I shall call out
certain words, he says, and you are to reply, as quickly as you can,
with words of the same class; if I say horser you will mention some
other animal, and if I say pen, you will mention something else that has
to do with writing. The observer understands, and the experiment be-
gins. Suppose, further, that the experiments have been continued for
some days. The experimenter has no need to repeat his explanation at
every sitting; the observer takes it for granted that he is sti1l to
reply with a coordinate word. /rnd suppose, finally, that some day,
after a weekts work, the experimenter interrupts the series, and asks:
Are you thinking about what I told you to do? The observer, fearing
that he has made some error, and feeling very repentant, will say:
Nol to tell the truth I had absolutely forgotten all about it; it had
gone altogether out of my mind; have I done anything wrong? He had
not done anything wrong; but his answer shows that a certain tendency,
impressed upon his nervous system by the experimenterrs original explan-
ation, has been effective to direct the course of his ideas long after
its conscious correlate has disappeared. And what happens here, in
the laboratory, happens every day of our tives in the wider experience
outside the laboratorv.
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E" B. Titchener, A Text-Bopicpf le-lqttsfo€y (New York: Macmillan, 1910)'
pp. 2-8, 13, 16, L9-27.

First of all, then, it is plain thaC all the sciences have the same

sort of subject-matter; they all deal wi.th some phase or aspect of the
world of human experience, Lf we take a mere fra-grnent of this wcrldr-*
soy: our own experience during a single dayr--we fin<l it a rather: hope-
less mixLure. Our lawn-sprinkler obeys the third law of rnoEion, while
our pleasure in possessiTrg it is a fact for psychology; f,he preparation
of our food is an applied chemistry, its adulteration depends upon econ-
omic conditions, and its effect upon health is a matter of physiology;
our manner of speech is governed by phonetic laws, while the things we

say reflect the moral standards of the tirne: in a word, one science
seems Lo run into another science as chance may deci-de, without order or
distinction. If, hor,rever, we look over the world a.s a whole, or examine
historically any long period of human existence, the survey is less
bewildering. The world of nature bneaks up at once, as we inspect it,
into living objects, the objects Lhat change by growth, anel non-Iiving
objects, the objects that change only by decay. And living objects
divide, again, into objects that grow in one plaee, the plants, and ob-
jects that move about as they grow, the animals. Here, almost at the
first glance, we have distinguished the raw naterials of Lhree different
sciences; geology, boLany, zaology. Not'l let us turn to some stage of
human evolution: we may choose the social life of mankind before the daw:
of civilisaEion. Primitive man was required, by the necessities of his
case, to make himself weapons; to hunt animals for food; to proLect him-
se1-f by clothing and shelter, and to avoid eating or drinlcing froil
poisonous or tainted sources. If he ventured upon the water, he must
steer his course by the stars; if he banded with his fellows, he rnusf
hold co the code of honour of the tribe. He dreamed, and tol-d his
dreams; when he was glad, or angry, or afrai"d, he showed his feeling in
gesture or by the expression of his face" Doubtless, his daily exper*
ience, if he ever thought about it, seemed to him as chaoLic as oul: ofin
has just appeared to us. But we, who have a larger vision of that ex-
perience, can see that it contained the natural gerrns of many sciences:
mechanics, zoology and physiologyr--astronomy, eLhics and psychology.

Experi-ence, we have seen, presents itself under different aspects"
The differences are roughly outtr-ined, but are definite enough to serl'e
as a starting-point" These different aspects engage the attention of
different men. Division of labour is necessary, if the whole of exper-
ience is to be brought within Lhe sphere of science; and menrs incer-
ests are so various ttrat every aspect of expenience is sure, in the
long run, to find a student" As scientific investigation proceeds, and

as the number of scientific men increases, more and more aspects of
experience are revealed, and the sciences nnrltiply. They do not exist
independently, side by side, as accounts of separate portions of the
world or of separate regions of experience; they overlap and coincide,
describing one and the same world of experience as it appears from
their special standpoints" They are not, like blocks of knowledge,
which when cut to Lhe proper size and properly fitted together will give
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us a il1ap of the universe; they are rather like the successive chapters
of a book which discusses a large topic from every possible point of
View. Some chapters are long, and sorne are short; some are general;
and some are special: this depends upon the sort of attitude which a

given science takes towards experience. But all the chapters, or
sciences, deal with the same world under its various aspects.

. If it is true that aLL the sciences have the same sort of
subject-matter, there can be no essential difference between the raw

matlriaLs of physics and the raw materials of psychology. Matter and

mind, as we call them, untst be fundamentalLy the same thing. Let us

find out, now, whether this statement is really as paradoxical as at
first thought it appears.

AlL human kno,vlledge is derived from human exPerience; there is
no other source of knowledge. But hr:nan experiencer as we have seent

may be considered from different points of view. Suppose that we take
twt points of view, as far as po.ssible apart, and discover for our-
selvls what experience looks like in the two cases. First, we will
regard experience as al-together independent of any particular Person;
we wilL assuxne that it goes on whether or not anyone is there to have

it. secondly, we wil-l- regard experience as altogether dependent upon

the particular Person; we wiLl assume that it goes on only when some-

one is there to have it. We shalL hardly find standpoints more diverse.
What are the differences in experience, as viewed from them?

Take, to begin with, the three things that you first learn about

in physics; space, time and mass. Physical space, which is the space

of ieometry "rtd 
astronormSr and geology, is constant, always and every-

wheie the same. Its unit is l- cm., and the cm. has precisely the same

value wherever and wtrenever it is applied. Physicat time is simil-arly
constant; and its constant unit is the 1 sec. ?hysical mass is con-

stant; its unit, the 1- gr., is always and everyrhere the same. Ilere we

have experience-of space, time and mass considered as independent of
the person who experiences them. change, then, to the point ef view
*hi.S,it brings the Lxperiencing person into account. Ttte two /horizon-
tat] tines in Fig. 1 are physical-ly equal; they measure alike in units
of-l c*. to you, who see them, they are not equal. The hour that you

spend indre waiting-room of a vil1-age station and the hotrr that you

spend in watching an arnusing p1-ay are physical-ly equal; they measure

alike in units oi 1 """. To you, the one hour goes slo'r^rly, the other
quickly; they are not equal. Take two circular cardboard boxes of
different diameter (""y, 2 cm. and 8 cm.) I and pour sand into them until
they both weigh, ..y, b0 gr. The two nasses are physical-ly equal;
placed on the pan" 

-of 
a balance, they will hold the beam level' To you'

"" 
yo., lift thlm in your two hands, or raise them in turn by the same
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hand, the box of sulaller diameter is considerably the heavier. Here
we have experience of space, time and nass considered as dependent
upon the experiencing person. It is the same experience that \^7e \^lere

discussing just now. But our first point of view gives us facts and
laws of physics; our second gives us facts and laws of psychology.

Conrnon sense says that we cry because vIe are sorry, laugh because
we are amused, run because \^re are frightened; that we feel glooury and
morose because we do not digest our food, go insane from softening of
the brain, lost consciousness because we have inhaled ether. Mind in-
fluences body, and body influences mind. Our own position has been
that mind and body, the subject-matter of psychology and the subject-
matter of physiology, are simply two aspects of the same world of
experience. They cannot influence each other, because they are not
separate and independent things. For the same reason, however, wher-
ever the t\^Io aspects appear, aoY change that occurs in the one will
be accompanied by a corresponding change in the other. Your view of
a town from the east cannot influence your view of the same town from
the west; but as your view from the east differs in sunlight and moon-
1ight, so correspondingly will your view ffom the west differ. This
doctrine of the relation of mind to body is known as the doctrine of
psychophysical paratlelism: Lhe conrnon-sense doctrine is that of
interaction.

We have defined mind as the sum-total of human experience consid-
ered as dependent upon the experiencing person. We have said, further,
that the phrase rexperiencing Persont means the l-iving body, the organ-
ized individual; and we have hinted that, for psychological purposes,
the living body may be reduced to the nervous system and its attach-
ments. Mind thus becomes the sum-total of human experience considered
as dependent upon a nervous system. And since human experience is
always process, oecurrence, and the dopendent aspect of human experi-
ence is its mental aspect, we rnay say, more shortly, that mind is the
sum-total of mental processes. A11 these words are significant. tSum-

totalr implies that we are concerned with the whole world of experiencet
not with a limited portion of it; rmentalr implies that we are concerned
with experience under its dependent aspect, as conditioned by a nervous
system; and tprocessestimplies that our subject-matter is a stream' a
perpetual flux, and not a collection of unchanging objects.

...Scientific method may be surrned up in the singl-e word 'observa-
tiont; the only way to work in science is to observe those phenomena

which form the subject-matter of science. And observation implies two
things: attention to the phenomena, and record of the phenomena; that
is, clear and vivid experience, and an account of the experience in
words or f orrmrlas.
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The method of psychology, Lhen, is observation. To distinguish it

from the observation of physical science, which is inspection, a look-
ing-at, psychological observation has been termed introspection, a look-
ing-within. But this difference of name must not blind us to the
essential likeness of the methods.

In principle, Ehen, introspection is very like inspection. The
objects of observation are different; they are objects of dependent,
not of independent experience; they are likely Eo be transient, elusive,
slippery. Sometimes they refuse to be observed while they are in pas-
sage; they must be preserved in memory, as a delicate tissue is pre-
served in hardening fluid, before they can be examined. And the stand-
point of the observer is different; it i.s the standpoint of human life
and of human interest, not of detachment and-'aloofness. But, in general,
the method of psychology is much the same as the method of physics.

. If mind is the sum-total of human experience co'nsidered
as dependent upon the experiencing person, it fol-lows that each one of
us can have direct acquaintance only with a single mind, namely, with
his own" We are concerned in psychology with the whole world of human
experience; but \^re are concerned with it solely under its deipendent as-
pect, as conditioned by a nervous system; and a nervous system is a

particular thing, possessed by a particular individual. In stri-ctness,
therefore, it is only his or^rn mind, the experience dependent upon his
own nervous system, that each of us knows at first-hand; it is only to
this limited and individual subject-matter that the method of experi-
mental introspection can be directly applied. How, Ehen, is a scientific
psychology possible? How can psychology be anything more than a body
of personal beliefs and individual opinions?

The difficulty is more apparent than real. We have every reason
to believe, not only in general that our neighbours have rninds like
our own, that is, are able like ourselves to view experience in its
dependent aspect, but also in detail that human minds resemble one an-
other precisely as human bodies do. Within a given race there is much

apparent diversity of outward form: differences in height and figure,
in colour of hair and eyes, in shape of nose and mouth. We notice
these differences, because we are obliged in everyday life to distin-
guish the persons with whom we come in contact. But the resemblances
are more fundamentat than the differences. If we have recourse to
exact measurements, we find that there is in every case a eertain
standard of type to which the individual more or less closely conforms
and about which all the individuals are more or less closely grouped.
And even without measurement we have evidence to the same effect:
strangers see family likenesses which the members of the family cannot
themselves detect, and the units in a erowd of aliens, Chinese or
Negroes, look bewilderingly alike.
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rf, however, we attribute minds to other human beings, we have noright to deny them to the higher animals. These animals are provided
with a nervous system of the same pattern as ours, and their conduct or
behaviour, under circumstances that would arouse certain feelings in us,
often seems to express, quite definitely, similar feelings in them.
Surely we must grant that the highest vertebrates, mannmals and birds,
have minds. But the lower vertebrates, fishes and reptiles and amphibia,
possess a nervous system of the same order, although of simpler con-
struct,ion. And many of the invertebrates, insects and spiders and
crustaceans, show a fairly high degree of nervous development. rndeed,
it is difficult to limit mind to the animals that possess e\ren a rudi-
mentary nervous system, for the creatures that rank still lower in the
scale of life manage to do, without a nervous system, practically every-
thing that their superiors do by its assistance. The range of mind
thus appears to be as wide as the range of animal 1ife.
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Study Guide for IINIT 6

Marshall Hall (1790-1857)

It took 200 years for students of natural science to check out the
opinions of Descartes concerning the mechanism of response, and to
p1-ace the study of the reflex on a solid basis of observable fact.
During this period, men like Francis Glisson (1597-L677) and Jan Swam-
merdam (L637-1680) tested the theory ofrrmuscle stuffing" and found it
wanted; Albrecht von Haller (1708-1777) hypothesized a vis insita--
the power of the isol-ated rmrscle to contractl Robert Whytt (L7L4-L766)
showed that the stimuli applied to a nerve might cause a contraction
of the muscle at its end; George ?rochaska (L749-1820) extended the
reach of the stimulus-response relation to an even greater distance
and tal-ked about vis nervosa or nenzous excitability--our modern nerve
impulse ; and ttre FaFFiffician-philosopher-psychologist, David
Hartlef (1705-L757), made a list of rrautomatic motionsil in the human
being--we would say reflexes.

At the end of this period, the name of Marshall Hall emerges as
especially important. With him, it can be said, the field of reflex
physiology was definitely established, with operated animals as ex-
perirnental subjects. From then on, research upon this problem was
aceelerated throughout the scientific world. These two small excerpts
from his work convey something of the method, the results, and the
theory of these early studies--as well as the excitement.

Study Questions

1. What speeial functions of the response mechanism are assigned by
HaLl to the tftrue spinal system?r' How does this system differ
from the rrperistaltic?rl

2. How does the frdiastalticrr system differ from the "true spinal?rl
What is the purest diastaltic function? What are the various
-odic courses of action?

3. What was Hal1rs basic surgical operation?
portant effects of stimuli in an operated
called reflex today? Are they diffuse or

4. What is his position on the vis nervosa; what new evidence does
he give?

5. Over what functions is diastaltic function seen to reign?

6. What does Ha1l say about reflex co'nrpounding? Loci of maximal
excitability? Combined reflex and voluntary action?

7. What does he say about the relative excitability of different
parts of the nervous system to different forms of stimulation?

,,, i{hat does he mean by thettdynamic forcett andrrstatic equilibrium"
, - of the spinal ttmarrow?tt
{t'"

Can you list the im-
animaL? Which would be
specific in their action?
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g. What are some of the factors that augment (or diurinish) the excita-
biLity of spinal marrolil tissue? On what obsenrations does HaLl

build his case.

9. Wtrat is the relation of irritabiLity of muscle tissue to the brain
and epinaL narrol'? (Notice where Yotitia is said to reside.)
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MARSHALL HAT,L ON TIM SPINAL NERVOUS SYSTEM,
1843.1850

The first excerpr is from Marshall Ha1l, New Memoir on the Nervous
System (London, 1843), sect. 3, pp. 5L-52. The second excerpt is
from Marshall Hal1, Synopsis of the Diastaltic Nervous System
(London, 1850), sect. 1, pF. 4-ILr 13, and sect.2, pp. L7-20.

/nxcsnpt r7

SECTION III

190. The first physiological remark I would offer, relates to the
complete distinction between the functions of the cerebral, the true
spinal, and ganglionic portions of the several nervous systems. tr{hilst
the cerebral system places us in relation with the external world
mentally, the true spinal appropriateq some of its materials in the 3g!lsr
and the ganglionic performs the same office still more intimately in
regard to its atoms.

191. Every act of ingestion, of retention, of expulsion, or of
exclusion, is a reflex act, an excito-motor act, an act of the true
spinal system, performed through its incident nerves, its central organ
(the true spinal marrow), and its reflex motor nervesl an act of the
special power seated in this system. I have always wondered that such
an extensive generalLzati.on did not excite more admiration of Naturers
works.

L92. If we wish, then, to know what are the special acts of the
true spinal system, we have only to ask--what'are the acts by means of
which masses of matter are ingurgitated into and expelled from the
animal oeconomy?

L93. These acts are found to preside over two important classes of
functions,--those of the preservation of the individual and the propa-
gation of the species. The designs of Nature in the functions of the
true spinal system are, therefore, obvious.

I94. These views will be made conspicuous by a careful examination
of the following Table of

The ?hysiology of the True Spinal System
I. the Excited Actions--

1. Of the Iris;--of the Eye-lids
Z. of the 0rifi"u" )1. The LarYnx

)2. The Pharynx
3. Of the Ingestion

1. Of the Food,
1. In Suction;
2. In Deglutition.

2. Of the Air, or Respiration.
3. Of the Semen, or Conception.
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&. Of Exclusion.
5" Of the Expulsors, or of Egestion

1. Of the Foeces;
2. Of the Urine
3. Of the PersPiration;
4, Of the Semen;
5. Of the Foetus, or Parturition.

6. Of the Sphincters.
1. The Cardia.
2. T]ne Valvula Coli?
3. The Sphincter Ani.
4. The Sphincter Vesicoe.

II. The Direct Action or Influence--
I " In the Tone ) of tne MuscularII. In the IrritabiIity,) System.

/nxcunpr

SECTION

II. New Term! ?roposed

15. On analysing ttre facts which have been detailed, I observed that
the following anatomical relations are essential:

1. A ne::ve leading from the point or part irritated, to
the spinal marrowl

2. The spinal marrow i!eE; tttd
3. A nerve, or nerves, Passing out of or from the spinal marrow,

with each other.--al1 in essential relation or connection

16. On these anatomical facts I have ventured to institute a new

nomenclature, descriptive of what I have hitherto designated The Spin?l
Syeleql, and expressive of these essential points. The term peristaltic...
i" f"*ifiar to us all. IE may be justly extended to all the movements

of the interior organs. as the heart. the stomach, the large and small
intestines, the uterus, &c, These movements, it is well known, are in-
dependent of the spinal marrow. But it has been shown that a series of
experimenLal phenomena, and it will be shown hereafter that a series of
important functions, are effected by means of the series of nerves in
essential connecgion with the spinal marrow, to which I have adverted.
The action or act is performed through Ehe spinal marrow as its essen-
tial centre. I propose to designate the phenomena by the term dia-
staltic.

L7. The spinal system may henceforth be designated--The Diaslalrtic
Nervgus Svstem, a designation which will have the advantage of including
thir "y"c"*E the invertebrate as well as the vertebrate tribes of
animals. This system embraces a peculiar anatomy, physiology, pathol-
ogy, and therapeutics.

rB. Perhaps the only purely diastaltic function is Respirationl

)-l

and into
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and this is variously modified by volition and influenced by emotion.
But there are many other functions which partake of both the diastaltic
and peristaltic character. Such are the functions of the irnmediate
conduits of ingestion and of egestion;--the oesophagus, the rectum,
the uterus. These functions are dia- and peri- staltic.

19. How nnrch there is in these terms calculated to excite nell and

accurate inquiryl How much to refute injurious and calumnious criti-
cisml I have hitherto spoken of the mode and course of the diastaltic
actions and functions. But I shall immediately proceed to show that
the principle of action in the diastaltic nervous system is as special
rna lEii-Fas its direction. This principle I long ago demonstrated
to be the vis nervosa of Haller, the 'excitabiliter of M. Flourens,
acting itt toofy ai""overed diastaltic, forms. Now, the term treflext
may have been vaguely used by Prochaska; but the full and distinct idea
of a diastalti.c action of the vis nervosa had occurred to no one.

20. We are nnrch in need of other terms still, to aid us in this
investigation. The terms incident excitor and reflex moLor have been

used to designate those nerves whose influence proceeds to and from
the spinal marrow. But they have never appeared to me satisfactory'
and I have long wished for others more expressive and explicit. The

following compounds of odos, a way, have appeared to competent judges

very appropriate to ouisubject: esodic. . will express the action
inr-o; Lxodic. . . rhe action jgg_g.!; .anodic . will express the
ZGndinE, cathodic . the descending-' course of action; pollodic
. . . "na 

panthodic . . will express the facts, on which I shall
shortly have to dwell at considerable length, of the action of the vis
nervosa from each one point of the diastaltic system, in many or even

all directions, to -gy ot\er.

III. Subsequgnt E4Pel:.megls

I may now proceed with mY detail:

23. If, in the severed head of the frog, the toad, the eft, the
snaker--the kitten, Lhe puppy, the young rabbit, &c. we touch the eye-

lid, ih" "y"-lash, or the conjunctiva, the eye is innnediately closed'
The same event occurs in the horse stunned to insensibility by the
blow of the pole-axe.

24. If, in the decapitated trunk of these animals, we irritate
a toe or other part of the foot of the anterior or posterior extrem-
ity, this extremity is immediately withdrawn; if we irritate the tail,
or the integuments near the sphincter ani, still greater movements

are produced.

25. If the brain merely be removed, in a very young animal, all
these phenomena are still observed.

26. The same effects are produced by irritating the dura mater
within the cranium, and other interior membranes and tissues--a fact
which throws a beam of light on some pathological events.
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27. By any of these irritations, an act of inspiration, if respi-ration were previously suspended, is especially apt to be induced.

28. Each irritation of a cutaneous or mucous surface appears toinduce a peculiar, _9!.eciil, and definite movement. rf in thL very youngkitten, deprived of cerebrum and cerebellum, the foot be irritated, itis retracted; if a finger be introduced between the lips, an act of suc-tion is excited; if a soft substance, as milk, be i.nserted into thepharlmx, an act of deglutition is attempted; if the border of the rec-
tum be irritated, the sphincter is contracted. The eye-lash, the meatusof the ear, and the tufts of hair between the toes, are peculiarly
excitor.

29. Similar phenomena are observed in the
in the "arT!-fffie of asphp<ia in young animals,
induced by chloroform.

anencephalous foetus,
in the anaesthesia

30. rn the case of perfect parapregia in the human subject, whensensibility is absolutely extinct, and voluntary movements totally ab-orished, diastaltic actions are excited on the application of appropri-ate irritants, such as tickling, a puncture, a pinch, or sudden heator cold; of all rdhich the patient is unconsoious.

v. lhe vis Nervosa of_Haller: rts catastaltic Law of Action

36. The Vis Nervosa, that po\^7er in the spinal marrow and muscular
nerves. by means of which, if their tissues be irritated, muscular con-traction follows, was supposed by Haller, by Bichat, by prof. J. Miiller,
and, r believe, by all physiologists, Lo act in one direction only, from
downwards. rts action r^7as supposed to be cata-"Efti" onlv.

37. As long as this view prevailed,
could have, no application to physiology.
mere experimental fact, or, at the utmost,

38. It was . sterile and without
of a distinct and energetic motor power in
utility in the animal oeconomy, would be a
trary to every thing observed in creation.

this motor power had, and
It was presented to us as a
in its relation to pathology.

utility. Now the existence
the animal frame, without
perfect incongruity, and con-

39. By a series of oft-repeated experiments, I have demonstrated
other Laws of action of the vis nervosa, and especially one which may
be designated dia-staltic.

40- By this discovery, I have been enabled to prove the identityof the motor power in these experiments of Ha11er and in the experi-
ments of Redi and of whytt, and, disentangling the maze, to show thatthat double series of experiments is not without its application in
physiology; that the latter have, in fEE, thei.r prototypes in all theacts of ingestion and of egestion in the animal oeconomy, and in some
instances of pathological and therapeutic actions; and the former, incertain cases of pathology. rt is the first real step in the philos-
ophy of involuntary motions.
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VI. The Diastaltic Law of Actlen-eE-the V.Ls Nervosa: Its Demonstration

41 " If the spinal marrow, in the decapitated tortoise or turtle,
be denuded and irritated by the point of a need1e, or the galvanic
currenL, bqth anterior and posterior extremities are move<l. The sarne

irritation]lpplied to one and the same point of this nervous centre'
produces al! these movements.

42" ff, instead of irritating a point of the spinal marrow it-
self, r^re denude and irritate a lateral spinal nerver--the same results,
the same movements of both pairs of extremities are observed.

4.3. In the first experiment, it is the vis Servosa of Haller
which acts on the posterior extremities. This is the general view' Are

the similar and syncf,ronous movement of the anterior extremities, and

the similtt ,no.r"tlnts of both anterior and posterior extremities in the

second experiment, of difEEnt origin? But if the integument be irri-
tared, the rgnrg *ov"roeifilffTT take place; and this is one of the

cases of reflex or diastaltic action'

44. LastlY, if
lids close; or if we

ani, these orifices

we so irritate the border of the eye-lid,
touch the border of the larynx, or of the

the eye-
sphincter

are closed. But these are Functions.

48. Such I believe to be the Demqnstrati-cn of the diastaltic
ae.Eicfn: and such the application to physiology, of the vre tefvose ot
Ha11er. pre"yiously a sierile experimental fact, this principle of
action has now takln its place as the dynamic force presiding over the

large CLasF of the funcUitns of ingestion and of egestion in the animal

oeconomy.

49 " It appears to me that the anastaltic and the diastaltic ac-

tions, in these experiments, are slower and more combined than the

merely catastaltic. There is a similar difference between physiol-
ogical acts, which are all diastaltic, and those pathological move-

ments which are catastaltic.

VIII. Diastaltic Actions Spegial,-Resembli4g D-esign

56. Diastaltic actions are sometimes so combined, and, as it were,

concaLinaLed, as nearly to resemble acts of volition'

57, If a toe of the posterior extremity in the frog be irritated,
the limb is flexed at the first, second, and third articulations, and

drawn close to the body of the animal, by those combined movements'

58. But frequently, besides these movements of flexion, sudden

movements of extension take place; sometimes of one extremity, but
sometimes also of both. These concPtenated movements may issue in a

jump or leap even. It is only 6y observing that, when these movements
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have ceased, no further movements--no spontaneous mol/e!:rents--occutr, and
by a certain peculiarity, readily detectible by tho-ce r^rho have per-
formed a lengthened series of experiments, that their real natrrre j-s

detected.

59. Movements in all directions from any one point r:f the svstem.
continued movements, 

"rrtorrcatinated ro,rur"rtrl--re obs.rved undlr
other circumstances.

60. Exp.--If a kitten be
nostril, the ear, a toe of the
tail, or the sphincter ani, be
excited.

reduced to a state of asph;'xia, and the
anterior or posterior extremity, the
irriEated, an act of inspiration is

6L. If, under various circumstances, we dash cold rvater in the
face of the human patient, an act of inspiration, or of deglutilion,
or an act of contraction and expulsion in the rectum, the bladder, or
the uterus, may be excited.

62. Each and every part of the spinal system is bound in a bond
of action with each and every other part of that system.

63. The modes of action hiCherto described have been induced by
excitants applied to the cutaneous surface. And, indeed, as I long ago
observed. . .it is the fine origins of the inciden.t or esodic nerves,
spread on the cutaneous or membranous tissues, which are the most
excitable.

64. Some parts of the cutaneous surface are more excitable than
the rest. This extraordinary excitability is especially observed in
the toes and near the sphincter ani, in the frog; and witirin the ear,
in the eye-lid, in the sole of the foot, in the young kitten and puppy.
If the integument near the sphincter ani, in the frog, be irr:itated, a
movement of the posterior extremities, apparently designed to remove
that irritation, occurs.

65. The final cause of all this is obvious. If an object be
placed in the hand of a sleeping infant, lt is grasped pretty firrnly,
by a mere diastaltic action. Such action appears designed to strengthen
and aid, and to cooperate with, volition. If it were otherwise, each
act of volition would be opposed and thwarted by diastaltic actions,
and the objects of volition might be frustrated.

66. The act of inspiration presents us with the most marked ex-
ample of combined action, including that of the nostril, the larynx,
the intercostal muscles, and the diaphragm. This act also incltrdes a
concatenated action; for the act of inspiration is essentialfy Linkg4
with the act of expiration. This is most obvious in the case of
sneezing. But it is not less so, to the attentive observer, in ordi--
nary respiration, in which there is a sort of continued equilibrium
of action. To this point I shall have to revert hereafter"
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SECTION II

I. Condition of the Vis Nersova: Static and Drrnamic

78. The cerebrum and cerebellum are insensible and in-excitor
or a-staltic, on being punctured or lacerated, whilst their principle
of action. . .is spontaneous in its motor influences.

79. The spinal marrow, on the contrary, is essentially excitor,
requiring the application and repetition of a stimulus for the develop-
ment of each and everv movement.

80. The natural condition of the spinal marrow is one of inaction,
or of static equilibrium. It is by appropriate and successive stimuli
that its dynamic force is made effective and manifest.

81. This statement is true in every condition of the spinal mar-
ro\4r. Even when its excitability is extreme, under the influence of
strychnine, freedom from stimulus if freedom from all motor action.

82. Still more is this the case in the state of diminished excit-
ability from shock, from chloroform, &c.

83. After the application of a stimulus and the phenomena of
dynamic force, the spinal marrow again resumes its condition of static
equilibrium, but with reduced excitability. The action of each stim-
ulus is followed by this effect, and each second stimulus is according-
ly less effective than the former one. The excitability is, on the
other hand, restored by repose. And thus the static equilibrium and
the dynamic force bear a certain relation to each other.

84. A frog, affected by shock, or placed under the influence of
chloroformr- tnay be deprived of voluntary movement, respiratory move-
ments, and reflex actions, the circulation being also almost extinct.
If it be now left at rest, respiratory movements return. If it be
excited, they again cease. And thus repeatedly. The same observation
applies to all other movements. Quiet is the restorer, excitement the
exhauster, of the motor energies.

II. The Spinal Marrow Susceptible of Augmented Excitabilitv.

85. The degree of Excitability of the spinal marrow is, in gen-
eral terms, (like Irritability of the muscular fibre), inversely as the
degree of Activity or of Stimulus.

86. Augmented or restored during sleep, it is diminished during
each day, by every act of volition, every act of the respiration, and
by each meal.

87. But the excitability of the spinal marrow admits of intensu I

augmentation and extreme diminution by therapeutic agents. That of
the nerve admits of no such augmentation.

88. Exp.--The tenth part of a grain of the acetate of strychnine
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dissolved in distilled water, and applied over the cutaneous surface of

the frog, induces the most extreme Lxcitability, or hypererethism' The

slightest stimulus induces violent tetanoid spasm' Meantime' the cir-
culaLion, in Lhe intervals of such sPasms' remains unimpaired'

89. Exp.--On Lhe other hand, if ten drops of chloroform be dropped

onabitofspongeandattachedtotheupperpartofatumbler'andthis
be inverted on a plate of glassr-"o t" tL'en"iose a frog, this animal

first ceases from voluntary *ovements, then loses its excitability' and

lastly, its circulation'

g0.Undueexcitabilityistheusualeffectofteething,ofirritat-
ed esodic nerves in general, and especially in the case of a wounded

nerve, as in tetanus'

gl.Theusualirrnnediateeffectofaconvulsiveseizureisaugmented
excitability;andthereforeoneseizurefrequentlysucceedstoanother.
Theremotereffectisdiminishedexcitability,andthepatientisfre-
quentlySecurefromotheratt'acksuntiltheexcitabilityisslowlyre-
sLored.

92. Indolence al1ows the excitability
activity diminishes its degree or intensity'

"u"h "a"e", 
of restraining the exeitability

only by aPProaching fatigue '

Ill.RelatioLoflrritabilitvtotheCerebrum-glndSpinall"larrow

93. We are naturally led, by the consideration given in the last

secLion, to the subject of the ptl"""t o""' Every act of an organ is

followedbydiminishedenergyo'-Po'"'.Thisisnotonlytrueofthe
nervoustissue,butofthemuscularfibre.Eachcontractionofamus-
cleisfollowedbyadiminutionoftheirritabilityofthemuscular
fibre. If, on th; contrary, all stimulus be removed, the irritability
exists in its maximum degree'

94.But,forLheperfectstateofthemuscularirritabilicy,it
isessentialthatthemuscleshouldhaveremainedinconnection,
throughthenervesrwiththespinalmarrow'Thespinalmarrowis'so
far. ihe source of muscular irritabil-itv'

95. If, in experiment or disease' the influence of the brain'

thatis,ofvolition,bewithdr"'or'o'amuscle,itsirritabilitybe.
comes greater' comParatively, than that of the similar muscles' In

cerebralparalysisrorthaLparalysisinwhich.theinfluenceofthe
cerebrum i",u*or"a rto* a lirnb, ihu muscles_of that limb are more

irritable, tested by'the inildesi galvanic influence which will produce

an obvious effeEE, ihu" th;;"f the other limb'

96. But if the connection between the spinal marrow and the mus-

cle be severed, either in an "*p"ri*"ot 
or by disease, the irritability

of the musctes of the par"ly"uJ limb (and the excitability of the sev-

ered portion of nerve) is llss than that of the healthy limb'

to become morbidlY great;
Hence the imPorLance, in

by dailY exercise, limited
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97. These conclusions are founded upon a vast number of experiments,
most carefully made and observed.

98. The fact affords a Diagnosis between cerebral and spinal paral-
ysis, or between the cases of paralysis in which the influence of the
cerebrum or of the spinal marrow, is severed, respectively--a diagnosis
frequently of great importance.

i

l
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Study Guide for IINIT 7

Charles Scott Sherrington (1857-L952)

Sir Charles Sherrington was born in the same year that Marshall
HalL died, but there were sixty-odd years between their bestknown con-
tributions to science, and in that period enormous progress was made

in the field of reflex physiology. There are 3L4 references in Sher-
ringtonts Int.grativ" Action..., and most of them are to studies that
succeeded those of Marshall Hall--not a few to those of Sherrington
hfunse1f. Many neril research techniques had been devel-oped and perfected,
and countless aspects of refl'ex function had been investigated, with
animaLs of many species and especially the dog. Reflex actions of all
kinds (scratch, flexion, crossed extension, etc.) were evoked by various
kinds and intensities of stimuli, alrnost always with a spinal, decere-
brate, or other laboratory Itpreparationrfr and many laws of action were
well-established. Although the observable data were often in the forn
of change in stimulus and response, the focus of interest continued to
be, as it was in the time of Descartes, on the mechanism of response.
This is very clear in Sherringtonr s theory of synaptic function, with
which he attempts to explain the observable differences between reflex-
are and nerve-trunk conduction.

Study Questions (This unitrs study questions will be more general
than usual-, but you will be expected to show de-
tailed knowledge on your unit test.)

1. What are the three points of view from which nervous reactions
may be treated?

2. lJhat kinds of integration may be distinguished in organismic
function? Examples?

3. What is rrreflex action?tr l'lhat does not qualify as such? What
structures are invol-ved?

4. Define: a tfreflex arcrr; an ftafferent arcrr; a trsimple reflextt;
Itreflex coordinationrt and rrcompounding.tt

5. What is the major function of receptorsrl

6. What are the differences between reflex-arc and nerve-trunk
conduction?

7. What explanations gf these differences does Sherrington reject?

8. What is a |tsynapserrt according to Sherrington; what is its
function--what does it account for?
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CHAR.LES SCOTT SHNRRINGTON ON TI{E INTEGRATIVE ACTION OF TIIE
NERVOUS SYSTEM, 1906.

Chas. S. Sherrington, The Integrative Action of the Nervous System
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1906): pp. 2-4, 5-8, L3-L4,
15- 16, 19.

The physiology of nervous
points of view.

In the first place, nerve
vidual livesr---they breathe,
stores of energy, they repair
short, a living unit, with its
itse1f..

reactions can be studied from three main

ce11s, like all other cel1s, lead indi-
Ehey assimilate, they dispense their own
Lheir own substantial \^raste; each is, in
nutrition more or less centered in

Secondly, nervous ce11s present a feature so characteristically
developed in them as to be specially theirs. They have in exceptional
measure the power to spatially transmit (conduct) states of excitement
(nerve impulses) generated within them. Since this seems the eminent
functional feature of nerve-ce11s wherever they exist, its intimate
nature is a problem co-extensive with the existence of nerve-cells, and
enters into every question regarding the specific reactions of the ner-
vous system. This field of study may be termed that of nerve-cell
conduction.

But a third aspect which nervous reactions offer to the physiolo-
gist is the integrative. In the multicellular animal, especially for
those higher reactions which constitute its behavior as a social unit
in the natural economy, it is nervous reaction which par excellence in-
tegrates it, welds it together from its components, and constitutes it
from a mere collection of organs an animal individual. This integrative
action in virtue of which the nervous system unifies from separate or-
gans an animal possessing solidarity, an individual, is the problem
before us in these lectures. Though much in need of data derived from
the two previously mentioned lines of study, it must in the meantime be
carried forward of itself and for its own sake.

The integration of the animal organism is obviously not the result
solely of any single agency at work within it, but of several. Thus,
there is the mechanicat combination of the unit cel1s of the individual
into a single mass. This is effected by fibrous stromata, capsules of
organs, connective tissue in generalr gg., of the liver, and indeed
the fibrous layer of the skin encapsulating the whole body. In muscles
this mechanical integration of the organ may arrive at providing a
single cord tendon by which the tensile stress of a myriad contractile
ce11s can be additively concentrated upon a single place of application.

Integration also results from chemical agency. Thus, reproductive
organs, remote from one another, are given solidarity as a system of
conrnunication that is of chemical quality; lactation supervenes post
partum in all the mauunary glands of a bitch subsequent to thoracic
transaction of the spinal cord severing all nervous cortrnunication
between the pectoral and the inguinal manrnae (Goltz). In digestive
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organs we find chemical agency co-ordinating the action of separate
glands, and thus contributing to the solidarity of function of the di-
gestive glands as a whole. The products of salivary digestion on

reaching the pyloric region of the stomach, and the gastric secretion
on reaching the mucosa of Ehe duodenum, make there substances which
absorbed duly excite heightened secretion of gastric and of pancreatic
juice respectively suiLed to continue the digestion of the substances
initiaEing the reaction (Bayliss and Starling, Edkins). Again, Ehere
is the integrating action effected by the circulation of the blood.
The gaseous exchanges at one limited surface of the body are made serv-
iceable for the life of every living unit in the body. By the blood
the exeess of, heat produced in one set of organs is brought to redress
the loss of heat in others: and so on.

But the integrative action of the nervous system is different
from these, in that its agent is not mere inLercetlular material, as in
connective tissue, nor the transference of material in mass, as by the
circulation; it works through living lines of stationary celts along
which it despatc.hes waves of physicochemical disturbance, and these act
as releasing forces in distant organs \^rhere they finally impinge. Hence
it is not surprising that nervous integration has the feature of relatively
high speed, a fealure peculiarly distinctive of integrative correlation
in animals as contrasted with that of plants, the latter having no ner-
vous system in the ordinary sense of the word.

It is in view of this interconnecting function of the nervous sys-
tem that the field of study of nervous reactions which was called at
the outset the third or integrative, assumes its due importance. The
due activity of the interconnecLion resolves itself into the co-ordina-
tion of the parts of the animal mechanism by reflex action.

It is neeessary to be clear as to whaL we understand by the expres-
sion rrreflexrt action.

In plants and animals occur a number of actions the initiation of
which is traceable to events in their environment. The event in the
environment is some change which acts on the organism as an exciting
stimulus. The energy which is imparted Eo the organism by the stimulus
f" "ft"" far less in quantity than the energy which the organism itself
sets free in the movement or other effect which it exhi-bits in conse-
quence of the application of the stinnrlus. This excess of energy must
be referred to energy potential in the organism itself. The change in
the environment evidently acts as a releasing force upon the living
machinery of the organism. The source of energy set free is traced to
chemical compounds in the organism. These are of high potential value,
and in inrnediate or mediate consequence of the stimulus decompose part-
Ly, and so liberate external from internal energy. It is perfectly
conceivable, and in many undifferentiated organisms, especially in
unice1lularr 9€., amoelr, is actually the case, that one and the same

living structure not only undergoes this physico-chemical change at the
point of thaf change from particle to particle along it, so that there
then ensue in it changes of form, movement. In such a case the initial
reaction or reception of the stimulus, the spatial transmission or
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conduction of the reaetion, and the motor or other end-effect, are all
pr.""""es that occur in one and the same living structure. But in
many organisms these separable parts of the leaition are exhibited by

separat- and specific structures. Suppose an animal turn its head in
response to a sudden light. Large fields of its body take part in the

r"rttior,, but also larg- fields of it do not. Some of its rmrsculature

conLracts, particularly certain pieces of its skeletal rmrsculature' The

external'stirmrlus is, so to say, led to them by certain nerves in the

altered form of a nervous impulse. If the neck nerves are severed the

end-effect is cut out of part of the field; and the nerves themselves
cannoL exhibi! movement on the application of the stimulus' The optic
nerve itself isGalle to enter into a heightened phase of its own

specific activity on the application of 1ight. InitiaLion of nervous

""tirrity by lighl is the exclusive (in this instance) function of ce11s

in the retina, retinal receptors. In such cases there exist three sep-

arable structures for the three processes--initiation, conduction' and

end- effect .

These reactions, in which there follows on an initiating reaction
and end-effect reached through the mediation of a conductor, itself
incapable either of the end-effect, or under natural conditions, of the

inception of the reaction, are itreflexes.rt The conductors are nerve'
Usually the spaces and times bridged across by the conductors are quite
large, and easily capable of measurement. Now there occur cases, €s-

p""irity within lh" ,rtri""1lu1ar organism and the unicellular organ, where

itt" rpu""s and times bridged are minute. In them spread of response may

involve rrconductionrt (Poteriodendron, Vorticella) in sorne degree specif-
ic. yet to cases where neither histologically nor physiologically a

specific conductor can be detected, it seems better not to apply the

tlrm ttreflex.tt It seems better to reserve that expression for reactions
employing specif ically recognizabLe nerve-Processes and morphologically
ailteientiated nerve-te11s; the more so because the process of conduction
in nerve is probably a specialized one, in which the qualities of speed

and freedom from inertia of reaction have been attained to a degree not
reached etsewhere since not elsewhere demanded'

The conception of a reflex therefore embraces that of at least
three separablL structures'--an effector organ' -G.r-g11ld ce11s or
musc1e"Lt1";aconductingnerv@orconductor1eadingtothat
organ; and an initiating organ or receptor whence the reaction starts'
The conductor consistsr-in ihe reaEEions-which we have to study, of at
least Lwo nerve-ce11sr--ore connected with the receptor, the other with
the effector. For our purpose the receptor is best included as a part
of the nervous system, and- so it is convenient to speak of the whole chain

of structrrr""--rl"eptor, conductor, and effector--as a re{19x-alc' 
-111

that part of the ctrain which leads up to but does not include the effec-
tor and the nerve-cel1 attached to this latter, is conveniently dis-
tinguished as the afferent-arc.

The reflex-arc is the unit mechanism of the nervous system when

that system is regarded in its integrative frtnction. The unit reaction
in nervous integration is the reflgx, because-every reflex is an integ-
rative reaction and no nervous action short of a reflex is a complete

act of integration. The nervous synthesis of an individual from what

without it were a mere aggregation of conunensal orgax{s resolves itself

t--

L-
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into co-ordination by reflex action. But though the unit reaction in
the integration is a reflex, not every reflex is a unit reaction,
since some reflexes are compounded of simpler reflexes. Co-ordinationl
therefore, is in part the compounding of reflexes. In this co-ordina-
tion there are obviously two grades.

The s:lrnpl-e reflex. There is the coordination which a reflex action
introduces when it makes an effector organ responsive to excitement of
a receptor, all other parts of the organism being supposed indifferent
to and indifferent for that reaction. In this grade of co-ordination
the reflex is taken apart, as if separable from all other reflex actions.
This is the simple reflex. A simple reflex is probably a purely ab-
stract conception, because all parts of the nervous system are connected
together and no part of it is probably ever capable of reaction without
affecting and being affected by various other parts, and it is a system
certainly never absolutely at rest. But the simple reflex is a conven-
ient, if not a probable, fiction. Reflexes are of various degrees
of complexity, and it is helpful in analyzing complex reflexes to sep-
arate from them reflex components which we may consicler apart and
therefore treat as though they were simple reflexes.

In the simple reflex there is exhibited the first grade of co-
ordination. But it is obvious that if the integration of the animal
mechanism is due to co-ordination by reflex action, reflex actions must
themselves be co-ordinated one with another; for co-ordinations 'So be reflex
action there must be co-ordination of reflex actions. This latter is
the second grade of co-ordination. The outcome of the normal reflex ac-
tion of the organism is an orderly coadjustment and sequence of reactions.
This is very patently expressed by the skeletal musculature. The co-
ordination involves orderly coadjustment of a number of simple reflexes
occurring simultaneouslv, i.e., a reflex patrern, figure, or ttcomplica-

tionrt' if one may warp a psychological term /used by Wundt to describe
the simultaneous association of conscious elements from_different sen-
ses, as in the sight-sound-touch perception of a violig/ for this use;
orderly succession involves due supercession of one reflex by another,
or of one group of reflexes by another group, i.e., orderly change
from one reflex pattern or figure to another. For this succession to
occur in an orderly manner no component of the previous reflex Inay
remain which would be ouL of harmony with the new reflex that sets in.
When the change from one reflex to another occurs it is therefore
usually a fat-teaching change spread over a wide range of nervous arcs.

This compounding of reflexes with orderliness of coadjustment and
of sequence constitute co-ordination, and want of it, inco-ordination.
We may therefore in regard to co-ordination distinguish co-ordination
of reflexes simultaneously proceeding, and co-ordination of reflexes
successively proceeding. The main secret of nervous co-ordination
lies evidently in the compounding of reflexes.

We infer...that the main contribution made to the mechanism of
the reflex-arc by that part of it which constitutes the receptor is
selective excitability. It thus contributes to co-ordination, for it
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renders its arc prone to reply to certain stinn-rli, while other arcs not
having that kind of receptor do not reply, and it renders its arc un-
likely to reply to certain other sEinnrli to which other arcs are likely
to respond. It will thus, while providing inerease of responsiveness
on the part of the organism to the environment, tend to prevent confusion
of reactions (inco-ordination) by limiting to particular stimuli a par-
ticular reaction.

On the whole, we nray regard the receptor as being concerned with
the mode of excit.ation rather than with the features of conduction of
the reflex-arc, and rnay now return to that conduction, which itself
has important co-ordinaLive characters.

Nervous conduction has been studied chiefly in nerve-trunks. Con-
duction in reflexes is of course for its spatially greater palt con-
duction along nerve-trunks, yet reflex conduction in toto differs
widely f,rom nerve-trunk conduction.

Conduction in reflex-arcs exhibits (1) slower speed as measured
by the latent period between application of stinnrlus and appearance of
end-effect, this difference being greater for weak stimuli than for
strong; (2) less close correspondence between the moment of cessation
of stimulus and the moment of cessation of end-effect, i.e., there is a

marked ttafter-discharge;tt (3) less close correspondence between rhythm
of stimulus and rhythm of end-effect; (4) less close correspondence
between the grading of intensity of the stimulus and the grading of
intensity of the end-effect; (5) considerable resistance to passage of a

single nerve-impulse, but a resistance easily forced by a succession of
impulses (temporal suurnation); (6) irreversibility of direction instead
of reversibility as in nerve-trunks; (7) fatigability in contrast with
the cqparative unfat,igability of nerve-trunks; (8) much greater variabil-
ity of the threshold value of stimulus than in nerve-trunks; (9) refrac-
tory period, ttbahnungrrt inhibition, and shock, in degrees unknown for
nerve-trunks; (10) much greater dependence on blood-circulation, oxygen
(Ve::worn, Winterstein, v. Baeyer, etc.); (11) rm:ch greater susceptibil-
ity to various drugs--anaesthetics.

These differences between conduction in reflex-arcs and nerve-
trunks respectively appear referable to that part of the arc which lies
in gray matter. The constituents of gray matter over and above those
which exist also in nerve-trunks are the nerve-ce11 bodies (perikarya),
the fine nerve-cell branches (dendritic and axonic nerve-fibres), and
neuroglia.

Ne reglia exists in white matter as well as in 9taY, and Lhere is
no good ground for attributing the above characteristics of conduction
in reflex-arcs to that part of the arcs which consist of white matter.
It is improbable, therefore, on that ground that the features of con-
duction are due to neuroglia. In deed there is no good evidence that
neuroglia is concerned directly in nervous conduction at al1...As to
perikarya (nerve-cell lodies) the experiment of Bethe...the observa-
tion by Langley.,.lan!/ the experiements of Exner, and of Moore and
Reynolds...withdraw from the perikaryon the responsibility...

As to the nerve-cell branches. . . It seems...scarcely justifiable

i
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to suppose that conduction along nerve-fi.bres assumes in the gray matter

characters so widely different from those it possesses elsewhere as to
account for the dissimilarity between reflex-arc conduction arid nerve-

trunk conduction resPectivelY.

In this difficulty there rises forcibly to mind that not the

least fruitful of the tacts which the cell-theory rests upon and brings

together is the existence at the confines of the ce1ls composing the

orfanis* of t'surfaces of separationtt between the adjacent cells' In
cerLain cyncytial cases such surfaces are not apparent, but with most

of the ce1ls in the organism Lheir existence is indisputed, and they
play an important role in a great number of physiological processes.
llow in addition to the structural elements of gray mattel specified
above, there is one other which certainly in many cases exists. The

gray matter is the field of nexus between neurone and neurone. Except
in sympathetic ganglia, the place of nexus between neurone and neurone
lies nowhere else than in gray natter. We know of no reflex-arc com-

posed of one single neurone only. In other wordsr every reflex-arc must

conLain a nexus between one neurone and another. The reflex-arc rmlst,
therefore, on the cell-theory, be expected to include not only intra-
ce1lular conduction but intercellular conduction. But on the current
viuw of the structure of ttre nerve'fibres of nerve-trunks the conduction
observed in nerve-trunks is entirely and only j-ntracellular conduction.
perhaps, therefore, the differenee between the reflex-arc conduction
and nlrve-trunk conduction is related to an additional element in the
fgrmer, namely inteJcellular conduction. If there exists any surface or

Ett separation at the nexus beEween neurone and neurone, munh of what
is iharacteristic of the conduction exhibited. by the reflex-arc might
be more easily explicable. At the nexus between cells if there be not
actual confluence there rmrst be a surface of separation' At the nexus
between efferent neurone and the muscle-cel1, electrical organ, etc.,
which it innervates, it is generally admitted that there is not actual
confluence of the two cells together, but that a surface separates
them; and a surface of separation is physically a membrane. As regards
a number of the features enumerated above as distinguishing reflex-arc
conduction from nerve-trunk conduction, there is evidence that similar
features, though not usuallv in sugh_m?lked exLent, chqractelize c-on-

ffii-frotn "ttut"tt tt.r+"-fiUt. tg effereng oIg?T....Here change in
conduction is not due to peiitiarya (nerve-cell bodies), for such are
not present. The change may well be referable to the surface of sepa-

ration admittedlv existent between efferent neurone and effector ce11.

...It seems therefore likely that the nexus between neurone and

neurone in the reflex-arc, at teast in the spinal arc of the vertebrate,
involves a surface of separation between neurone and neurone; and this
as a transverse membrane across the conductor must be an important ele-
ment in intercellular conduction. The characters distinguishing
reflex-arc conduction from nerve-trunk conduction may therefore be

largely due to intercellular barriers, delicate transverse membranes,

in the former.

In view, therefore, of the probable importance physiologically
of this mode. of nexus between neurone and neurone it is convenient to
have a term for it. The term introduced -5V Foster and Sherringtori
has been synapse.
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Study Guide for IINIT 8

Ivan Petrovich Pavlov (1849-1936)

The Pavlovian story is so well-known today that no remarks are
needed here about his work. Two conntents, however' may not be out of
place concerning his relation to earlier and later developments in
the study of behavior. First, his work may be said to rePresent a
stage of reflex physiology in which the intact organism became an ob-
ject of experimental study. Rather than reduce the laboratory organ-
ism to a spinal, decerabrate, or other preparation' as had Sherrington
and his predecessors, ?avlov increased the control of experimental con-
ditions--application of stimuli, removal of distractions, acclimatLza'
tion of animals to the situation, and so forth.

Secondly, he gave us the basic outline of a sYstem of behavior.
In showing how conditioning and extinction rlere related to generaLiza-
tion, discriminination, and the like, he provided an integration of
behavioral data which went well beyond that of Sherrington and his
predecessors. By virtue of his experimental findings, and independ-
ently of his physiological theory, Pavlov set the stage for a self-
supporting and non-mentalistic science of psychology...which was
probably the last thing that he had in mind.

Study Questions

1. From his studies of the gastric glands, what does Pavlov say that
he learned about the stimuli for salivation? Where his studies
I'physiological ?f '

2. What did Pavlov learn, in these studies, about conditioning, ex-
tinction, spontaneous recovery, and inhibition?

3. What was the difference between conditioned and unconditioned re-
flexes of salivation?

4. What are the signals of which ?avlov speaks?

5. What explains condiLioning?

6. What is the rrmerchanismrt of our ttpsychicaL experience?rl

7. Why should we study the cerebral hemispheres?

8. what is the current *ate of such study, and why does it exist?

9. What does Pavlov think of the contributions of Descartes,
Sherrington, Sechenov, Richet, Loeb, Jennings, Thorndyke (sic)
and the trbehavioristsrr to such research?

10. What is Pavlovfs point of departure?

L1. What is the role of the reftex; what kinds of reflex are there;
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and ho\^7 do reflexes differ from instincEs?

L2. What are some of the trfundamental reflexes?r' What is the t'freedornt'

reflex; the rrinvestigatoryt' reflex; the reflex of rrself defence? Is
the listing of reflexes important?

13. What are the effects of decerebration upon reflex behavior?

14. With what basic observations did Pavlov's work begin?

15. What is the |tmost general function of the hemispheres?tt
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Pavlov, I. P.
Oxford Univ.

Conditioned Reflexes (Trans. by G. V. Anrep) London,
Press, xV: L927, pp. 1-15.

LECTI]RE I.

The development of the obiective method in investigating the phvsiolo-
ical activities of the cerebral hemispheres. -- concept of Reflexes.--

Si8nal-reflexes, the most fundamental physiological characteristic of
the hemispheres.

The cerebral hemispheres stand out as the crowning achievement in
the nervous development of the animal kingdom. These structures in the
higher animals are of considerable dimensions and exceedingly complex,
being made up in man of millions upon millions of cells--centres of foci
of nervous activity--varying in size, shape and arrangement, and con-
nected with each other by countless branchings and from their individual
processes. Such complexity of structure naturally suggests a like com-
plexity of function, whieh in fact is obvious in the higher animal and
in man. Consider the dog, which has been for so many countless ages the
servant of man. Think how he may be trained to perform various duties,
watching, hunting, et,c. we know that this complex behaviour of the
animal, undoubtedly involving the highest nervous activity, is mainly
associated wtth the cerebral tremispheres. If hre remove the hemispheres
in the dog /Eott zL and others4 , the animal becomes not only incapable
of performing these duties but also incapable even of looking after it-
self. rt becomes in fact a helpless invalid, and cannot tong survive
unless it be carefullv tended.

In man also the highest nervous activity is dependent upon the
structural and functional integrity of the cerebral hemispheres. As
soon as these structures beccrme damaged and their functions impaired in
any way, so man also becomes an invalid. He can no longer proceed with
his normal duties, but has to be kept out of the working world of his
fellow men.

In astounding contrast with the unbounded activity of the cerebral
hemispheres stands the meagre content of present-day physiological
knowledge concerning them. up to the year 1870, in fact, there was no
physiology of the hemispheres; they seemed to be out of reach of the
physiologist. In that year the contrnon physiological methods of stimu-
lation-and extirpation were first applied to them /Fritsch and'riHitzi{l. It was found by these workers that stirmrlation of certain

lF. colrr,
p. 570, 1892.

ItDer Hund ohne Grosshirn,tt Pfliigerts Archiv, V. li.

2u. nothmann, "Der Hund ohne Grosshirn.rr N"rr-@is"h"€
b1att, V. xxviii, p. 1045, 1909.

A.P.

Central-

3Fritsch und E.
Gros shirns . rr Archiv

Hitzig, "U"b"r di" "l"ktrifiir (Anatomie und) Physiologie, p. 300, 1870.
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parts of the cortex of the hemispheres (motor cortex) regularly evoked
contractions in definite groups of skeletal muscles: extirpation of
these parts of the cortex 1ed to disturbances in the normal functioning
o! the sagre groups^gf muscles. Shortly afterwards it was demonstrated
/Ferrier,t H. Munkz/ that other areas of the corLex which do noE evoke
Iny motor activity-in response to stimulation are also functionally dif-
ferentiaLed. Extirpation of these areas leads to definite defects in
the nervous activity associated with certain receptor organs, such as
the retina of the eye, the organ of Corti, and the sensory nerve-endings
in the skin. Searching investigations have been made, and still are be-
ing made, by numerous workers on this question of LocalLzaLion of func-
tion in the cortex. Our knowledge has been increased in precision and

filled out in detail, especially as regards the motor area, and has even
found useful application in medicine. These investigations, however' did
not proceed fundamental-ly beyond the position established by Fritsch and

Hitz;'g. The important question of the physiological mechanism of the
whole higher and complex behaviour of the animal which is--as GoLtz showed

--dependent upon the cerebral hemispheres, was not touched in any of these
investigations and formed no part of the current physiological knowledge.

When therefore we ask the questions: What do those facts which have
up to the presenL been at the disposal of the physiologist explain with
regard to the behaviour of the higher animals? What general scheme of
the highest nervous activity can they give? of what general rules govern-
ing this activity can they help us to formulate2. --the modern physiolo-
gist finds himself at a loss and can give no satisfactory reply. The
problem of the mecbanism of this complex structure which is so rich in
function has got hidden away in a corner, and this unlimited field, so

fertile in possibilities for research, has never been adequately explored.

The reason for this is quite simple and clear. These nervous ac-
tivities have never been regarded from the same point of view as those
of other organs, or even other parts of the central nervous system. The

activities of the hemispheres have been talked about as some kind of
special activity, whose working we feel and apprehend in ourselves, and

by analogy suppose to exist in animals. This is an anomaly which has
placed the physiologist in an extremely difficult position. 0n the one

hand it would seem that the study of the activities of the cerebral hem-

ispheres, as of the activities of any other part of the organism, should
be within the compass of physiology, but on the other hand it happens
to have been annexed to the special field of another science--psychology.

what attitude then should the physiologist adopt? Perhaps he

should first of all study the meLhods of this science of psychology'
and only afterwards hope to study the physiological mechanism of the

lD. Ferrier, Functions of the Brain, London, 1876.

2H. Munk,
and 1909.

Ueber die Functionen der Grosshirnrinde, Berlin, 1890
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hemispheres? This involves a serious difficulty. Tt is logical that in
its analysis of the various activities of living matter physiology should
base itself onthe more advanced and more exact sciences--physics and chem-
istry. But if we attempt an approach from this science of psychology to
the problem confronting us we sha1l be building our superstructure on a
science which has no claim to exactness as compared even with physiology.
In fact it is still open to discussion whether psychology is a natural
science, or whether it can be regarded as a science at all.

It is not possible here for me to enter deeply into this question,
but r will stay to give one fact which strikes me very forcibly, viz.
that even the advocates of psychology do not look upon their science as
being in any sense exact. The eminent American psychologist, william
James, has in recent years referred to psychology not as a science but
as a hope of science. Another striking illustration is provided by Wundt,
the celebrated philosopher and psychologist, founder of the so-called
experimental method in psychology and himself formerly a physiologist.
Just before the War (1913), on the occasion of a discussion in Germany as
to the advisability of making separate Chairs of ?hilosophy and Psychol-
ogy, wundt opposed the separation, one of his arguments being the impos-
sibility of fixing a connnon examination schedule in psychology, since
every professor had his or,rn special ideas as to what psychology really
was. such testimony seems to show clearly that psychology cannot yet
claim the status of an exact science.

If this be the case there is no need for the physiologist to have
recourse to psychology. It would be more natural that experimental inves-
tigation of the physiological activities of the hemispheres should lay a
solid foundation for a future true science of psychology; such a course
is more likely to lead to Ehe advancement of this branch of natural science.

The physiologist must thus take his ovrn path, where a trail has al-
ready been blazed for him. Three hundred years ago Descartes evolved the
idea of the reflex. Starting from the assumption that animals behaved
simply as machines, he regarded every activity of the organism as a
necessary reaction to some external stimulus, the connection between the
stimulus andthe response being made through a definite nervous path: and
this connection, he stated, was a fundamental purpose of the nervous
structures in the animal body. This was the basis on which the study of
the nervous system was firmly established. In the eighteenth, nineteenth
and twentieth centuries the conception of the reflex was used to the full
by physiologists. working at first only on the lower parts of the cen-
tral nervous system, they came gradually to study rnore highly developed
parts, until quite recently Magnus,r continuing the classical investiga-
tions of Sherringtonz upon the spinal reflexes, has succeeded in demon-
strating the reflex nature of all the elementary motor activities of the
animal organism. Descartesf concepLion of the reflex \^ras constantly

1

'R. Magnus, Kbrperstellung, Berlin, 1924.

2C. S. Sherrington, The Integrative Action of the Nervous System,
1906.
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and fruitfully applied in these studies, but its application has stopped
short of the cerebral cortex.

It may be hoped that some of the more complex activities of the
body, which are made up by a grouping together of the elementary loco-
motor activities, and which enter into Lhe states referred to in psy-
chological phraseology as|tplayfulnessrttttfearrttttangerrttand so forth,
will soon be demonstrated as reflex activities of the sub-cortical parts
of the brain. A bold attempt to apply the idea of the reflex to the
activit.ies of the hemispheres was made by the Russian physiologist,
I. M. Sechenov, on the basis of the knowledge availabl-e in his day of
the physiology of the central nervous system. In a pamphlet entitled
ItReflexes of the Brain," published in Russian in 1863, he attempted to
represent the activities of the cerebral hemispheres as reflex--that
is to say, as deLermined. Thoughts he regarded as reflexes in which
the effector path was inhibited, while great outbursts of passion he

regarded as exaggerated reflexes with a wide irradiatio4 of excitation.
A similar attempt \^7as made more recently by Ch. Richet,l who introduced
the conception of the psychic reflex, in which the response following
on a given stimulus is supposed to be determined by the association of
this stimulus with the traces left in the hemispheres by past stimuli.
And generally speaking, recent physiology shows a tendency to regard
the highest activities of the hemispheres as an association of the new

excitations at any given time with traces left by old ones (associa-
tive memory, training, education by experience).

A11 this, however, was mere conjecture. The time was ripe for a

transition to the experimental analysis of the subject--an analysis
which must be as objective as the analysis in any other branch of nat-
ural science. An impetus was given to this transition by Ehe rapidly
developing science of comparative physiology, which itself sprang up

as a direct result of the Theory of Evolution. In dealing with the
lower members of the animal kingdom physiologists were, of necessity,
compelled to reject anthropomorphic preconceptions, and to direct all
their effort towards the eltrcidation of the connections between the
external stimulus and the resulting response, whether locomoLor or
other reaction. This led to the development of Loebrs doctrine of
Animal Tropisms i2 to the introduction of a new objective terminology
to describe animal reactions /Beet, Bethe and Uexktltl!/; and final1y,
it led to the investigation by zoologists, using purely objective
methods, of the behaviour of the lower members of the animal kingdom
in response to external, stimuli--as for example in the classical
researches of Jennings.+

lch. ni"hut
rnatisme Mental.

, Reflexes Psychiques. Reflexes Conditionels.
Pavlovts Jubilee Volume, ?eErograd, L925.

Auto-

2J. Loeb, Studies in General Physiology, Chicago' 1905

3B""., Bethe und Uexktll1, ttVorschlHge zu einer objectivirenden
des NervensysEems rt' Biologisches

1899.
Nomenklatur in der ?hYsiologie
Centralblat-t, V. xix, P.517,

aH.S. Jennings, The Behavior of lower Qggen:Lgmq, New York, 1906
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Under the influence of these new tendencies in biology, which ap-
pealed to the practical bent of the American mind, the American School
of Psychologists--already interested in the comparative study of psy-
chology--evinced a disposition to subject the highest nervous activities
of animals to experimental analysis under various specially devised con-
ditions. We may failly regard the treatise by Thorndyke, The Animal
Intelligence (1898),' as the starting point for systematic investiga-
tions of this kind. In these investigations the animal was kept in a
box, and food was placed outside the box so that it was visible to the
animal. In order to get the food the animal had to open a door, which
was fastened by various suitable contrivances in the different experi-
ments. Tables and charts were made showing how quickly and in what
manner the animal solved the problems set it. The whole process was
understood as being the formation of an association between the visual
and tactile stimuli on the one hand and the locomot.or apparatus on the
other. This method, with its modifications, was subsequently applied
by numerous authors to the study of questions relating to the associa-
tive ability of various animals.

At about the same time as Thorndyke was engaged on this work, I
myself (being then quite ignorant of his researches) was also 1ed to
the objective study of the hemispheres, by the following circumstance:
In the course of the detailed investigation into the activities of the
digestive glands I had to inquire into the so-called psychic secretion
of some of the glands, a task which I attempted in conjunction with a
collaborator. As a result of this investigation in unqualified con-
viction of the futility of subjective methods of inquiry \^7as firmly
stamped upon my mind. IL became clear that the only satisfactory solu-
tion. of the problem lay in an experimental investigation by strictly
objective methods. For this purpose I started to record all the exter-
nal stimuli falling on the animal at the time its reflex reaction rnras

manifested (in this particular case the secretion of saliva), at the
same time recording all changes in the reaction of the animal.

This was the beginning of these investigations, which have gone
on nor^/ for tr^renty-five years--years in which numerous fe1low-workers
on whom I now look back with tender affection have united with mine
in this work their hearts and hands. We have of course passed through
many stages, and only gradually has the subject been opened up and the
difficulties overcome. At first only a few scattered facts were avail-
able, but today sufficient material has been gathered, together to war-
rant an attenpt to present it in a more or less systematized form. At
the present time I am in a position to present you with a physiologi-
cal interpretation of the activities of the cerebral hemispheres which
is, at any rate, more in keeping with the structural and functional
complexity of this organ than is the collection of fragmentary, though
very important facts which up to the present have represented all the

ls. 1,. Thorndyke, The Anirnal Intelligence, An Exp
of the Associative ?rocesses in Animals, New York, 1898.
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knowledge of this subject. Work on the lines of purely objective in-
vestigation into the highest nervous activiEies has been conducted in
the main in the laboratories under my control, and over a hundred col-
laborators have taken part. Work on somewhat similar lines to our has
been done by the American psychologists. Up to the present, however,
there has been one essential point of difference between the American
School and ourselves. Being psychologists, their mode of experimenta-
tion, in spite of the fact that they are studying these activities on
their external aspect, is mostly psychological--at any rate so far as
the arrangement of problems and their analysis and the formulation of
results are concerned. Therefore--with the exception of a sma1l group
of frbehaviouriststt--their work cannot be regarded as purely physiolog-
ical in character. We, having started frorn physiology, continue to
adhere strictly to the physiological point of view, investigating and
systematizing the whole subject by physiological methods a1one. As re-
gards other physiological laboratories a few only have directed their
attention to this subject, and that recently; nor have their investi-
gations extended beyond the limits of a preliminary inquiry.

I shall now turn to the description of our material, first giving
as a preliminary an account of the general conception of the reflex, of
specific physiological reflexes, and of the so-ea1led rrinstincts.rt Our
starting point has been Descartesr idea of the nervous reflex. This is
a genuine scientific conception, since it irnplies necessity. It may be
summed up as follows: An external or internal stimulus falls on some
one or other nervous receptor and gives rise to a nervous impulse; this
nervous impulse is transmitted along nerve fibres to the central nervous
system, and here, on account of existing nervous connections, it gives
rise to a fresh impulse which passes along outgoing nerve fibres to the
active organ, where it excites a special activity of the cellular struc-
tures. Thus a stimulus appears to be connected of necessity with a
definite response, as cause with effeet. It seems obvious that the
whole activity of the organism should conform to definite laws. If the
animal were not in exact correspondence with its environment it would,
sooner or later, cease to exist. To give a biological example: if,
instead of being attracted to food, the animal were repeI1-ed by it, or
if, instead of running from fire the animat threw itself into the fire,
then it would quickly perish. The animal rmrst respond to changes in the
environment in such a manner that its responsive activity is directed
towards the preservation of its existence. This conclusion holds also
if we consider the living organism in terms of physical and chemical
science. Every material system can exist as an entity only so long as
its internal forces, attraction, cohesion, etc., balance the external
forces acting upon it. This is true for an ordinary stone just as much
as for the most complex chemical substances; and its truth should be
recognized also for the animal organism" Being a definitecircumscribed
material system, it can only continue to exist so long as it is in con-
tinuous equilibrium with the forces external to it: so soon as this
equilibrium is seriously disturbed the organism will cease to exist as
the entity it was. Reflexes are the elemental units in the mechanism
of perpetual equilibration. ?hysiologists have studied and are study-
ing at the present time these numerous machine-like, inevitable reac-
tions of the organism--reflexes existing from the very birth of the
animal, and due therefore to the inherent organization of the nervous
system.
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Reflexes, like the driving-belts of machines of human design, may

be of two kinds--positive and negative, excitatory and inhibitory' A1-

though the investigation of these reflexes by physiologists has been

goinl on no\^r for a long time, it is as yet not nearly finished' Fresh

reflexes are continually being discovered. We are ignorant of the prop-

erties of those receptor organs for which the effective stimulus arises

inside the organism, and the internal reflexes themselves remain a field
unexplored. itu p"itt" by which nervous impulses are conducted in the

central nervous system ate fot the most Part little known, or not as-

certained at all. The mechanism of inhibitions confined within the

central nervous system remains quite obscure: we know something only of

those inhibitory reflexes which manifest themselves along the inhibitory
efferent nerves. Furthermore, the combination and interaction of dif-
ferent reflexes are as yet insufficiently understood. Nevertheless
physiologists are ",r""""dirrg 

more and more in unravelling the meehanism

of these machine-like activities of the organism, and may reasonably be

expected to elucidate and control it in the end'

To those reflexes which have long been the subject of physiological
investigation., and which concern chiefly the activities of separate or-

gans and tissues, there should be added another group of inborn reflexes'
These also take pt""" in the nervous system' and they are the inevitable
reaclions to periectly definite stimuli. They have to do with reactions
of the organism r" t thole, and comprise that general behaviour of the

animal which has been termed rtinstinctive.tt Since complete agreement as

regards the essential affinity of these reactions to the reflex has not

y"i b".r, attained, we must discuss this quesLion more fully. We owe to

the English philosopher, Herbert spencer, the suggestion that instinctive
reactions are refle*u". Ample evidence was later advanced by zoologistst
physiologists,andstudentsofcomparativepsychologyinSuPportofthis.
I propose here to bring together the various arguments in favour of this
view. BeL\4reen the simplest reflex and the instinct we can find numerous

stages of transition, and among these we are puzzLed to find any line of

demarcation. To exemplify thii we may take the newly hatched chick'
This little creature ieacts by pecking to any stimulus that catches the

eye, whether it be a real object or only a stain in the surface it is
walking upon. In what way sha11 we say that this differs from the in-
clining of the head, the ciosing of the lids' 

_rnThen 
something flicks

past its eyes? We should call ihis last a defensive reflex, but the

first has been termed a feeding instinct: although in pecking nothing
but an inclination of the head and a movement of the beak occurs'

It has also been maintained that instincts are more complex than

reflexes. There are, however, exceedingly complex reflexes which no-

body would term instincts. we may take vomiting as an example' This is
very complex and involves the co-trdination of a Large number of muscles

(both striped and plain) spread over a large area and usually employed

in quite different functions of the organism. It involves also a sec-

retory activity on the part of eertain glands which is usually evoked

for quite a different PurPose '

Again, it has been assumed that the long train of actions involved

in certain instinctive activities affords a distinctive point of con-

trastwiththereflex,whichisregardedasalwaysbeingbuiltona
simple scale. By way of exarrple' we may take the buil.ding of a nest, or
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of dwellings in general, by animals. A chain of incidents is linked to-
gether: material is gathered and carried to the site chosen; there it is
built up and strengthenectr. To look upon this as reflex we must assume
that one reflex initiates the next following--orr in other words, we
must regard it as a chain-reflex. But this linking up of activities is
not peculiar to instincts alone" We are familiar with numerous reflexes
which most certainly fuse into chains. Thus, for example, if we stimu-
late an afferent nerver s_:€., the sciatic nerve, a reflex rise of blood
pressure occurs; the high pressure in the left ventricle of the heart,
and firsL part of the aorta, serves as the effective stimulus to a second
reflex, this time a depressor reflex wtrich has a moderating influence on
the first. Again, we may take one of the chain reflexes recently estab-
lished by Magnus. A cat, even when deprived of its cerebral hemispheres,
r^rill in most cases land on its feet when thror^m from a height. How is
this managed? When the position of the otolithic organ in space is a1-
tered a definite reflex is evoked which brings about a contraction of
the musetes in the neck, restoring the animalts head to the normal posi-
tion. This is the first reflex. With the righting of the head a fresh
reflex is evoked, and certain muscles of the trunk and limbs are brought
into play, restoring the animal to the standing posture. This is the
second reflex.

Some, again, object to the identification of instincts with reflexes
on this ground: instincts, they say, frequently depend upon the internal
state of an organism. For instance, a bird only builds its nest in the
mating season. Or, to take a simpler case, when an animal is satiated
with eating, then food has no longer any attraction and the animal- leaves
off eating. Again, the same is true of the sexual impulse. This depends
on the age of the organism, and on the st,ate of the reproductive glands;
and a considerable influence is exerted by hormones (the products of the
glands of internal secreti"on) " But this dependence cannot be claimed as
a peculiar property of itinstincts.t' The intensity of any reflex, indeed
its very presence, is dependent on the irritability of the centres, which
in turn depends constantly on the physical and chemieat properties of the
blood (automatic stimulation of centres) and on the interaction of re-
flexes.

l,ast of all, it is sometimes held that whereas reflexes determine
only the activities of single organs and tissrres, instincts involve the
activity of the organism as a whole. We now know, however, from the
recent investigations of Magnus and de Kleijn, that standing, walking
and the maintenance of postural balance in general, are all nothing but
reflexes.

ft follows from all this that instincts and reflexes are alike the
inevitable responses of the organism to i.nternal and external stimuli,
and therefore we have no need to call them by Ewo different terms. Re-
flex has the better claim of the two, in that it has been used from the
very beginning with a strictly scientific connotation"

The aggregate of reflexes constitutes the foundation of the nervous
activities both of men and of animals. It is therefore of great import-
ance to study in detail all the fundamental reflexes of the organism.
Up to the present, unfortunately, this is far from being accomplished,
especially:4s I have mentioned before, in the case of those reflexes
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which have been known vaguely as rfinstincts.tt Our knowledge of these
latter is very limited and fragmentary. Their classification under
stlCh headings as tralimentaryrtt rldefensivertt ttSexual ,tt ttparentalrt and
trsocialtt instincts, is thoroughly inadequate. Under each of these heads

is assembled often a large number of individual reflexes. Some of these

are quite unidentified; some are confused with others; and inany are sti1l
only partially appreciated. I can demonstrate from my own experience to
what extent the subject remains inchoate and full of gaps. In the course

of the researches which I shall presently explain, we were completely at
a loss on one occasion to find any cause forthe peculiar behaviour of an

animal. It was evidently a very tractable dog, which soon became very
friendly with us. We started off with a very simple experiment' The

dog was placed in a stand with loose loops round its legs, but so as to
be quite comfortable and free to move a pace or two. Nothing more was

done except to present the animal repeatedly with food at intervals of
some minutes. It stood quietly enough at first, and ate quite readily,
but as time wenL on it became excited and struggled to get out of the
stand, scratching atthe floor, gnawing the supports' and so on. This
ceaseless rmrscular exertion vnas accompanied by breathlessness and con-
tinuous salivation, which persisted at every experiment during several
weeks, the animal getting worse and worse until it was no longer fitted
for our researches. For a long time we remained puzzled over the unus-
ual behaviour of this animal. We Eried out experimentally numerous Pos-
sible interpretations, but though we had had long experience with a

great number of dogs in our laboratories we eould not work out a satis-
iactory solution of the strange behavious, until it occurred to us aL

last that it might be the expression of a special freedom reflex, and

that the dog simply could not remain quiet when it was constrained in
the stand. This reflex ri/as overcome by setting off another against it
--the reflex for food. We began to give Lhe dog the whole of its food
in the stand. At first the animal ate but little, and lost consider-
ably in weight, but gradually it got to eat more' until at last the
whole ration was consumed" At the same time the animal grew quieter
during the course of the experiments: the freedom reflex was being in-
hibited. It is clear that the freedomr reflex is one of the most import-
ant reflexes, orr if we use a more general term, reactions, of living
beings. This reflex has even yet to find its final recognition' In
Jamests writings it is not even enumerated among the special human
trinstincLs.rt But it is clear Lhat if the animal were not provided with
a reflex of protest against boundaries set to its freedom, the smal-
lest obstaele in its path would interfere with the proper fulfilment of
its natural functions. Some animals as we all know have th,is freedom
reflex to such a degree that lrhen placed in captivity they refuse all
food, sicken and die.

As another exarnple of a reflex which is very much neglected we

may refer to what may be ca11ed the investigatory--rgl1ex. I call it
the r\ilhat-is-it?" reflex. It is this refleX whieh brings about the
inrnediate response in man and animals to the slightest changes in the
world around them, so that they immediately orientate their appropriate
receptor organ in accordance with the perceptible quality in the agent
bringing about the change, making full investigation of it. This
biologi-al significance of this reflex is obvious. If the animal were

not piovided with such a reflex its life would hang at every moment by

a thiead. In man this reflex has been greatly developed with far-
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reaching results, being represented in its highest form by inquisitive-
ness--the parent of that scientific method through which we may hope
one day to come to a true orientation in knowledge of the world around
us.

Stil1 less has been done towards the elucidation of the elass of
negative or inhibitory reflexes (instincts) which are often evoked by
any strong stimulus or even by weak stimuli, if unusual. Animal hypnot-
ism, so-ca1led, belongs to this category.

As fundamental nervous reactions both of men and of animals are
inborn in the forrn of definite reflexes, r nurst again emphasize how
important it is Eo compile a complete list comprising all these reflexes
with their adequate classification. For, as will be shornm later on, all
the rernaining nerrrous functions of the animal organism are based upon
these reflexes. Now, although the possession of such reflexes as thosejust described constitutes the fundamental condition for the natural sur-
vival of the animal, they are not in themselves sufficient to ensure a
prolonged, stable and normal existence. This can be shor^m in dogs in
which the cerebral hemispheres have been removed. T,eaving out of account
the internal reflexes, such a dog stil1 retains the fundamental external
reflexes. rt is attracted by food; it is repelled by nocuous stimuli;
it exhibits the investigatory reflex, raising its head and pricking up
its ears to sound. fn addition it exhibits the freedom reflex, offering
a powerful resistance to any restraint. Nevertheless it is wholly in-
capable of looking after itself, and if left to itself will very soon
die. Evidently something important is missing in its present nervous
make-up. l{hat nervous activities can it have lost? rt is easily seen
that, in this dog, the number of stimuli evoking reflex reaction is con-
siderably diminished; those remaining are of an elemental, generaLized,
nature, and act at a very short range. consequently the dynamic equili-
brium between the inner forces of the animal system and the external
forces in its environment has become elemental as compared with the
exquisite adaptability of the normal animal, and the simpler balance is
obviously inadequate to life.

Let us return now to the simplest reflex from which our investiga-
tions started. If food or some rejectabte substance finds its way into
the mouth, a secretaion of saliva is produced. The purpose of this se-
cretaion is in the case of food to alter it ehemically, in the case of
a rejectable substance to dilute and wash it out of the mouth. This is
an example of a reflex due to the physical and chemical properties of a
substance when it comes into contact with the mucous membrane of the
mouth or tongue. But, in addition to this, a similar reflex secretion
is evoked when these substances are placed at a distanee from the dog
and the receptor organs affected are only those of smell and sight. Even
the vessel from which the food has been given is sufficient to evoke an
alimentary reflex complete in all its details; and, further, the secre-
tion may be provoked even by the sight of the person who brought the
vessel, or by the sound of his footsteps. All these innumerable stirnuli
falling upon the several finely discriminating distance receptors lose
their power for ever as soon as the hemispheres are taken from the ani-
mal, and those only which have a direct effect on mouth and tongue stil-l
retai.n their power. The great advantage to the organism of a capacity
to react to the former stimuli is evident, for it is in virtue of their
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action that food finding its way into the mouth inmediately encounters
plenty of moistening saliva, and rejectable substances, often nocuous
to the mucous membrane, find a layer of protective saliva already in the
mouth which rapidly dilutes and washes them out. Even greater is their
importance when they evoke the motor component of the cornplex reflex of
nutrition, i.e., when they act as stimuli to the reflex of seeking food.

Here is another example--the reflex of self-defence. The strong
carnivorous animal preys on weaker animals, and these if they waited to
defend themseLves until the teeth of the foe were in their flesh would
speedily be exterminated. The case takes on a different aspect when
the defence reflex is called into play by the sights and sounds of the
enemyt s approach. Then the prey has a chance to save itself by hiding
or by flight.

How can we describe, in general, this difference in the dynamic bal-
ance of life between the normal and the decorticated animal? What is
the general mechanism and law of this distinction? It is pretty evident
that under natural conditions the normal animal must respond not only to
stinnrli which themselves bring immediate benefit or harm, but also to
other physical or .chemical agencies--v/aves or sound, light, and the like
--which in themselves only signal the approach of these stimuli; though
it is not the sight and sound of the beast of prey which is in itself
harmful to the smaller animal, but its teeth and claws.

Now although the signalling stimuli do play a part in those com-
paratively simple reflexes we have given as examples, yet this is not
the most important point. The essential feature of the highest activity
of the central nervous system, with which we are concerned and which in
the higher animals most probably belongs entirely to the hemispheres,
consists not in the fact that innumerable signalling stimuli do initiate
reflex reactions in the animal, but in the fact that under different
conditions these same stimuli may initiate quite different reftex re-
actions; and conversely the same reaction may be initiated by different
stimuli.

rn the above-mentioned example of the salivary reflex, the signal
at one time is one particular vessel, at another time another; under
certain conditions one man, under different conditions another--
strictly depending upon which vessel had been used in feeding and which
man had brought the vessel and given food to the dog. This evidently
makes the machine-like responsive activities of the organism sti1l more
precise, and adds to it qualities of yet higher perfection. so infin-
itely complex, so continuously in f1-ux, are the conditions in the world
around, that that complex animal system which is itself in living flux,
and that system only, has a chance to establish dynamic equilibrium with
the environment. Thus r4le see that the fundamental and the most general
function of the hemispheres is that of reacting to signals presented by
innumerable stimuli of interchangeable signification.
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Study Guide for iINIT 9

George John Romanes 1848-L894); conwy l,loyd Morgan (1852-1936)

we have already approached modern psychology by way of two intel-lectual streams, each stennming from Descartes. one was by way of
British empiricism and German physiol"ogy; the other was through reflex
physiologyr From Marshall Hal-1 to Sherrington and Pavlov. The present
approach is via Darwinism. Although we do not deal with Dar'win himself ,or his statement of mental evolution, we do consider two of the most
illustrious of rris riffirs, George Romanes and c. Lloyd Morgan, who
tried to ctarify the reasons for assuming mind in animals (which
Descartes had denied). curiously, in so doing, they paved the way for
a psychology that had no place for mind at all_.

Studv Questions

1. I,trhat t\^ro ttdifferent thingsrr does Romanes mean by ttMind?t what two
kinds of I'cognizar'cett and analysis?

2. What kind of activity suggests the presence of consciousness and
choice in other organisms?

3. What is the difference between rradaptive movements due to reflex
actionsrr and those due to ftmental perceptions?tt

4. What is Romanesrs criterion of mind? What qualifications does he
suggest in the appLication of this criterion? (Do you think that
Rornanes would accept conditioning as a criterion? Would Titchener
agree with Romanes?)

5. what does Romanes have to say about mental states at different
phylogenetic levels? (Do you think that this leads him beyond the
restrictions he has already imposed upon his basic criterion?)

6. can you explain Lloyd Morganrs trdoubly inductive process?r' what
are the steps involved? Did Romanes have the same point of view?

7. what is Morganrs Itbasar principlert or canon of interpretation?
How does Morgan ansvrer the three objections to this canon?

B. Inlhat are the three methods of gauging "psychical level" in an
animal? which does Morgan prefer, and why? which is the least
anthropomorphic? which seems to call for the evolution of higher
faculties?
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GEORGE JOHN ROMAMS ON COMPARATIVE
PSYCEOLOGY, 1882

G. J. Romanes, Animal Intelligence (London, 1882), pp. 1-10.

Before we begin to consider the phenomena of mind throughout the
animal kingdom it is desirable that we should understand, as far as
possible, what it is that we exactly mean by mind. Now, by mind we
may mean two very different things, according as we contemplate it in
our olvn individual selves, or in other organisms. For if we contem-
plate our oun mind, we have an inunediate cognizarLce of a certain flow
of thoughts or feelings, which are the most ultimate things, and indeed
the only things, of which we are cognisant. But if we contemplate mind
in other persons or organisms, we have no such inrnediate cognizance of
thoughts or feelings. In such cases we can only infer the existence
and the nature of thoughts and feelings from the activities of the or-
ganisms which appear to exhibit them. Thus it is that we may have a
subjective analysis of mind and an objective analysis of mind--the
difference between the two consisting in this, that in our subjective
analysis we are restricted to the limits of a single isolated mind
which we call our ol,rrl, and within the territory of which we have inrned-
iate cognizance of all the processes that are going on, or at any rate
of all the processes that fall within the scope of our introspection.
But in our objective analysis of other or foreign minds we have no such
immediate cognizance; all our knowledge of their operations is derived,
as it \^rere, through the medium of ambassadors--these ambassadors being
the activities of the organism. Hence it is evident that in our study
of animal intelligence we are wholy restricted to the objective method.
starting from what r know subjectively of the operations of my own
individual mind, and the activities which in my oT4rn organism they prompt,
I proceed by analogy to infer from the observable activities of other
organisms what are the mental operations that underlie them.

Now, in this mode of procedure what is the kind of activities
which may be regarded as indicative of rnind? f certainly do not so re-
gard the flowing of a river or the blowing of the wind. Why? First,
because the objects are too remote in kind from my own organism to ad-
mit of my drawing any reasonable analogy between them and it; and,
secondly, because the activities which they present are of invariably
the same kind under the same cireumstances; they afford no evidence of
feeling or purpose. rn other words, two conditions require to be sat-
isfied before rle even begin to imagine that observable activities are
indicative of mind: first, the activities umst be displayed by a living
organism; and secondly, they must be of a kind to suggest the presence
of two elements which we recognise as the distinctive characteristics
of mind as such--consciousness and choice.

So far, then the case seems simple enough. Wherever r^re see a liv-
ing organism apparently exerting intentional choice, we might infer
that it is conscious choice, and therefore that the organism has a
mind. But further reflection shows us that this is just what we can-
not do; for aLthough it is true that there is no mind without the
por^rer of conscious choice, it is not true that all apparent choice is
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due to mind. rn our own organisms, for instance, we find a great many
adaptive movements performed without choice or even consciousness com-
ing into play at all--such, for instance, as in the beating of our
hearts. And not only so, but physiological experiments and patholog-
ical lesions prove that in our olvn and in other organisms the mechan-
ism of the nervous system is sufficient, without the intervention of
consciousness, to produce muscular movements of a highly co-ordinate
and apparently intentional character. Thus, for instance, if a man
has his back broken in such a way as to sever the nervous connection
between his brain and lower extremities, on pinching or tickling his
feet they are drawn suddenl-y away from the irritation, although the
man is quite unconscious of the adaptive movement of his muscles;
the lower nerve-centres of the spinal cord are competent to bring
about this movement of adaptive response without requiring to be di-
rected by the brain. This non-mental operation of the lower nerve-
centres in the production of apparently intentional movements is
called Reflex Action, and the cases of its occurrence, even within the
limits of our or/,in organism, are literally numberless. Therefore, in
view of such non-mental nervous adjustment, leading to mwements which
are only in appearance intentional, it clearty becornes a matter of
great difficulty to say in the case of the lower animals whether any
action which appears to indicate intelligent choice is not realLy ac-
tion of the reflex kind.

On this whole subject of mind-like and yet not truly mental action
r shall have much to say in my subsequent treatise, where r shall be
concerned among other things with tracing the probabl-e genesis of mind
from non-mental antecedents. But here it is sufficient merely to make
this general statement of the fact, that even within the experience
supplied by our own organisms adaptive movements of a highly compLex
and therefore apparently purposive character may be performed without
any real purpose, or even consciousness of their performance. It thus
becomes evident that before we can predicate the bare existence of mind
in the lower animals, we need some yet more definite criterion of mind
than that which is supplied by the adaptive actions of a living organ-
ism, howsoever apparently intentionaL such actions may be. Such a
criterion I have nohT to lay down, and I think it is one that is as
practically adequate as it is theoreticaLly legitimate.

Objectively considered, the only distinction between adaptive move-
ments due to reflex action and adaptive movements due to mental per-
ception, consists in the former depending on inherited mechanisms with-
in the nervous system being so constructed as to effect particular
adaptive movements in response to particular stirmrlations, while the
lat,ter are independent of any such inherited adjustment of special
mechanisms to the exigencies of special circumstances. Reflex actions
under the influence of their appropriate stimuli may be compared to
the actions of a machine under the manipulations of an operator; when
certain springs of action are touched by certain stimuli, the whole
machine is thrown into appropriate movement; there is no room for choice,
there is no room for uncertainty; but as sureLy as any of these inher-
ited mechanisms are affected by the stirmrLus with reference to which
it has been constructed to act, so surely will it act in precisely the
same way as it always has acted. But the case with conscious mental
adjustment is quite different. For, without at present going into the
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question concerning the relation of body and mind, or waiting to ask
whether cases of mental adjustment are not rea1ly quite as mechanical
in the sense of being the necessary result or correlative of a chain
of physical sequences due to a physical stimulation, it is enough to
point to the variable and incalculable character of mental adjustments.
A11, in fact, that in an objective sense we can mean by a mental ad-
justment is an adjustment of a kind that has not been definitely fixed
by heredity as the only adjustment possible in the given circumstances
of stimulation. For were there r1o alternative of adjustment, the case,
in an animal at least, would be indistinguishable from one of reflex
action.

It is, then, adaptive action by a living organism in cases where
the inherited machinery of the nervous system does not furnish data
for our prevision of what the adaptive action must necessarily be--it
is only here that we recognise the objective evidence of mind. The
criterion of mind, therefore, which I propose, and to which I shall
adhere throughout the present volume, is as follows:--Does the organ-
ism learn to make new adjustments, or to rnodify ol-d ones, in accordance
with the results of its ovrn individual experience? If it does so, the
fact cannot be due merely to reflex action in the sense above described,
for it is impossible that heredity can have provided in advance for
innovations upon, or alterations of, its machinery during the lifetime
of a particular individual.

...I may here explain that in my use of this criterion I shall al-
ways regard it as fixing only the upper limit of non-mental action; I
shall never regard it as fixing the lower limit of mental action. For
it is clear that long before mind has advanced sufficiently far in the
scale of development to become amenable to the test in question, it had
probably begun to dawn as nascent subjectivity. In other words, be-
cause a lowly organised animal does not learn by its or,nr individual ex-
perience, we nay not therefore conclude that in performing its natural
or ancestral adaptations to appropriate stimuli consciousness, or the
mind-element, is wholly absent; r,re can only say that this element, if
present, reveals no evidence of the facE. But, on the other hand, if
a lowly organised animal_does l-earn by its or,,m individual experience,
we are in possession of the best available evidence of conscious mem-
ory leading to intentional adaptation. Therefore our criterion
applies to the upper limit of non-mental action, not to the lower
limit of mental.

Of course to the sceptic this criterion may appear unsatisfactory,
since it depends, not on direct knowledge, but on inference. Here,
however, it seems enough to point out, as already observed, that it is
the best criterion available; and further, that scepticism of this kind
is 1ogica1ly bound to deny evidence of mind, not only in the case of
the lower animals, but also in that of the higher, and even in that of
men other than the sceptic himself. For all objections which could
apply to the use of this criterion of mind in the animal kingdom would
apply with equal force to the evidence of any mind other than that of
the individual objector. This is obvious, because, as I have already
observed, the only evidence we can have of objective mind is that which
is furnished by objective activities; and as the subjective mind can
never become assimilated with the objective so as to learn by direct
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feeling the mental processes which there accompany the objective activ-
ities, it is clearly impossible to satisfy any one who may choose to
doubt the validity of inference, that in any case other than his own
menEal processes ever do accompany objective activities. Thus it is
that philosophy ean supply no demonstrative refutatio'n of idealism,
even of the most extravagant form. Cormnon sense, however, universally
feels that analogy is here a safer guide to truth than the sceptical
demand for impossible evidence; so that if the objective existence of
other organisms and their activities is granted--without which postu-
late comparative psychology, like all other sciences, would be an
unsubstantial dream--common sense will always and without question
conclude that the activities of organisms other than our own, when
analogous to Lhose activities of our own r,il:ich we know to be accom-
panied by certain mental states, are in them accompanied by analogous
mental states.

The theory of animal automatism, therefore, which is usually at-
tributed to Descartes (although it is not quite clear how far this
great philosopher real1y entertained the theory), can never be accepted
by comrnon sense; and even as a philosophical speculation it will be
seen, from what has just been said, that by no feat of logic is it pos-
sible to make the theory apply to animals to the exclusion of man. The
expression of fear or affection by a dog involves quite as distinctive
and complex a series of neuro-muscular actions as does the expression
of similar emotions by a hun,an being; and therefore, if the evidence of
corresponding mental states is held to be inadequate in the one case,
it must in consistency be held similarly inadequate in the other. And
likewise, of course, with all other exhibitions of mental life.

It is quite true, however, that since the days of Descartes--or
rather, we might say, since the days of Joule--the question of animal
automatism has assumed a new or more defined aspect, seeing that it now
runs straight into the most profound and insoluble problem that has
ever been presented to human thought--viz. the relation of body to
mind in view of the doctrine of the conservation of energy. . . Here
I desire only to make it plain that the mind of animals rmrst be plaeed
in the same category, with reference to this problem, as the mind of
man; and that we cannot without gross inconsistency ignore or question
the evidence of mind in the former, while we accept precisely the sarne
kind of evidence as sufficient proof of mind in the latter.

And this proof, as I have endeavoured to show, is in all cases
and in its last analysis the fact of a living organism showing itself
able to learn by its ovm individual experience. Wherever we find an
animal able to do Lhis, we have the same right to predicate mind as
existing in such an animal that we have to predicate it as existing in
any human being other than outselves. For instance, a dog has always
been accustomed to eat a piece of meat when his organism requires
nourishment, and when his olfactory nerves respond to the particular
st,imulus occasioned by the proximity of the food. So far, it may be
said, there is no evidence of mind; the whole series of events com-
prised in the stimulations and muscular movements may be due to reflex
action alone. But now suppose that by a number of lessons the dog has
been taught not to eat the meat when he is hungry until he receives a
certain verbal signal: then we have exactly the same kind of evidence
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that the dog's actions are prompted by mind as we have that the actions
of a man are so prompted. No&r we find that the lower down we go in the
animal kingdom, the more we observe reflex action, or non-mental ad-
justment, to predominat,e over volitional action, or mental adjustment.
That is to say, the loi,uer dornm we go in the animal kingdom, the less
capacity do we find for changing adjustive movements in correspondence
with changed conditions; it becomes more and more hopeless to teach
animals--that is, to establish association of ideas; and the reason of
this, of course is that ideas or mental units becorne fewer and less
definite the lower we descend through the structure of mind.

The terms sensation, perception, emotion, and volition need not
here be considered. r shal1 use them in their ordinary psychological
significations; and although I sha11 subsequently have to analyse each
of the organic or mental states which they respectively denote, there
will be no occasion in the present volume to enter upon this subject.
I may, horvever, point out one general consideration to which I sha1l
throughout adhere. Taking it for granted that the external indications
of mental processes which we observe in animals are trustworthy, so that
we are justified in inferring particular mental states from particular
bodily actions, it follows that in consistency we rm:st everywhere apply
the same criteria.

For instance, if we find a dog or a monkey exhibiting marked
expressions of affection, syrnpathy, jealousy, rage, &c., few persons
are sceptical enough to doubt that the complete analogy which these
expressions afford with those which are manifested by man, sufficiently
prove the existence of mental states analogous to those in man of which
these expressions are the outward and visible signs. But when we find
an ant or a bee apparently exhibiting by its actions these same emo-
tions, few persons are sufficiently non-sceptical not to doubt whether
the outward and visible signs are here trustworthy as evidence of anal-
ogous or corresponding inward and mental states. The whole organisa-
tion of such a creature is so different from that of a man that it
becornes questionable how far analogy drawn from the activities of the
insect is a safe guide to the inferring of mental states--particularly
in view of the fact that in many respects, such as in the great pre-
ponderance of rinstinctf over rreasonrt the psychology of an insect is
demonstrably a widely different thing from that of a man. Now it is,
of course, perfectly true that the less the resemblance the less is the
value of any analogy built upon the resetoblance, and therefore that the
inference of an ant or a bee feeling sympathy or rage is not so valid
as is the similar inference in the case of a dog or a monkey. Stil1
it is an inference, arrd, so far as it goes, a valid one--being, in fact,
the only inference available. That is to say, if we observe an ant or
a bee apparently exhibiting sympathy or rage, rre rust either conclude
that some psychological state resembling that of sympathy or rage is
present, or else refuse to think about the subject at all; from the ob-
se:r'able facts there is no other inference open. Therefore, having
ful1 regard to the progressive weakening of the analogy from human to
brute psychology as l^re recede through the animal kingdom dornrnwards
from man, still, as it is the only analogy available, I shall follow it
throughout the animal series.
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It may not, however, be superfluous to point out that if we have
ful1 regard to this progressive weakening of the analogy, we must feel
less and less certain of the real similarity of the mental states com-
pared; so that when we get down as low as the insects, I think the most
we can confidently assert is that the known facts of human psychology
furnish the best available pattern of the probable facts of insect psy-
chology. Just as the theologians te11 us--and logica1ly enough--that
if there is a Divine Mind, the best, and indeed on1-y, conception we

can form of it is that which is formed on the analogy, however imper-
fect, supplied by the human mind; so with tinverted anthropomorphismr
we rmrst apply a similar consideration with a similar conclusion to the
animal mind. The mental states of an insect may be widely different
fronr those of a man, and yet most probably the nearest conception that
we can form of their true nature is that which we form by assimilating
them to the pattern of the only mental states with which we are ac-
tually acquainted. And this consideration, it is needless to point
out, has a special validity to the evolutionist, inasnnrch as upon his
theory there must be a psychological, no less than a physiological,
continuity extending throughout the length and breadth of the animal
kingdom.
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CONWY I.LOYD MORGAN ON

LLOYD MoRGAN's cANoN, LB94

c. Lloyd Morgan, An rntroduction to comparative psycjrqlqgy (London,
LS94), pp. 47-59

We are now in a position to see clearly what is the distinctive
peculiarity of the study of mind in beings other than our or,m individ-
ual selves. rts conclusions are reached not by a singly inductive
process, as in chemistry or Physics, in Astronomy, Geology, Biology, or
other purely objective science, but by a double inductive process. rn-
ductions reached through the objective study of certain physical mani-
festations have to be interpreted in terms of inductions reached through
the introspective study of mental processes. By induction r mean the
observation of facts, the framing of hypotheses to comprise the facts,
and the verification of the hypotheses by constant reversion to the
touchstone of fact. Our conclusions concerning the mental processes of
beings other than our own individual selves are, r repeat, based on a
two-fold induction. First the psychologist has to reach, through induc-
tion, the laws of mind as revealed to him in his ovrn conscious exper-
ience. Here the facts to be studied are facts of consciousness, knornm
at first-hand to him alone among mortals; the hypotheses may logically
suggest themselves, in which case they are original so far as the ob-
server himself is concerned, or they may be derivedr--that is to say,
suggested to the observer by other observers; the verification of the
hypotheses is again purely subjecEive, original or derived theories be-
ing submitted to the touchstone of individual experience. This is the
one inductive process. The other is more objective. The facts to be
observed are external phenomena, physical occurrences in the objective
world; the hypotheses again may be either original or derived; the ver-
ification is objective, original or derived theories being submitted
to the touchstone of observabte phenomena. Both inductions, subjec-
tive and objective, are necessary. Neither can be omitted without re-
nouncing the scientific method. And then finally the objective mani-
festations in conduct and activity have to be interpreted in terms of
subjective experience. The inductions reached by the one method have
to be explained in the light of inductions reached by the other method.

I am anxious to make this matter quite clear, and I will therefore
endeavour to illustrate it diagrarnnatically. rn the first diagram
(Fig. 5) the line ab represents the conduct, activities, and other
obj-ective,phenomena exhibited by other beings or organisms than theindividual psychologist, while cd represents the sCates of con-
sciousnass of which he alone has direct knowl.edge.

Then the diagram is intended to show how the psychologist must
combine both objective induction and subjective induction, that he
may reach a subjective interpretation of ab in terms of cd.
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Now it is idle to assert that one set of inductions is more im-
portant than the other, since both are essential. But there can be

no question that the subjective inductions are in some respect more

subile and difficult and delicate than the inductions concerning ob-
jective phenomena. There can be no question that false assumptions
and vague generaLi'zations more comnonly pass musLer with regard to men-

tal processes than with regard to their physical manifestations. And

there can be no question that in the systematic training of the comPar-

ative psychologist the subjective aspect is not less important than
the objective aspect.

The question now arises whether in passing frour human to animal
psychology trry other method of interpretation is possible than that
whlch holds good for the former. Can the zoological psychologist af-
ford to dispense with that systematic training in introspective or
subjective anatysis and induction which is absolutely essential for
the student of human psychology? I venture to contend that he cannot.
The scheme of interpretation exhibited diagrarmnatically in Fig. 5 holds
good I maintain as well for animal psychology as for the psychology of
man.

Unfortunately, many able men who are eminently fitted to make and

record exact observaLions on the habits and activities of animals have

not undergone the training necessary to enable them to deal with the
psychological aspect of the question. The skilled naturalist or biol-
Lgist is seldom also skilled in psychological analysis. Notwithstand-
ing therefore the admirable and invaluable observations of our great
naiuralists, we cannot help feeling that their psychological conclusions
are hardly on the same level as that reached by their conclusions in
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the purely biological field.

For in the study of animal psychology as a branch of scientific
inquiry, it is necessary that accurate observation, and a sound knowl-
edge of the biological relationships of animals, should go hand in hand
with a thorough appreciation of the methods and results of modern psy-
chology. The only fruitful method of procedure is the interpretation
of facts observed with due care in the light of sound psychological
principles.

What some of these principles are we have considered, or shall con-
sider, in this work. There is one basal principle, however, the brief
exposition of which may fitly bring to a close this chapter. rt may be
thus stated:--In no case rtay we inte
the exercise of a higher psychical facultv. if it can be interpreted

ho1-
ogical scale.

To this principl-e several objections, none of them however of any
real weight, may be raised. First there is the sentimentaL objection
that it is ungenerous to the animal. In dealing with onets fellow-man
it is ungenerous to impute to him lower motives for his actions when
they may have been dictated by higher motives. why should we adopt a
different course with the poor dumb animal from that which we should
adopt with our human neighbour? rn the first place, it may be replied,
this objection starts by assuming the very point to be proved. The
scientific problem is to ascertain the limits of animal psychology. To
assume that a given action may be the outcome of the exercise of either
a higher or a lower faculty, and that it is more generous to adopt the
former alternative, is to assume the existence of the higher faculty,
which has to be proved. rn the case of our neighbours we have good
grounds for knowing that such and such a deed may have been dictated
by either a higher or a lower motive. rf we had equally good grounds
for knowing that the animal was possessed of both higher and lower
faculties, the scientific problem would have been solved; and the at-
tribution of the one or the other, in any particular case, would be a
purely individual matter of comparatively 1itt1e general moment. rn
the second place, this generosity, though eminently desirable in the
relations of practical social life, is not precisely the attitude which
a critical scientific inqulry demands. Moreover, an ungenerous inter-
pretation of oners neighbourts actions may lead one to express an unjust
estimate of his moral character and thus to do him grave social wrong;
but an ungenerous interpretation of the faculties of animals can hard-
ly be said to be open to like practical consequences.

A second objection is, that by adopting the principle in question
v/e nay be shutting our eyes to the simplest explanation of the phenom-
ena. rs it not, simpler to explain the higher activities of animals
as the direct outcome of reason or intellectual thought, than to ex-
plain them as the complex resulls of mere intelligence of practical
sense-experience? Undoubtedly it may in many cases seem simpler. It
is the apparent simplicity of the explanation that leads many people
naively to adopt it. But surely the simplicity of an explanation is
no necessary criterion of its truth. The explanation of the genesis
of the organic world by direct creative fiat, is far simpler than the
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explanation of its genesis through the indirect method of evolution.
The explanation of instinct and early phases of intel-ligence as due to
inherited habit, individually acquired, is undoubtedLy simpler than
the explanation which Dr. Weismann would substitute for it. The forma-
tion oi the canon of the Colorado by a sudden rift in the earthrs
crust, similar to those which opened during the Calabrian earthquakes,
is simpler than its formation by the fretting of the stream during
long ages under varying meteorological conditions. In these cases and
in many others the simplest explanation is not the one accepted by
science. Moreover, the simplicity of the explanation of the phenomena
of animal activity as the result of intellectual processes, can only
be adopted on the assumption of a correlative cornplexity in the mental
naLure of the animal as agent. And to assume this cornplexity of mental
nature on grounds other than Lhose of sound induction, is to depart
from the methods of scientific proeedure.

But what, it may be asked, is the logical basis upon which this
principle is founded? If it be true that the animal mind can only be

interpreted in the light of our knowl-edge of human mind, why should we

not use this method of interpretation freely, frankly, and fully? Is
there not some contradiction in refusing to do so? For, first, it is
contended that we must use the human mind as a key by which to read the
brute mind, and then it is contended that this key must be applied
with a difference. If we apply the key at all, should we not apply it
without reservation?

This criticism might be valid if we $rere considering the question
apart from evolution. Here evolution is postulated. The problem is
this: (1) Given a number of divergently ascending grades of organisms,
with divergently increasing complexity of organic structure and cor-
related activities: (2) granted that associated with the increasing
organic complexity there is increasing mental or psychical complexity:
(3) granted that in man the organic complexity, the complexity of cor-
related activities, and the associated mental or psychical complexity,
has reached the maximum as yet attained: (4) to gauge the psychical
leve1 to which any organism has been evolved. As we have already seen,
we are forced, as men, to gauge the psychical level of the animal in
t,erms of the only mind of which we have first-hand knowledge, namely
the human mind. But how are hte to apply the gauge?

There would appear to be three possible methods, which are exemP-

lified in Fig. 6. Let a represent the psychical stature of man, and

1, 2, 3, ascending faculties or stadia in mental development. Let bc
represent two animals the psychical stature of each of which is to be
gauged. It may be gauged first by the tfmethod of levelsril according
to which the faculties or stadia are of constant va1ue. In the dia-
gram, b has not quitg reached the level of the beginning of the third
or highest faculty, while c has only just entered upon the second
stadium. Secondly, it may be gauged by the rrmethod of uniform reduc-
tion.rr In both b and c we have all three faculties represented in
the same ratio ai in a, but aLl uniformly reduced. And thirdly, it
may be gauged by the itmethod of variationril according to which any
one of the faculties 1, 2, or 3, may in b and c be either increased
or reduced relatively to its development in a. Let us suPpose, for
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example, that b represents the psychical stature of the dog. Then, ac-
cording to the interpretation on the method of levels, he possesses
the lowest faculty (1) in the same degree as man; in the faeulty (2)
he somewhat falls short of man; while in the highest faculty (3) he is
altogether wanting. According to the interpretation on the mothod of
uniform reduction he possesses all the faculties of man but in a reduced
degree. And according to the interpretation on the method of variation
he excels man in the lowest faculty, while the other two faculties are
both reduced but in different degrees. The threeitfacultiest'1, 2r 3,
are not here intended to serve any otherF:rpose than merely to illus-
trate the three methods of interpretation.

Method, oJ uniJorm red,uction

Fig. 6

On the principles of evolution we should unquestionably expect
that those mental faculties which could give decisive advantage in the
struggle for existence would be developed in strict accordance r^7ith
the divergent conditions of life. Hence it is the third method, which
I have termed the method of variation, which we should expect a priora
to accord most nearly with observed facts. And so far as we can judge
from objective observation (the only observation open to us) this woul-d
appear to be the case. ?resumably there are few observers of animal
habit and intelligence who would hesitate in adopting the method of
variation as the most probably mode of interpretation. But note that
whil-e it is the most probable it is also the most difficult mode of
interpretation. According to the method of levels the dog is just like
me, without my higher faculties. According to the method of unifo::n
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reduction he is just like
cording to the method of
in estimating the amount
of variation is the least
ficult.

D€, only nowise so
variation there are
of such variation.
anthropomorphic ,

highly developed. But ac-
many possibilities of error
0f the three methods that

and therefore the most dif-

In the diagram by which the method of variation is illustrated,
the highest faculty 3 is in c reduced to zeto,--in other words, is ab-
sent. It may, however, be objected that this is contrary to the prin-
ciples of evolution, since the presence of any faculty in higher types
involves the germ of this faculty in lower types. This criticism only
holds good, however, on the assumption that the evolution of higher fac-
ulties out of lower faculties is impossible. Those evolutionists who
accePt this assumption as valid are logically bound to believe either
(1) thac all forms of animal life from the amoeba upwards have all the
faculties of mari, only reduced in degree and range, and to interpret
all animal psychology on a method of reduction (though not necessarily
uniform reduction), or (2) that in the higher forms of life the intro-
duction of the higher faculties has been effected by sorne tneans other
than that, of natural evolution. r am not prepared to accept the assump-
tion as valid; and it will be part of my task in future chapters to
consider how the transition from certain lower to certain higher phases
of mental development may have been effected.

If this be so it is clear that any animal may be at a stage where
certain higher faculties have not yet been evolved from their lower
precursors; and hence we are logically bound not to assume the exist-
ence of these higher faculties until good reasons shal1 have been shown
for such existence. In other words, rre are bound to accept the prin-
ciple above enunciated: that in no case is an animal activity to be
interpreted as the outcome of the exercise of a higher psychical fac-
ulty, if it can be fairly interpreted as the outcome of the exercise of
one which stands lower in the psychological sca1e.

I

i.'
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Study Guide for IJNIT 10

Jacsues Loeb (1859-L924); Herbert Spencer Jennings (1868-1947)

Animal conduct is known to many through the romantic tales
of popularizers, through the descriptive work of biological ob-
servers, or through the attempts of vitalists to show the inadequacy
of physical laws for the explanation of 1ife. Since none of these
contributions are based upon quantitative experiments, they have led
only to speculations, which are generally of an anthropomorphic or
of a purely verbalistic character.

(From the Authorrs Preface to l,oebrs
Tropisms, and Animal Conduct, 1918.)

Forced Movements,

Studv Questions

l-. What does Loeb mean by ttassociative memory?tt With whose
earlier teachings on this point do Loebts resemble most
closely?

2. What does Loeb have to say about Ernst Machrs concePtion of
ttself?tt What determines this conception?

3. What are Loebrs three processes in I'volition?rr What would
Hemholtz have found of interest in this view?

4. WhaL would Loeb say about the mind-body relation?

5. What is the difference between Itmemorytt as found i-n plants
and moths and as found when l,oeb speaks of ttassociative
memory?tt

6. A dog comes when its name is called. What would Loeb conclude
from this observation?

7. Is rrassociative memoryrt mental or physiological?

Assertions regarding consciousness in animals, whether affirm-
ative or negative, are not susceptible of verification. This does
not deprive the subject of consciousness of its interest, but ren-
ders it expedient to separate carefully this matter frorn those
which can be controlled by observation and experiment. For those
primaril-y in the conscious aspects of behavior, a presentation of
the objective facts is a necessary preliminary to an intelligent
discussion of the matter.

(From the ?reface to Jennings I s
Lower Organisms, L923)

r11
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11.

Study Qugstions

8. What did Jennings think about the dangers of rreasoning by
analogyt as a way of knowing about the consciousness of other
organisms?

9. On what objective phenomena do we conrnonly depend, according to
Jennings, when we judge that an animal has rperception, t tdiscrim-
ination, t and t choice? t

10. What does rattention; amount to in higher animals? Do lower
animals show it? What is the basic requirement?

L4.

Even though the stimuli are the same' says Jernings, organisms
may behave differently. What is his explanation? Can you give
examples of such behavior?

What are the accompaniments of pleasurer pain, fear, and hope,
according to Jennings/ Essentially what are Jenningsts
I'representativett stimuli?

What is memory or habit in higher animaLs, for Jennings, and
how are they related to the resolution of physiological states?

What is Jenningsrs differenee between ttmemorytt and "associative
memory?tt

What suggests rrintelligencertt and how 1ow in the animal scale
is it to be found?

How is ttdifferentiationtr related to the animal scale?

Are there objective phenomena that suggest consciousness in
lower organisms? Can its existence be proved?

What can one say about the consciousness of -El3*.eign atd
amoeba?

L2.

13.

15.

16.

T7.

18.

From the two excerpts above,
would you think would be the
of psychology to take?

from Loeb and Jennings, what
next logical step for students

LT2



JACQUES LOEB ON ASSOCTATTVE MEMORY. 1899

Jacques Loeb, Einleit in die vergleichende Gehi iologie undvergleichende P sychol ie mit besonderer Bertlcksictrti der wirbel-losen Thiere (Leipzig, 1899), chap. 15. the nnglish Lranslation,rative siol of the Brain and C rative Psvcholcgy (NewYork: Putnarn, 1900) ,
extensive changes by

was made by Anne Leonard Loel and i"corporated
the author.

1. The most important problem in the physiology of the centralnervous system is the analysis of the mechanisms which give rise to theso-called psychic phenomena. The latter appear, invariablyr ds a func-tion of an elementary process, namely, the activity of the associativememory. By associative memory I mean the two following peculiaritiesof our central nervous system: First, that processes which occurthere leave an impression or traE"$ whieh th"y ""r, be reproduced
even under different circumstances than those under which they origin-ated. This peculiarity can be imitated by machines like the phono-graph. of course, we have no right to assume that the traces of pro-cesses in the central nervous system are anal0gous to those in thephonograph. The second peculiarity is, that tio processes which occursirm.rltaneously or in quick succession will leave traces which fusetogether, so that if later one of the processes is repeated, the otherwill necessarily be repeated also. The odour of a rose wili at the
same time reproduce its visual image in our memory, or, even more thanthat, it will- reproduce the recoLlection of scenes or persons who werepresent when the same odour made its first strong impression on us.
By associative memory we mean, therefore, that mechanism by means ofwhich a stimulus produces not only the eifects which correspond toits nature and the specific structure of the stimulated organ, butwhich produces, in addition, such effects of other causes ," "t uo*"former time may have attacked the organism almost or quite simultan-eously with the given stimulus . The chief problem of the physiol-
ogy of the brain is, then, evidently this: what is the physicai charac-ter of the mechanism of associative memory? As we said. . . the
answer to this question will probably be found in the field of physicalchemistry.

r think it can be shovm that what the metaphysician calls con-sciousness are phenomena determined by the mechanism of associativememory" Mach has pointed out that the consciousness of self or theego is simply a phrase for the fact that certain constituents of mem-ory are constantly or more frequently produced than others. . . Thecomplex of these elements of memory is the ttegottor thertsoulrrtor thepersonality of the metaphysicians. To a certain extent we are ableso far as it lies in the field of vision, certain sensations of touchwhich are repeated very frequently, the sound of our own voice, cer-tain interests and cares, a certain feeling of comfort or discomfort
accordf-ng to temperament or state of health, etc. .

An inventory of all the memory-constituents of the ego-complex ofdifferent Persons would show that the consciousness of self is not adefinite unit, but, as Mach maintains, merely an artificial separation
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of those constituents
ceptions. These will
in the same person in

of memory which
necessarily be
the different

occur most frequenttr_y in our per-
subject to considerable variations

periods of life.

rf we speak of loss or an interruption of consciousness, we meana loss or an interruption of the activity or associative memory. rfa faint is caused directly by lack of oxygen or indirectly by a dis-turbance in the circulatory system, the u"ti.rity of associative memoryceases- This was proved by speckrs experiments on the effects of lowpressure of oxygen. When he breathed air with less than eight per ceng.of oxygen, he soon fainterL. In these experiments, he had to corrnt thenumber of respirations, Before he fainted, he became confused in hiscounting and forgot what happened. when this disturbance in countingbegan to appear, he knew it was time to discontinue the experiment.
When a loss of consciotlsness is produced by narcotics or anaesthetics,we have again to deal with an interruption in the activity of the as-sociative nemory. rt is the same in the case of a deep "i"*p.

The metaphysician speaks of conscious sensations and consciouswill' That the will is only a function of the mechanism of the asso-ciative memory can be proved. We speak of conscious volition if anidea of the resulting finar complex of sensations is present beforethe movements causing it have taken place or have ceased. rn volitionthree processes occur. The one is an innervation of some kind whichmay be caused directly or indirectly by an external stirmrlus. Thisprocess of innervation produces two kinds of effects. The one effectis the acEivity of the associative memory which produc"" 
-irril"rr"*tions

that in former cases accompanied or folllwed the same innervation.
Thu s""o"a effect is a coordinated rmrscular activity. rt happens thatin such cases the reaction-time for the memory-effect of the innerva-tion is shorter than the time for the muscular effect" when somelnternal process causes us to open the window, the activity of theassociative memory produces the idea of sensations whieh will fo1lowor accompany the opening of the window sooner than the act of openingreally occurs. As we do not realise this any more than we realize theinverted character of the retina-image, r" "trr"ider the memory-effectof the innervati-on as the cause of the muscurar effect. The commoncause of both effects, the innervating process, escapes our immediateobservation as our senses do not perceive it. The will of the meta-physicians is then clear1-y the outcome of an ilrusion due to thenecessary incompleteness of self-observation. . r think thaE we arejustified in substituting the term activity of associative memory forthe phrase consciousness used by the metapirysicians.

2. we have spoken of associative memory because the word
memory is often applied in @ a airferent sense scientificarly,namely, to signify any after-effect to external circumstances. Forinstance, the term memory has been used to account for the fact thata plant which had been cultivated in the tropics will often not en-dure low temperatures so well as a plant or the same species whichwas raised in the north. rt is true in this case the preceding con-ditions influence the ability of the plant to react, but the processdiffers from the one which we have called associative memory in thelack of associative processes. No definite stimulus produces in aplant, in addition to its own effects, those of another entirely dif-ferent stimulus which at some former time occurred simultaneously
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with the given stimulus. rt is probable that the tropical plant is
somewhat different chemically from the plant raised in the north.
This woul-d account for its smaller power of resistance. Further illus-trations of a different use of the word memory can easily be given.

Many moths sleep during the day and wake in the evening when it
becomes dark. rf kept for days in a dark room, they will continue atfirst to do the same thing. The same is true of certain plants. onenight also say in this case that the moth or the plant rrremembers'
the difference between day and night. rt is probable, however, that
internal changes take place in the organism, corresponding to the
periodic change of day and night, and that these changes continue for
a time in the same periodicity, when the animal is kept in the dark.

3. We will then consider the extent of associative memory in the
animal kingdom instead of the extent of consciousness among animals.
Horv can we determine whether an animal possesses the rnechanism neces-
sary for associative memory? The criteria for the existence of, asso-
ciative memory must form the basis of a future comparative psychology.
It will require more observations than we have made at present to give
absolutely unequivocal criteria. For the present, ,r^7e can say that if
an animal can learn, that is, if it can be trained to react in a de-
sired way upon certain stimuli (signs), it must possess associative
memory. The only fault with this criterion lies in the fact that an
animal may be ab-le to remember (and to associate) and yet may notyield to our attempts to train it. rn this case other experiments
must be substituted wtrich will prove that the animal does associate
or remernber.

We may concLude that associative memory is present when an animal
responds upon hearing its name cal1ed, or when it can be trained upon
hearing a certain sound to go to the place where it is usually fed.
The optical stimulus of the place where the food is to be found and
the sensations of hunger and satiety are not qualitatively the same,
but they occur simultaneously in the animal. The fusion or growing
together of heterogeneous but by chance simurtaneous processes is a.
sure criterion for the existence of associative memory.

Associative memory probably exists in most manrnals. The dog
which comes when its name is called, which runs away frorn the whip,
which welcomes its master joyfully, has associative memory. rn birds,
it is likewise present. The parrot learns to talk; the dove finds
its way home. rn lower vertebrates, memory is also occasionally
found. Tree-frogs, for example, can be trained, upon hearing a
sound, to go to a certain place for food. rn other frogs, Rana excu-
lenta, for instance, no reaction is as yet known which provFEhe
existence of associative memory. sorne fishes evidently possess mem-
ory; in sharks, however, its existence is doubtful. with regard to
the Invertebrates, the question is difficult to determine. The srate-
ments of enthusiasts wtro discover consciousness and resemblance to
man on every side should not be too readily accepted.
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IIERBERT S?ENCER JENNINGS ON TTIE CONTINUITY
OF ?SYCHOT,OGICA], ?ROCESSES, 1906

H. S. Jennings, Behavior of the Lower Organisms (New York: Columbia
University ?ress, 1906), chaP. 24.

In describing the behavior of lower organisms we have used in
the present work, so far as possible, objective terms--those having
no implication of psychic or subjective qualities. We have looked
at organisms as nasses of matter, and have attempted to deLermine the
laws of their movemeRts. In ourselves we find movements and reactions
resembling in some respects those of the lower organisms. We draw
away from heat and cold and injurious chemicals, just as Paramecium
does. Out behavior depends on physiological states' as does that of
Stentor. But in ourselves there is the very interesting additional
fact that these movemenLs, reactions, and physiological states are
often aecontpanied by subjective statesr--states of consciousness.
Different states of consciousness are as varied as the different pos-
sibilities of reaction; indeed, more varied. In speaking of behavior
in ourselves, and as a rule in higher animals, we use terms based on

these subjective states, as pleasure and pain, sensation' memory'
fear, anger, reason, and the like.

The peculiarity of subjective states is that they can be perceived
only by the one person directly experiencing themr--by the subject.
Each of us knows directly sLates of consciousness onLy in himself.
We cannot by observation and experiment detect such states in organ-
isms outside of ourselves. But observation and experiment are the
only direct means of studying behavior in the lower organisms. We

can reason concerning their behavior, and through reasoning by anal-
ogy we may perhaps conclude that they also have conscious staLes.
But reasoning by analogy, when it is afterward tested by obse:rration
and experiment, has often shovrn itself fallacious, so that where it
cannot be tested, we must distrust its conclusiveness. Moreover, in
different men it leads to different conclusions, so that it does not
result in admitted certainty. Hence it seems important to keep the
results of observation and experiment distinct from those of reason-
ing by analogy, so that rfe rnay know what is really established. on

this account it is customary among most physiologists not to use' in
discussing the behavior of the lower organisms, psychic tems, or
those irnplying subjective states, This has the additional ground
that the ideal of uost scientific men is to exlplain behavior in terms
of matter and energy, so that the introduetion of psychic implica-
tions is considered superfluous.

While this exclusive use of objective terms has great advantages,
it has one possible disadvantage. It seems to make an absolute gulf
between the behavior of the lower organisms on the one hand' and

that of man and higher animals on the olher. From a discussion of
the behavior of the lower organisms in objective terms, compared

with a discussion of the behavior of man in subjective terms' r^7e get
the impression of compleLe discontinuity between the two.
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-Does such a gulf actually exist, or does it 1ie only in our rnannerof speech? we can best get evidence on this question by comparing theobjective features of behavior in lower and in higher organisms. rn
any animal outside of man, and even in man outside of the self, the
existence of perception, choice, desire, memory, emotion, intelligence,
reasoning, etc., is judged from certain objective facts--certaitt ittittg"
which the organisms do. Do we find in the lower organisms objective
phenomena of a simiLar character, so that the same psychic ,r"*"" would
be applied to them if found in higher organisms? D; the ob3ective fac-tors in the behavior of lower organisms fo1low laws that are similar tothe laws of psychic states? only by comparing the objective factors
can lJe determine whether there is continuity or a gulf between the be-
havior of lower and higher organisms (including ma;), for it is only
these factors that we know.

Let us then examine some of the concepts employed in discussionsof the behavior of higher animals and man, determining whether thereexist any eorresponding phenomena in lower organisms. We shal1 not at-
tempt to take into consideration the schol-astic definitions of the terms
used, but shal1 judge of them merely from the objective phenomena on
which they are based.

when we say that an animal perc.eives something, or that it shows
gerception of something, we base this statement on the observation
that it reacts in some way to this thing. on the g.me basis we could
make the statement that Auroeba perceives all classes of stimuli which
we ourselves perceive, save sound (which is, however, essentially one
form of mechanical stimrlation). perception as judged from our subjec-tive experiences means much more: how much of this may be present in
animals outside the self we cannot know.

Discriminatiorl is a term based, so far as objective evidence goes,
upon the observed fact that organisms react differently to differentsti"muli. rn this sense ?aramecium, as we have seen, discriminates
acids from alkalies; Amoeba discriminates a Euglena eyst fro,m a grain
of sand, and in general all lower organisms show discrimination in
many phases of their behavior.

Choiee is a term based objectively on the fact that the organism
accepts or reacts positively t,o sorne things, while it rejects or reacts
negatively or not at all to others. In this sense all lower organisms
show choice, and at this we need not be surprised, for inorganic sub-
stances show a similar selectiveness. The distinctive thing about the
choice of organisms is that it is regulatory; organisms on the whole
choose ttrose things which aid their normal life processes and reject
those that do not. This is what justifies the use of the term "ihoicer"as contrasted with the mere selectiveness of inorganic reactions.
choice in this regulatory sense is shornrn by lower organisms, as r,re
have seen in detail in previous chapters. choice is not peifect, fromthis point of view, in either lower or higher organisms. paramecium
at times accepts things that are useless or harmful to it, but perhaps
on the whole less often than does man.
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Is not what r^re call attenti_qn in higher organisms, when considered
objectively, the same phenomenon that we have called the interference
of one stimulus with the reaction to another? At the basis of atten-
tion lies objectively the phenomenon that the organism may react to
only one stimulrrs even though other stimuli are present which would, if
acEing alone, likewise produce a response. The organism is then said
to attend to the particular stirm:1us to which it responds. The funda-
mental phenomenon is clearly present in unicellular organisms. Stentor
and Paramecium when reacting to contact with a solid "pay no attentionrl
to a degree of heat or a chemical or an electric current that would
produce an inmediate reaction in a free individual. On the other hand,
individuals reacting to heat or a chemical may not respond to contact
with a mass of bacteria, to which they would under other conditions re-
act positively" In our chapter on reaction under two or more stirmrli
in the infusoria, many examples of this character are given.

Indeed, attention in this objective sense seems a logical neces-
sity for the behavior of any organism having at its conrnand more than
a single action. The characteristic responses to two present sLimuli
may be incompatible with each other. The organism must then react to
one or the other, since it cannot react to both; it thus attends
(objectively) to one, and not to the other. Only in case there is no
reaction at all in the presence of two stimuli, or in case its reaction
is precisely intermediate beEween those required by the two, could the
basis of attention be considered lacking. An organism behaving in this
way would be quickly destroyed as a result of its indecisive and inef-
fective behavior.

In higher animals and man we distinguish certain different condi-
tionsr--rrstates of feelingrJrrtemotionsrttrrappetitesrttftdesiresrI and
the 1ike. In all cases except the self, these various states are dis-
tinguished through the fact that the organism behaves differently in
the different conditions, even though the external stimuli may be the
same. We find a parallel condition of affairs in the lower organisms.
Here, as we have seen, the behavior under given external conditions
depends largely on the physiological condition of the individua'.
Many illustrations of this fact are given in preceding chapters, so
ttrat we need not dwell upon it here.

rn the lower organisms we can even distingrlis6 a number of states
that are parallel, so far as observation can show, with those dis-
tinguished and named in higher animals and man. To begin with some of
the sirnpler ones, the objective correlate of hunger can be disting-
uished at least as low in the scale as Hydra and the sea anemone.
These animals, as we have seen, take food only when hungry, and if very
hungry, will take substances as food which they otherwise reject.
Doubtless hunger could be detected in sti1l lower organisms by proper
experiments. A resting condition comparable to sleep is found, as we

have seen, in Lhe flatworm . . . while there seems to be no indica-
t.ion of such a state in the infusoria . . . Fatigue can of course be
distinguished in all living things, including separated muscles.

Correlative with hunger, there exists a state which corresponds
so far as objective evidence goes with what we should call in higher
animals a desire for food. Hydra when hungry opens its mouth widely
when immerffi a nutritive liquid. fn the flatworm, we can distinguish
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a certain physiological condition in which the animal moves about in
an eager, searching way, as if hunting for food. Even in Amoeba wefind a pertinacity in the pursuit of food. such as we would at-tribute in a higher animal to a desire for it.

A11 the way up the scale, from Amoeba and bacteria to man, we findthat organi.sms react negatively to po\^rerful and injurious agents. rn
man and higher animals such reactions are usually said to be due topain. rn the lower organisms the objective facts are parallel, andnaturally lead to the assumption of a physiological state similar to
what we have in the higher forms. As to subjective accompaniments of
such a state we of course know nothing in animals other than ourselves.
The essential cause of the states corresponding to pain is interferencewith any of the processes of which the organism is the seat, and the
correrate in action of these states is a change in movement. .

A similar basis exists for distinguishing throughout the organic
series a physiological state corresponding to that accompanying pleas-
ure in man. This is correlated with a relief from interference with
the life processes, or with the uninterrupted progression of these
processes.

rn man and higher animals we often find a negative reaction to
that which is not in itself injurious, but which is usually followed by
something injurious. The sight of a wil-d beast is not injurious, con-
sidered by itself, but as preceding actual and injurious contact withthis beast, it leads to powerful negative reactions. Such reactions
are said to be due to fear. In fear there is then a negative :reactionto a representative stliillus--one that stands for a really injuriousstimulation. rn lower organisms w" ritrffiobjective indications of
a paral1el state of affairs. The infusoria react negatively to solu-tions of chemicals that are not, so far as we can determine, injurious,
though they would naturally, under ordinary circumstanees, be inrned-iately followed by a solution so strong as to be injurious. Euglena
reacts negatively when darkness affects only its colorless anterior
end, though we have reason to believe that it is only the green part of
the body which requires the light for the proper discharge of its func-tions. A much clearer case is seen in the sea urchin, which reacts by
defensive motrements when a shadow falls upon it, though shade is favor-
able to its normal functions. objectively, fear has as its basis thefact that a negative reaction may be produced by a stinulus which is
not in itself injurious, provided it leads to an injurious stinnrlation;
this basis we find throughout organisms.

Sometimes higher animals and man are thrown into a|tstate of feartt
such that they react negatively to all sorts of stimuli, that under
ordinary circumstances would not cause such a reaction. A similar con-dition of affairs we have seen in Stentor and the flatworm. After re-
peated stimulation, they react negatively to all stimuli to which they
react at all

The general fact of which the reactions through fear are only a
special example is the following: organisms react appropriately to
representative stimuli. That is, they react, not merely to stimuli
that are in themselves beneficial or injurious, but to stimuli which
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lead to beheficial or injurious conditions. This is as true of positive
as of negative reactions. It is true of Amoeba when it moves toward a
solid body that will give it an opportunity to creep about and obtain
food. It is true of Paramecium when it settles against solids (even
bits of filter paper), because usually such solids furnish a supply of
bacterj-a. It is Erue of the colorless flagellate Chytridium and the
white Hydra, when they move Loward a source of light and thus come in-
to the region where their prey congregate. There seems to be no general
name for this positive reaction to a representative stimulus. In man
we call various subjective aspects of it by different namesr--foresight,
anticipation, prudence, hope, etc.

The fact that lower as well as higher organisms thus react to rep-
resentative stimuli is of the greatest significance. It provides the
chief condition for the advance of behavior to higher planes. At the
basis of reaction of this character lies the simple facL that a -change,,
even though neutral in its effect, may cause reaction . .

Related to these reactions to representative stimuli are certain
other characteristics distinguished in the behavior of man and higher
animals. The objective side of memory and what is called habit is
shown when the behavior of an organism is modified in accordance with
past stimuli received or past reactions given. If the behavior is
merely changed in a way that is not regulatory, as by fatigue, we do
not call this memory. In memory the reaction is modified in such a way
that it is now more adequate to the conditions to be met. Habit and
memory in this objective sense are clearly seen in the Crustacea, and
in the low acoelous flatworm Convoluta . Something of a similar char-
acter is seen even in the protozoan Stentor. After reacting to a weak
stimulus which does not lead to an injurious one it ceases to react when
this stimulus is repeated, while if the weak stinnrlus does lead to an in-
jurious one, the animal changes its behavior so as to react next time
in a more effective way; and it repeats this more effective reaction at
the next incidence of the stimulus. Habit and memory, objectively con-
sidered, are based on the law of the resolution of physiological states

. which may be set forth in application to the present subject as
follows: If a given physiological state, induced by a stirmrlus, is
repeatedly resolved into a succeeding state, this resolution becomes
easier, and may take place spontaneously, so that the reaction induced
is that due primarily to the second physiological state reached. Wher-
ever we find this law in operation, r^re have the ul-timate basis from
which habit and memory (objectively considered) are developed.

From memory in the general sense it is customary to distinguish
associative memory. This is characterized objectively by the fact that
the response at first given to one stimulus comes, after a time, to be
transferred to another one. Exampl-es of associative memory are seen in
the experiments of Yerkes and Spaulding on crustaceans . . It may be
pointed out that the essential basis for associative memory is the same
law of the resolution of physiological states which we have set forth
in the last paragraph as underlying ordinary memory . . . There seems
to be no difference in kind, therefore, between associative memory and
other sorts; they are based on the same fundamental law. The existence
of associative memory has often been considered a criterion of the
existence of consciousness, but it is clear that the process underly-
ing it is as readily conceivable in terms of matter and energy as are
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other physiological processes. Even in inorganic colloids, as we have
seen, the properties depend on the past history of the colloid,
and the way in vrhich it has reached the condition in ruhich it is now
found. If this is conceivable in terms of matter and energy, it is dif-
ficult to see why the law of the readier resolution of physiological
states is not equally so.

fntelligence is commonly held to consist essentially in the modi-
fication of behavior in accordance with experience. If an organism
reacts in a certain way under certain conditions, and continues Lhis
reaction no matter how disastrous the effects, we say that its behavior
is unintelligent. If on the other hand it modifies its behavior in such
a way as to make it more adequate, we consider the behavior as in so far
intelligent. It is the rrcorrelation of experiences and actionstt that
constitutes, as Hobhouse (1901) has put it,?rthe precise work of intel-
ligence .rr

It appears clear that we find the beginnings of such adaptive
changes of behavior even in the ProLozoa. They are brought about through
the 1aw in accordance with which the resolution of one physiological
state into another takes place more readily after repetitionr--in con-
nection with the other principle that interference with the life pro-
cesses causes a change of behavior. These laws apparently form the
fundamental basis of intelligent action. This fundamental basis then
clearly exists even in the ?rotozoa; it is apparently coextensive with
1ife. It is difficult if not impossible to draw a line separating the
regulatory behavior of lower organisms from the so-ca1led intelligent
behavior of higher ones; the one grades insensibly into the other.
From the lowest organisms up to man behavior is essentially regulatory
in character, and what we call intelligence in higher animals is a di-
rect outgrowth of the same laws that give behavior its regulatory char-
acter in the Protozoa.

Thus is seems possible to trace back to the lowest organisms some
of the phenomena which we know, from objective evidence, to exist in the
behavior of man and the higher animals, and which have received special
names. It would doubtless be possible Eo extend this to many other phe-
nomena. Many conditions which we can clearly distinguish in man must
be followed back to a single cormnon condition in the lower organism.
But this is what we should expect. Differentiation takes place as we
pass upward in the scale in these matters as in others. Because we
can trace these phenomena back to conditions found in unicellular
forms, it, does not fol1ow that the behavior of these organisms has as
many factors and is as complex as that of higher animals. The facts
are precisely parallel with what we find to be true for other functions.
Amoeba shows respiration, and all the essential features of respira'
tion in man can be traced back to the condition in such an organism.
Yet in man respiration is an enormously complex operation, while in
Amoeba it is of the simplest character possible--apparently 1ittle more
than a mere interdiffusion of gases. In the case of behavior there is
the same possibility of tracing all essential features back to the lower
organisms, with the same great simplification as we go back.
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Trm QUESTTON OF CONSCTOUSMSS

A11 that we have said thus far in the present chapter is independ-
ent of the question whether there exist in the lower organisms such
subjective accompaniments of behavior as we find in ourselves, and which
we call consciousness. We have asked merely whether there exixt in the
lower organisms objective phenomena of a iharacter similar to what we

find in the behavior of man. To this question we have been compelled
to give an affirmative ans\^7er. So far as objective evidence goes,
there is no difference in kind, but a complete continuity between the
behavior of lower and of higher organisms.

Has this any bearing on the question of the existence of conscious-
ness in lower animals? It is clear that objective evidence cannot give
a demonstration either of the existence or of the non-existence of con-
sciousness, for consciousness is precisely that which cannot be per-
ceived objectively. No statement concerning consciousness in animals is
open to verification or refutation by observation and experiment. There
are no processes in the behavior of organisms that are not as readily
conceivable without supposing them to be accompanied by consciousness
as with it.

But the question is sometimes proposed: Is the behavior of lower
organisms of the character which we should rrnaturallyt' expect and appre-
ciate if they did have conscious sEates, of undifferentiated character,
and acted under similar conscious states in a para1le1 way to man? Or
is their behavior of such a character that it does not suggest to the
observer the existence of consciousness?

If one thinks these questions through for such an organism as Para-
mecium, with all its limitations of sensitiveness and movement, it
appears to the writer that an affirmative answer nn:st be given to the
first of the above questions, and a negative one to the second. Suppose
that this animal were conscious to such an extent as its limitations
seem to permit. 3ffio"e that it could feel a certain degree of pain
when injured; that it received certain sensations from alkali, others
from acids, others from solid bodies, etc.r--would it not be natural
for it to act as it does? That is, can \^re not, through our conscious-
ness, appreciate its drawing away from things that hurt it, its trial
of the environment when the conditions are bad, its attempting to move
forward in various directions, til1 it finds one where the conditions
are not bad, and the like? To the writer it seems that we can; that
Paramecium in this behavior makes such an impression that one involun-
tari-1-y recognizes it as a little subject acting in ways analogous to
our own. Still stronger, perhaps, is this impression when observing
an Amoeba obtaining food . The writer is thoroughly convinced,
after long study of the behavior of this organism, that if Amoeba were
a large animal, so as to come within the everyday experience of human
beings, its behavior would at once call forth the attribution to it of
states of pleasure and pain, of hunger, desire, and the like, on pre-
cisely the same basis as we attribute these things to the dog.

Of a character somewhat similar to that last mentioned is another
test that has been proposed as a basis for deciding as to the conscious-
ness of animals. This is the satisfactoriness or usefulness of the
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concept of consciousness in the given case. We do not usually attribute
consciousness to a stone, because this would not assist us in under-
standing or controlling the behavior of the stone. Practically indeed
it would lead us rnuch astray in dealing with such an object. On the
other hand, we usually do attribute consciousness to the dog, because

this is useful; it enables us practieally to appreciate, foresee' and

control its actions much more readily than we could otherwise do so.
If Amoeba were so large as to cone within our everyday ken, I believe
it beyond question that we should find similar attribution to it of
certain states of consciousness a practical assistance in foreseeing
and controlling its behavior. Amoeba is a beast of prey' and gives the
impression of being controlled by the same elemental impulses as higher
beasts of prey. If it were as Latge as a wha1e, it is quite conceiv-
able that occasions might arise when the attribution to it of the e1e-
mental states of consciousness might save the unsophisticated human

being from the destruction that would result from the lack of such at-
tribution. In such a case, then, the attribution of consciousness
would be satisfactory and useful. In a sma11 way this is still true
for the investigator who wishes to appreciate and predict the behavior
of Amoeba under his microscope.

But such impressions and suggestions of course do not demonstrate
the existence of consciousness in lower organisms. Any belief on this
matter can be held without conflict with the objective facts. A11 that
experiment and observation can do is to show us whether the behavior of
lower organisms is objectively similar to the behavior that in man is
accompanied by consciousness. If this question is answered in the af-
firmalive, as the facts seem to require, and if we further hold, as is
cormnonly he1d, that man and the l-ower organisms are subdivisions of
the same substance, then it may perhaps be said that objective investi-
gation is as favorable to the view of the general distribuLion of con-

sciousness throughout animals as it could well be. But the problem as

to the actual existence of consciousness outside of the self is an in-
determinate one; no increase of objective knowledge can ever solve it.
Opinions on this subject must then be largely dominated by general
philosophical considerations, drawn from other fields'
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Study Guide for UNIT 11

John Broadus Watson (1878-1958)

frThis emphasis upon analogy in psychology has led the behaviorist
sonewhat afield. Not being willing to throw off the yoke of conscious-
ness he feels impelled to make a place in the scheme of behavior where
the rise of consciousness can be determined. This point has been a
shifting one. A few years ago eertain animals were supposed to pos-
sess "associative memoryrrt while certain others \^/ere supposed to lack
it. One meets this search for the origin of consciousness under a good
many guises. Some of our texts state that consciousness arises at the
moment when reflex and instinctive activities fail properly to conserve
the organism. A perfectly adjusted organism would be lacking in con-
sciousness. On the other hand, whenever we find the presence of dif-
fuse activity which results in habit formation, we are justified in as-
suming consciousness...Many of us are still viewing behavior probl-ems
with something like this in mind, as is evidenced by the fact that more
than one student of behavior has attempted to frame criteria of the
psychic--to devisea setof objective, structural, and functional criteria
which...wil1 enable him to decide whether such and such responses arepositively conscious, merely indicative of consciousness, or...are
purely rphysiological.r such problems as these can no longer satisfy
behavior men...One can assume either the presence or absence of con-
sciousness anyohere in the phylogenetic scale without affecting the
problems of behavior by one jot or tittle; and without influencing in
any way the mode of experirnental attack upon them...tt

(Fronr Chapter One of Watsonrs Behavior--An Introduction
to Cornparative psvchologl --

Neither the above quotation nor your H. & B. assignment takes much
account of an important feature of Watsonian behaviorism--its concern
with conditioned reflexes and habit formation. In L924, in his psvchol-
ogv from the Standpoint of a Behaviorist, he treated habit """utttirllyas a chain of reflexes, differing only from instinct in the fact that
the chain was acquired rather than learned. A liEtle later, in his
Behaviorism, he minimized the role of instinct in human behavior and
argued, with respect to habit, that when such a ftcomplicated, integrated,
spaced and timedtt response was analyzed, its elemental cornponents r,rere
conditioned reflexes.

The study questions that follow deal only with the relation of
Watsonfs thinking to that of other men considered in this course. No
questions will be provided for the watson material in itself. you
should be able to eonstruct your ownl

Study Questions

1. What can you discover in Romanes, Morgan, Loeb, and Jennings
with which watson might agree? with which he might disagree?

j
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2.

3.

4.

5.

what objections might watson have raised to the teachings
Descartes, Marshall- Ilal1, and William James?

How does watsonr s use of reinfordement match with its use
modern psychology?

Can you detect the influence of Sherrington and Pavlov in
Watsonr s treatment of habit for:uration?

can you find similarity between ltatsont s verbal-report and
Titchenerrs introspective method? Explain.
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JOHN BROADUS WATSON ON BEHAVIORISM. 1913

J" B. Watson, "Psychology as the behaviorist views itrr' !rycbql_qglcal
Review 20, I58-L77 (1913).

?sychology as the behaviorist views it is a purely objective ex-
perimental branch of natural scienee. rts theoretical goal is the
prediction and control of behavior. Introspection forms no essential
part of its methods, nor is the scientifi.c val-ue of its data dependent
upon the readiness with which Lhey lend themselves to interpretation
in terms of consciousness. The behaviorist, in his efforts to get a
unitary scheme of animal response, reeognizes no dividing line between
man and brute. The behavior of man, with all of its refinement and
complexity, forms ontr-y a part of the behavioristrs total scheme of
investigation.

It has been maintained by its followers generally that psychology
is a study of the science of the phenomena of consciousness. rt has
taken as its problem, on the one hand, the analysis of complex mental
states (or processes) into sirnple elementary constituents, and on the
other the construct,ion of complex states when the etementary constitu-
ents are given. The world of physical objects (stimuli, including here
anything which may excite activity in a receptor), which forms the to-
ta1 phenomena of the natural scientist, is looked upon merely as means
to an end. That end is the procluction of mental states that may be!inspectedt or robservedi fhe psychological object of observation in
the case of an emotion, for example, is the mental state itself. The
problem in emotion is the determination of the number and kind of e1e-
mentary constituents present, their 1oci, intensity, order of appear-
ance, etc. It is agreed that introspection is the method p-gr e4sg1-
lence by means of which mental states may be rnanipulated for purposes
of psychology. On Lhis assumption, behavior data (including under
this term everything which goes under the name of comparative psychol-
ogy) have no val-ue per se. They possess significance only in so far
as they may throw light upon conscious states. Such data nlrst have at
least an analogical or indirect reference to belong to the realm of
psychology.

Indeed, at times, one finds psychologists who are sceptical of even
this analogical reference. Such scepticism is often shor"m by the ques-
tion which is put to the student of behavior, rrwhat is the bearing of
animal work upon human psychology?tt r used to have to study over this
question. Indeed it always ernbarrassed me somewhat. I was interested
in my own work and felt that it was important, and yet I could not
trace any close connection between it and psychology as my questioner
understood psychology. r hope that such a confession will clear the
atmosphere to such an extent that we will no longer have to work under
false pretences. We nnrst frankly admit that the facts so important to
us which we have been able to glean frorn extended work upon the senses
of animals by the behavior method have contributed only in a fragmentary
\^ray to the general theory of hurnan sense organ processes, nor have they
suggested new points of experimental attack. The enormous number of
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experiments r,ftich we have carried out upon learning have likewise con-
tributed little to human psychology. It seems reasonably clear that
some kind of compromise nnrst be effected: either psychology must change
its viewpoint so as to take in facts of behavior, whether or not they
have bearings upon the problems of tconsciousnesst; or else behavior
mlst stand alone as a wholly separate and independent science. Should
human psychologists fail to look with favor upon our overtures and re-
fuse to modify their position, the behaviorists will be driven to using
human beings as subjects and to employ methods of investigation which
are exactly comparable to those now employed in the animal work.

Any other hypothesis than that which admits the independent value
of behavior materi-al, regardLess of any bearing such material may have
upon consciousness, will inevitabl-y force us to the absurd position of
attempting to construct the conscious content of the animal whose be-
havior we have been studying. On this view, after having determined
our animalrs ability to learn, the simplicity or complexity of its me-
thods of learning, the effect of past habit upon present response, the
range of stimuli to which it ordinarily responds, the rvidened range
to which it can respond under experimental conditionsr--in more gener-
al terms, its various problems and its various ways of solving themr--
we should still feel that the task is unfinished and that the results
are worthless, untiL we can interpret them by analogy in the light of
consciousness. Although we have solved our problem we feel uneasy and
unrestful because of our definition of psychology: we feel forced to
say something about the possible mental processes of our animal. We

say that, having no eyes, its stream of consciousness cannot contain
brightness and color sensations as we know themr--having no taste buds
this stream can contain no sensations of sweet, sour, salt and bitter.
But on the other hand, since it does respond to Lhermal, tactual and
organic stimuli, its conscious content must be made up largely of these
sensations; and we usually add, to protect ourselves against the re-
proach of being anthropomorphic, ttif it has any consciousness.tt Surely
this doctrine which calls for an analogical interpretation of all be-
havior data may be shown to be false: the position that the standing
of an observation upon behavior is determined by its fruitfulness in
yielding results which are interpretable only in the narror',r realm of
(really hurnan) consciousness.

This eurphasis upon analogy in psychology has led the behaviorist
somewhat afield. Not being willing to throvi off the yoke of conseious-
ness he feels impelled to make a place in the scheme of behavior where
the rise of consciousness can be determined. This point has been a
shifting one. A few years ago certain animals were supposed to possess
tassociative memory, I while certain others were supposed to lack it.
One meets this search for the origin of consciousness under a good many
disguises. Some of our texts state that consciousness arises at the
moment wtren refl-ex and instinctive activities fail- properly to con-
serve the organism. A perfectly adjusted organism would be lacking
in consciousness. On the other hand whenever r^re find the presence of
diffuse activity which results in habit foruration, h7e are justified in
assuming consciousness. I rmrst confess that these arguments had
weight with me nhen I began the study of behavior. I fear that a good
many of us are stil-l viewing behavior problems with something like this
in mind. More than one student in hehavior has attempted to frame
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criteria of the psychic--to devise a set of objective, structural and
functional criteria which, when applied in the particular instance, will
enable us to decide whether such and such responses are posit.ively con-
scious, merely indicative of consciousness, or wheLher they are purelytphysiological.' Such problems as these can no tonger satisfy behavior
men. It would be better to give up the province altogether and admit
frankly that the study of the behavior of animals has no justification,
than to admit that our search is of such a twill or the wispr character.
One can assume either the presence or the absence of consciousness any-
where in the phylogenetic scale without affeccing the problems of be-
havior by one jot or one tittle; and without influencing in any way the
mode of experimental attack upon them. On the other hand, I cannot for
one moment assurne that the paramecium responds to light; that the rat
learns a problem more quickly by working at the task five times a day
than once a day, or that the hrmran child exhibits plateaux in his learn-
ing curves. These are questions which vitally concern behavior and
which must be decided by direct observation under experimental conditions.

This attempt to reason by analogy from human conscious processes
to the conscious processes in animals, and vice versa: to make conscious-
ness, as the human being knows it, the center of reference of all behav-
ior, forces us into a situation similar to that which existed in biology
in Darwints time. The whole Darwinian movement was judged by the bear-
ing it had upon the origin and development of the human race. Expedi-
tions were undertaken to collect material which would establish the posi-
tion that the rise of the hlrman race was a perfectly natural phenomenon
and not an act of special creation. Variations were carefully sought
along with the evidence for the heaping up effect and the weeding out
effect of selection; for in these and the other Darwinian raechanisms
were to be found factors sufficiently complex to account for the origin
and race differentiation of man. The wealth of material collected at
this time was considered valuable largely in so far as it tended to de-
velop the concept of evolution in man. It is strange that this situa-
tion should have remained the dominant one in biology for so many years.
The moment zoology undertook the experimental study of evolution and
descent, the situation iarnediately changed. Man ceased to be the center
of reference. I doubt if any experimental biologist today, unless ac-
tually engaged in the problem of race differentiation in man, tries to
interpret his findings in terms of human evolution, or ever refers to it
in his thinking. He gathers his data from the study of many species of
plants and animals and tries to work out the laws of inheritance in the
particular type upon which he is conducting experiments. Naturally, he
follows the progress of the work upon race differentiation in man and
in the descent of man, but he looks upon these as special topics, equal
in importance with his or'm yet ones in which his interests will never
be vitally engaged. It is not fair to say that all of his work is di-
rected toward human evolution or that it must be interpreted in terms
of human evolution. He does not have to dismiss certain of his facts on
the inheritance of coat color in mice because, forsooth, they have lit-
tle bearing upon the differentiation of the genus homo into separate
races, or upon the descent of the genus homo from some more primitive
stock.

In psychology we are still in that stage of development where we
feel that we must select our material. We have a general place of
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discard for processes, which we anathematize so far as their value for
psychology is concerned by saying, trthis is a reflexrt; Itthat is a pure-
ly physiological fact which has nothing to do with psychology." We are
not interested (as psychologists) in getting all of the processes of
adjustment which the animal as a whole employs, and in finding how
these various responses are associated, and how they fall apart, thus
working out a systematic scheme for the prediction and control of res-
ponse in general. Unless our observed facts are indicative of con-
sciousness, we have no use for them, and unless our apparatus and method
are designed to throw such facts into relief, they are thought of in
just as disparaging a way. I shall always remember the remark one dis-
tinguished psychologist made as he looked over the color apparatus de-
signed for testing the responses of animals to monochrornatic light in
the attic at Johns Hopkins. Ic was this: "And they call this psychol-
ogylt'

I do not wish unduly to criticize psychology. It has failed sig-
nally. I believe, during the fifty-odd years of its exisLence as an
experfunental discipline to make its place in the world as an undis-
puted natural science. Psychology, as it is generally thought of, has
something esoteric ln its methods. If you fail to reproduce any find-
ings, it is not due Lo some fault in your apparatus or in the control
of your stimulus, but it is due to the fact that your introspection is
untrained. The attack is made upon the observer and not upon the ex-
perimental setting. In physics and in chemistry the attack is made
upon the experimental conditions. The apparatus was not sensitive
enough, impure chemicals were used, etc. In these sciences a better
technique will give reproducible results. Psychology is otherwise.
If you cantt observe 3-9 states'of clearness in attention, your intro-
spection is poor. If, on the other hand, a feeling seems reasonably
clear to you, your introspection is again faulty. You are seeing too
much. Feelings are never clear.

The time seems to have come when psychology must discard all ref-
erence to consciousness; when it need no longer delude itself into
thinking that it is making mental states the object of observation.
We have become so enmeshed in speculative questions concerning the
elements of mind, the nature of conscious cont,ent . . . that I, as an
experimental student, feel that something is wrong with our premises
and the types of problems which develop from them. There is no longer
any guarantee that we all mean the same thing when \^7e use the terms
now current in psychology" Take the case of sensation. A sensation
is defined in terms of its attributes. One psychologist will state
with readiness that the attributes of a visual sensation are @!!yr
extension, duration, and intensitv. Another will add clearness.
Still another that of order. I doubt if any one psychologist can draw
up a set of statements describing what he means by sensation which will
be agreed to by three other psychologists of different training. Turn
for a moment to the question of the number of isolable sensations. Is
there an extremely large number of color sensations--or only four, red,
green, ye1low and blue? Again, ye11ow, wtrile psychologically simple,
can be obtained by superimposing red and green spectral rays upon the
sane diffusing surfacel tf, on the other hand, we say that every just
noticeable difference in the spectrum is a simple sensation, and that
every just noticeable increase in the white value of a given color
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gives simple sensation, \^re are forced to admit that the nurnber is solarge and the conditions for obtaining them so complex tha; the conceptof sensation is unusable, either for ihe purpose of anarysis or that ofslmthesis. Titchener, who has fought the most valiant fight in thiscountry for a psychology based upon introspection, feels ihrt th""e dif-ferences of opinion as to the number of sensations and their attributes;as to whether there are relations (in the sense of elements) and on themany others which seen Lo be fundamental in every attempt at analysis,are perfectly natural in the present undeveloped state tf psychorogy.while it ls admitted that every growing science is fu11 of unansweredquestions, surely only those who are wedded to the system as we not haveit, who have fought and suffered for it, can confidently believe thatthere will ever be any greater uniformity than there is now in the an_swers we have to such questions. r firmly believe that two hundredyears from now, unless the introspective rnethod is discarded, psychologywill sti11 be divide{ on the question as to whether auditory sensationshave the quality of rextension,t whether intensi.ty is an attribute whichcan be applied to color, whether there is a difference in rtexture,be-
tween image and sensation and upon many hundreds of others of likecharacter.

My psychological quarrel is not r^rith the systematic an6 structuralpsychologist alone. The last fifteen years have seen the growth of whaEis cal1ed functional psychology. This type of psychology decries theuse of elements in the static sense of the structuralists. rt throwsemphasis upon the biological significance of conscious processes in-stead of upon the analysis of conscious states into introspectivelyisolable elements. r have done my best to understandthe difference be-tween functional psychology and structurar psychology. rnstead ofcLarLty, confusion grows upon me. The terms sensation, perception,affection, emotion, volition are used as much by the functionalist asby the structuralist. The addition of the word 'pro.u"*;-i;*""ariact as a wholer t and like terms are frequently met) after each servesin some way to remove the corpse of 'content, and leave rfunction, inits stead. Surely if these concepts are elusive when looked at froma content standpoint, they are stil1 more d.eceptive when viewed fromthe angle of function, and especially so when iunction is obtained bythe introspection method. rt is rather interesting that no functionarpsychologist has carefully distinguished betweer, 'ierc"paio"; f*rra trri"is true of Ehe other psychorogical terms as well) ,, 
"rproyua iy tt"systematist, and rperceptual processt as used in functilr*i p"ythology.ft seems illogical and hardlyfair to criticize the psychology ,fri"f,the systematist gives us, and then utilize his terms without carefullyshowing the changes in meaning which are to be attached to them.

one of the difficulties in the way of a consistent functionalpsychology is the parallelistic hypothlsis. rf the functionalisrattempts to express his formulations in terms which make mentalstates real1y appear to function, to play some active role in theworld of adjustment, he almost imevitibly kp"", into terms which arenot connatative of interaction. when taxed with this he replies thatit is more convenient to do so and that he does it to avoid the cir_cumlocution and clumsiness which are inherent in any thoroughgoing

)
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paralle1-ism. As a matter of fact I believe the functionalist actually
thinks in terms of interaction and resorts to parallelism only when
forced to give expression to his views. I feel that behaviorism is the
only consistent and logical functionalism. In it one avoids both the
Scylla of parallelism and the Charybdis of interaction. Those time-
honored relics of philosophical speculation need trouble the student
of behavior as little as they trouble the student of physics. The con-
sideration of the mind-body problem affects neither the type of problem
selected nor the formulation of the solution of Ehat problem. I can
state my position here no better than by saying that I should like to
bring my students up in the same ignorance of such hypotheses as one
finds among the students of other branches of science.

This leads me to the point where I shouLd like to make the argunent
constructive. f bel-ieve we can write a psychology. . . and" . . never
use the terms consciousness, mental states, mind, content, introspecLive-
ly verifiable, imagery, and the like. I believe that we can do it in a
few years without running into the absurd terminology of Beer, Bethe'
Von Uexktlll, Nuel, and that of the so-ca11ed objective schools generally.
It can be done in terms of stimulus and response, in Lerms of habit for-
mation, habit integrations and the like. Furthermore, I believe that
it is really worth while to make this attempt now.

The psychology which I should attempt to build up would take as a
starting point, first, the observable fact that organisms, Inan and ani-
rnal aLike, do adjust themselves to their environnent by means of heredi-
tary and habit equipments. These adjustments may be very adequate or
they may be so inadequate that the organism barely maintains its exist-
ence; secondly, that certain stimuli l-ead the organisms to make the
responses. In a system of psychology completeLy worked out, given the
response the sLimuli can be predicted; given the stimuli the response
can be predicted. Such a set of statements is crass and raw in the
extreme, as all such genetal-i-zations must be. Yet they are hardly more
raw and less realLzabLe than the ones which appear in the psychology
texts of the day. I possibly might illustrate my point better by
choosing an everyday problem which anyone is likely to meet in the
course of his work. Some time ago I was called upon to make a study of
certain species of birds. Until I went to Tortugas I had never seen
these birds alive. When I reached there I found the animals doing cer-
tain things: some of the acts seemed to work peculiarly well in such
an environment, while others seemed to be unsuited Lo their type of
1ife. I first studied the responses of the group as a whole and later
those of individuals. In order to understand more thoroughly Lhe rela-
tion between what was habit and what was hereditary in these responses,
I took the young birds and reared them. In this way I was able to
study the order of appearance of hereditary adjustments and their com-
plexity, and later the beginnings of habit formation. My efforts in
determining the stiimrli which called forth such adjustments were crude
indeed. Consequently my attempts to control behavior and to produce
responses at will did not meet with rmrch success. Their food and waLer,
sex and other social reLationships, light and temperature conditions
were all beyond control in a field study. I did find it possible to
control their reactions in a measure by using the nest and egg (or young)
as stimuli. It is not necessary in this paper to deveLop further how
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such a study should be carried out and how work of this kind rmrst be
supplemented by carefully controlled laboratory experiments. Had I
been called upon to examine the natives of some of the Australian
tribes, I should have gone about my task in the same way. I should
have found the problem more difficult; the types of responses called
forth by physical stimuli would have been more varied, and the nunrber
of effective stimuli larger. I should have had to determine the social
setting of their lives in a far more careful way. These savages would
be more influenced by the responses of each other than was the case with
the birds. Furthermore, habits would have been more complex and the in-
fluences of past habits upon the present responses woul-d have appeared
more clearIy. Finally, if I had been ca11ed upon to work out the psy-
chology of the educated European, my problem would have required several
lifetimes. But in the one I have at my disposal I should have followed
the same general line of attack. In the main, my desire in all such
work is to gain an accurate knowledge of adjustments and the stimuli
calling them forth, My final reason for this is to learn general and
particular methods by which I may control behavior.
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John B. WaLson, PsJcholqgvrl{gnlhe Sta '
PhiladelPhia: LiPPincott' LYLY'

III. Verbal RePort Methods'

Introdugllgn.-.ThemeLhodssofardiscussedhavedealtwiththe
integrated *otor-"nd giandul"r U"tt""ior of individuals other Lhan our-

selves. The *"tnl]" i"'" u""o r"tgtiv-aeveloped by and have come into

prominence ttrrougi-ttre study. of rrri*i behaviot ",,d 
infant human sub-

ject,s. Indeed, i' tt""e fillds r.-t*"a depend largely upon such meth-

ods, since the observation or *re trappeninis in oui own bodies and the

verbal reports of the same are itpt"""iur"-i".the case of animals' or

very imperfecr i; ;h; case of "b;;;;i-individuals. 
Man is above all-

ananimalwhich.'u"","mostoftenandmostcomplexlywithspeechreac-
rions. The nori;; has someh.r grii"J g:?""a ;iau 

otjective psvchol-ogv

does not deal with speech reactions' This' of course' is a mistake'

rr would uu rooii"t*l"a orr.-"iaJi'-ao "r, 
absurd degree-to neglect manrs

vocalbehavior.--or,.,,thesoleobservablereactioninmanisspeech.
Inotherwords,hisadjustmentstosituationsaremademorefrequently
byspeechthanthroughaction-oftheremainingmotormechanisms.We
shall in a tater chapter develoi ""t ".ai"rr. 

oi th" implicit and explicit

language aA3',st*u"tu ' We wish irere mainly to show thl use of speech

reactions as a part of generar p"v.rt.rogilal.methods' As an illustra-

Lion of rhe,rse'li-.f," ierbal r:;;;; *"ihod il."" actual experiment we

may glance for a moment at the ti"t" on sensitivity to wa::urth and coLd

on a giver, ,rur-of the skin. w.-iii"t mark off a small area and go over

itwiLhawarmandacoldcylinder:wesaytothesubjectrttTelluseach
Lime the cold cylinder is rppfi"a-"nd eac?r time the warm cylinder is

applied." rf ti;-;;;; ;;""il;d is sensitive to cold he responds with the

wlrd "co1d," and similarly onr'""-ln!-ttt--ilrinder is apfLiea with the

ffi;rulE." The verbal report or response is put down in our records

of the results of the u*puri*"it-and is used exactly as the conditioned

reflex ,""por"ul-r""ia u" u""d iruJ- r" adopted Lhat form of experimenta-

tion in our test'

IsThereaVerbalReportMethodDistinctFromotherObservable
MeLhods? -- Up to the present ii*" p"Vthologists have employed the

verbalreport'methodinasomewhat-tlitrerentSenselT.'.t:.}".uhere.
wirhour enrering inro rhis bir;;;iy-"r"4""t"a and controversial fieLd'

we can briefly ;utline the position of this text in regard Lo it' The

question:Canlmakethesameobservationsuponmyselfthatlmakeon
olher individuals? bring" tt*u-tt" airri",'l-ties' The answer is' of

course, "ye=r'i-ut" it witt be remembered that on page 13 we stated

that all we can observe ir, "rroli.t 
iiai"iA"al is itit Uutt"ttior' and we

defined behavior as the integrated responses of muscles and glands'

The questio,' oot i""o*"" "i*piutt 
can i observe the movements of my

or.rm muscres and glands ana ttuit'iniegrationz For example, that r am

writing' Lhat my face is ffust'ea' "t"lt 
Who wouLd deny it?

At this point we diverge for a moment to correct a misconcep-

tion which na!-ari""n with reference Lo objective psychology' The

misconception ]_ies in the tu"-t-ttt"t a good many psychologists have

misunderstood Lhe behaviori"ti"-po"iti"on. - 
tl"t insist that he is

onlyobser:rringtheindividual*o.,"*",,t"ofthermrsclesandglands;
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that he is interested in the muscles and glands in exactly the same way

the physiologist is interested in them. This is not the r'rhole statement'

;il" ;;il;;iliill i" interestea in inteerations and toF-al agtivitigs -9fIltc ugll4v !v! !r L

-
theindividua1.AtonemomentmWhatistheindivid.

^^^-^L-i..a €.nv a 1nc{- nnelt#fu:ihffi; observe that he is typewriting, searching for a lost pock-

etbook or ttreactingtt to an emotional stirmrlus ' If the latter happens to

be true and we are interested in the way his emotional life as a whole

hangs together, we nlay go on to show wlry the individual reacts in an em-

otional way to this pariicular stimulus. We may show how his fear re-

actions to certain situations arose in his infancy and horw they have

affected his whole personality and more highly organized habit activi-
ties. To irlustrate this we may give a hypothetical example: Through

some injury (or other emoLional happening) in youth, occasione9 by '
rapidly moving mechanical toy, the individual cannot be induced to en-

ter an- automobile or moLor boat or to ride in a train if it can pos-

sibly be avoided. In the occupations and activities of individuals we

do not stop as a rule to reduce the total activity Lo muscle twitches'
we can do it if necessary and we do do iL at Limes when it becomes nec-

essary to study the various part reactions. surely objective psychology

can siudy brick-laying, housl building, playing games' marriage' or

emotional activity wilhout being accused of reducing everyLhing to
muscle twiLch o, ihu secretion of a gland. rt is just as fair to ac-

cuse the behaviorist, or indeed the conventional psychologist as far
as that goes, of reducing everything to the ionic constitution of mat-

ter. A11 of us believe that matLer is constituted as the physicists
would have us believe, buL his formulation does not help us very much

in specific psychological problems. On the psychological side, I^7e can

J"".rft" a man-'s behavior in selecting and marrying a wife. we can

show how that evenL has influenced his whole life after marriage' In
detail, how the increased responsibility stabilized cettain emotional ma1-

adjustments, how the added financial burden 1ed him to work longer hours

and Lo study the details of his profession so Lhat his salary would be

increased and his number of business connections enlarged' It would

not help .r" ,r"ty much in the present state of science to be able to

trace the molecular changes in cell constitution--they certainly exist'
but are aside from our piob1em. Our problem is the effect of marriage

upon the general behavior of this one individual'

Inthepsychologicallaboratorywedofind.itnecessaryoftento
sLudy tn. a.l"i1s of the total activity we see in daily life' When it
becomes ,r""."rury to make such obsetvttiott" we find it extremely dif-
ficult to observ! *r" part or individual reactions of our own bodies'

we pointed out above that observation is often impossible without the

use of instrumentation and the control of the experimental setting'
Hence the rnovements which we would have to make in the manipulation

of Lhe instruments and the setting would interfere always with the

movements r^re are trying to obserrr6 io o.tttelves. It is perfectly pos-

sible for a 
".tU3".1" 

to make observations by the use of his eyes of

Lhe nurnber of drops coming from the salivary glands after someone has

attached the appaiatus for him; but in reaching for acids, water to

wash out the mouth, etc., certain variable factors are inLroduced

which disturb the purity and the scienEifie character of the obserrr-

ation.?hysiologyhastoanswerthissamequestion;butwhodoubts
that the physiolilisL can make observaLions of a kind upon his ornm

heart, respiration, and movemenLs of the food particles in the
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intestines? But if the physiologist limited himseLf to what he could
learn from observing and experimenting upon his own organs, he would
long ago have given up the science. But now and then the physiologist
and the physician, like other human beings, observe that sourething goes
wrong with one of their organs. They inunediately put themselves into
Ehe hands of a skilled observer who brings all of the technic of modern
science to bear upon the observation he is about to make. His report
may be that there are adhesions, mitral leaks, or an enlarged spLeen.
In other words, in physiology and in medicine self-observation is crude
and inexact and is discarded just as soon as other methods can be
brought to bear. We suffer in psychology today greatly because methods
for observing what goes on in another individual t s internal mechanisms
are lacking. For this reason we have to depend in part at least upon
his or,nr report of what is taking place. we are gradually breaking away
from this inexact method; we shall break away very rapidly when the
need is more generally recognized. Suppose we have a subject in the
laboratory. we record his arm and finger responses to a given experi-
mental situation. During the course of the experiment we may also want
to know whether there is an increased tension in the 1-eg mustles. we
ask the subject: When you move your hands in this experiment do your leg
rm:scIes contract? He may sayItyesrrorttnott and he may be right. But
if we want a scientific ansl^7er to depend upon, we innrediately attach an
instrument which will record any change in the tension of the leg mus-
cles. We discard crude self-observation and turn to instrumentation
wherever it is necessary or possible.

But in many spheres of psychology and especially in psychiatry,
self-observation, which is usually expressed in words by the subject,
is the only kind of observation at our imnrediate disposal. The patient
comes to the psychiatrist and says:ttl feel rsadr and tgloomyttt; orrrDoctor, r am under a terrible strain--r fear I am going to ki1l my wife
and children.t' This is a psychological- situation which the physician
rnust meet. The physician then by a series of skill-ful questions begins
to take the word responses of the patient. These responses, however,
are from the physician's standpoint as objective as would be a moving-
picture photograph of the subjectrs activity in weaving a rug or basket.
The responses are a part of the record of the subjectts way of adjust-
ing to his world. These responses the physician can in virtue of his
past training connect with the remote and irmnediate situations in the
life of the patient which have produced the mal-adjustment. The physi-
cian has found that when speech reactions of such and such types are
made by the patient, they are to be associated with disturbances of
the remaining action systems--the individual's action systems are no
longer integrated and no longer function as a unit, as is necessarily
the case when the patient is welL.

HABIT FI)GTION -- At the present time there is no satisfactory way
of giving an account of the formation of a habit in terms of cause and
effect. A good many monographs and special chapters have been devoted
to its explanations, but although we knor,,r a great deal about the factors
which influence the forrnation of habits, as vre shall see tater, hre can-
not state in detail what the course of events is in the inception of
any individual habit. Habits start, as r^re have seen, with the so-call-ed
random movements (if the object fails to arouse either positive or
negative reaction tendencies no habit can be formed). Among those
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random movements is one group or combination which completes the ad-
justment, the rrsuccessfulrr one. A11 others, from a superficial stand-
point, seem to be unnecessary. But it must be remembered that the
organism cannot respond in any other way than his equipment allows him
to. When put in front of a problem the solution to which cannot be

effecEed by an inrnediate instinctive act or by one belonging to his
pasL habit acquisitions, the whole organism begins to work in each and

every part but without working together. Not only are the arms' legs
and trunk active but the heart, stomach, lungs and glands as well. We

know that when the new habit is formed the organism as a whole acts
smoothly, each part reaction hangs together with every other part
reaction, all tending to facilitate and make possible the smooth work-
ing of the group of acts effecting the final adjustment. The forma-
tion of the simplest habit is an enormously courplicated affair. We

are prone to think that the successful act is only a small group of
movements involving, for example, only the hands and the fingers. This
is not true. Even so apparently siulPle a thing as firing a rifle suc-
cessfully requires many facilitating part adjustments all over the
body. As the right hand picks up the rifle the body parts begin to
fal1 into line--a certain stance is taken so as to brace the body, the
back muscles take on a greater tone, the left hand and arm begin to
take on the position of grasping the:erid of the barrel, the shoulder
nmscles contract, finally the instant before firing respiration is
blocked and as the trigger is pu1-l-ed the body gets ready to withstand
the recoil.

The production of such a close-fitting and well-timed group of
activities all working together, the end result being the hitting of
the bull's-eye orthe felling of the deer, requires in the beginning
naturally the display of a large nunber of truselessrr movements. But
probably on each succeeding attempt to hit the bul-l's-eye some of
these part reactions fa1-l together in such a way as to facilitate suc-
ceeding moements. The whole learning stage is thus an active one and

something is gained each time the individuaL goes through the process.
Hence the so-called useless movements are useless only when looked at
from the standpoint of the comrpleted habit. They are all necessary
in view of the fact that the successful movements could not have ap-
peared in any given trial unless they had been preceded by just those
acts which did precede.

Sorne attempted causal explanations of the process of fixation
are as follows: (1) In most cases where random activity finally leads
to success the successful group of acts is aLways the last one to ap-
pear; hence when the next trial is given the last grouP active in the
preceding test (the successful one) is thus the one most recently ex-
ercised, Cherefore, other things being equal, it will be the one most
like1y to occur first or at least early in the second trial. (2) In
view of the fact Lhat the random acts are infinitely varied the suc-
cessful act is the only one performed each time the stirmrlus is pre-
sented. It, therefore, becones the most frequently performed movement.
(3) By reason of the fact that the final group of acts always brings
food, water, removes an irritating object, lessens emotional tension,
etc., the new state (attained by the result of the action of the final
group) brings heightened metabolism. It is conceivabl-e that those
fleuro-muscular elements lftich have just been active, in completing the
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adjustment have a slightly dil-ated system of blood-vessels, consequentl-y
they share more generously than the group functioning earlier in the
increased and bettered blood supply. (4> It is possible that when the
final group of movements functions and the adjustment is conrpleted, the
situation as a whole becomes an emotion-producing one; internal gLandu-
lar secretions are set free which serve as reinforcers. It is possibl-e
to suppose, due to the increased dilation of the bl-ood-vessels in the
elements which have just functioned, that they receive a slightly great-
er ttreinforcementrt (possibly increase in metabolic rate as a result of
the increased blood flow to the parts in active use) frorn the autocoid
agencies than the groups which functioned earlier. One pictures here,
of course, the possible action of adrenin in neutraLizLng fatigue prod-
ucts. It should again be emphasized that these are little more than
mere speculations. The fact, however, that we must confess to no
ready-made explanation of this problem should detract in no way fro'm our
zeaL in studying the other factors involved in habit fo::mation.
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Study Guide for IINIT 12

william McDougall is our only representative here of a tradition,that of -act Psychologv, which began rdith Aristotle, reached 'rschool,,proportions in the work of Franz pzentano (1g3g- LILT), and came down toMcDougall through the teachings of h-is countrymen, James ward and GeorgeFrederick stout. Known rr " 
iho.*ic" psychoilgirt, McDougall was an ad_mirer of James, a defender of purposivism, Lamarckianism, interaction-ism, and other unpopular 

"r,r""r. He struggled vainly to offset the in_fluence of watsonian behaviorism in his tii", distinguishing betweent'realr' and "ref 1ex" behavior as_ the subject-rfu.tter of psychology. rnthis distinction, the reader will find i crude anticipation of ourmodern operant and respondent.

E' L. Thorndike, one of Americars most imaginative, productive, andinfluential psychorogists of this century, is iard to place within anysingle historical trend. An earry studeni of ia*es, his theorizing re-flects the teachings of Darwin, _spencer, Bain, and Lloyd Morgan, amongothers. rn his famous Law or nrrlct, h; bri;gs pteasure-pain docrrineto bear upon voluntary or trial-and-error behJvior, somewhat in the man-ner of spencer and Bain, but on the basis of g4perimentel observationsdesigned ro rhrow lighr upon the inteiit;;" 
"-tf 

animals.

Study Questions

1. what is the research area that rhorndike proposes to enter in hisstudies? what is the general aim? what is the purpose of compar-ative psyehology and why are we interested?
2' what is the difference betwee-n Thorndike's method and interest and

;:3:".:t"31:"31?u"".""oi'i 
" wh'i a;;;;;; i"' research does-he pro-

3' what was his experimental method? what subjects were used. and
il":nif;" "138f; .Ernjl:, . r*" "i ;h; 

. 

"";;;i#ii;ti;;z 
.' 

wi";";;iranrage s

4' rn Thorndikers explanation of behavior, what erements were associated?
5' what were the motivating factors for Thorndike,s subjects?
6. What Jid Thorndike mean by instinct, impulse, motive, and act?
7 ' what were the ,marks" of true behavior for McDougall? of these,which is:

a) the surest criterion of mental life;b) lease reflex_1ike;
c) most like Sherringtonrs trafter_discharge,,;
d) Thorndike's learning
e) least suggestive of stereotypy;
f) suggestive of the importancl'li motives;g) most suggestive of ?avl0vian conditioning?
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EDWARD LEE THORNDIKE ON ANIMAL LEARNING, 1898

E. L. Thorndike, I'Animal intelligence: an experimental study of the
associative processes in animalsrt' The Psychological Review Monograph
Supplements 2. no.4 (whole no.8), 1-8, 13-18, 73-74 (1898)

This monograph is an attempt at an explanation of the nature of
the process of association in the animal mind. Inasmuch as there have
been no extended researches of a character similar to the present one
either in subject-matter or experimental method, it is necessary to
explain briefly its standpoint.

Our knowledge of the mental life of animals equals in the main our
knowledge of their sense-por^rers, of their instincts or reactions per-
formed without experience, and of their reactions which are built up by
experience. Confining our attention to the latter we find it the opin-
ion of the better observers and analysts that these reactions can all
be explained by the ordinary associative processes without aid from
abstract, conceptuat, inferential thinking. These associative pro-
cesses then, as presenE in animals I minds and as displayed in their
acts, are my subject-matter. Any one familiar in even a general way
with the literature of comparative psychology will reca11 that this
part of the field has received faulty and unsuccessful treatment. The
careful, minute, and solid knowledge of the sense-organs of animals
finds no counterpart in the realm of associations and habits. We do
not know how delicate or how cunplex or how permanent are the possible
associations of any given group of animals. And although one would be
rash who said that our present equipment of facts about instincts was
sufficient or that our theories about it were surely sound, yet our
notion of what occurs when a chick grabs a worm are luminous and in-
fallible cornpared to our notion of what happens when a kitten runs
into the house at the famil-iar call. The reason that they have satis-
fied us as well as they have is just that they are so vague. We say
that the kitten associates the sound 'kitty kittyr with the experi-
ence of nice milk to drink, which does very well for a comnon-sense
ansT^rer. It also suffices as a rebuke to those who would have the kit-
ten ratiocinate about the matter, but it fails to te1l what real
mental content is present. Does the kitten feel ttsound of call, nem-
ory-im4ge of milk in a saucer in the kitchen, thought of running into
the house, a feeling, finally, ofrl will run inr?t' Does he perhaps
feel only the sound of the bell and an impulse to run in, similar in
quality to the impulses which make a tennis player run to and fro
when playing? The word association may cover a multitude of ess€o-
tially different processes, and when a writer attributes anything that
an animal may do to association his statement has only the negative
value of eliminating reasoning on the one hand and instinct on the
other. His position is like that of a zobLogist who should today
class an animal among the tworms. t To give to the word a positive
value and several definite possibilities of meaning is one aim of this
investigation.

The importance to comparative psychology in general of a more
scientific account of the association-process in animals is evident.
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Apart from the desirability of knowing all the facts we can, of whatever
sort, there is the especial consideration that these associations and
consequent habits have an inrnediate import for biological science. In
the higher animals the bodily life and preservative acts are largely
directed by these associations. They, and not instinct, make the ani-
ma1 use the best feeding grounds, sleep in the same lair, avoid new
dangers and profit by new changes in nature. Their higher development
in manrnals is a chief factor in the supremacy of that group. This, how-
ever, is a minor consideration. The main purpose of the study of the
animal mind is to learn the development of mental life down through the
phylum, to trace in particular the origin of human faculty. rn rela-
tion to this chief purpose of comparative psychology the associative
processes assume a role predominant over that of sense-pol7ers or in-
stinct, for in a study of the associative processes lies the solution of
the probtem. Sense-powers and instincts have changed by addition and
supersedence, but the cognitive side of consciousness has changed not
only in quantity but also in quality. Somehow out of these associative
processes have arisen human consciousnesses with their sciences and
arts and religions. The association of ideas proper, imagination,
memory, abstraction, generalization, judgment, inference, have here
their source. And in the metamorphosis the instincts, impulses, emo-
tions and sense-impressions have been transformed out of their old
natures. For the origin and development of human faculty we must look
to these processes of association in lower animals. Not only then
does this department need treatment more, but prornises to repay the
worker better.

Although no work done in this field is enough like the present in-
vestigation to require an account of its'results, the method hitherto
in use invites comparison by its contrast and, as r lelieve, by its
faults. rn the first place, most of the books do not give us a psy-
chology, but rather a eulogy of ani.qnals. They have ar-l been about
1nimal intelligence, never about animal stupidity. Though a writer
derides the notion that animals have reasJn, fre frastens to add that
they have marvellous capacity of forming associations, and is likely to
refer to the fact that human beings on1-y rarel-y reason anything out,
that their trains of ideas are ruled mostly by association, as if, in
this latter, animals were on a par with them. The history of books
on animalsr minds thus furnishes an illustration of the well-nigh uni-
versal tendency in human nature to find the marvelous wherever it can.
We wonder that the stars are so big and so far apart, that the microbes
are so small and so thick together, and for rm:ch the same reason wonder
at the things animals do. They used to be wonderful because of the
mysterious, God-given faculty of instinct, which could almost remove
mountains. More lately they have been wondered at because of their
marvellous mental powers in profiting by experience. Now imagine an
astronomer tremendously eager to prove the stars as big as possible,
or a bacteriologist whose great scientific desire is to demonstrate
the microbes to be very, very little! yet there has been a similar
eagerness on the part of many recent writers on animal psychology to
praise the abilities of animals. rt cannot help leading to partiality
in deductions from facts and more especially in the choice oi facts
for investigation. How can scientists wlro write like lawyers, defend-
ing animals against the charge of having no power of rationaLity, be at
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the same Lime impartial judges on the bench? unfortunately the real
work in this fieid has been done in this spirit. The level-headed

thinkers who might have won valuable results have contented them-

selves with arguing against the theories of the eulogists. They have

not made investigations of their own'

Inthesecondplacethefactshavegenerallybeenderivedfrom
anecdotes. Now quite apart from such pedantry as insists that a

man's word about a scientific fact is worthless unless he is a trained
scientist, there are realLy in Lhis field special objections to the

acceptance of the testimony about animalst intelligent acts which one

g"t",fromanecdotes"Suchtestimonyisbynomeansonaparwith
testimony about the size of a fish or the migration of birds, etc' For

here one has to deal not merely with ignorant or inaccurate testimony'

butalsowithprejudicedtestimony.Humanfolkareasamatterof
fact eager to find intelligence in animals. They like to. And wtren

the animal observed is a pet belonging to them or their friends, or

when the story is one that has been told as a story to enterlain, fur-
ther complications are introduced. Nor is this all-. Besides conunonly

misstating what facts they report, they report only such facts as show

Lhe animal- at his best. Dogs get lost hundreds of times and no one

ever notices it or sends an account of it to a scientific magazine'

But 1et one find his way from Brooklyn to Yonkers and the fact inrned-

iately becomes a circulating anecdote. Thousands of cats on thous-

ands of occasions sit helplessly yowling, and no one takes thought of

it or wriLes to his frieni, the professor; but let one cat claw at
the knob of a door u,rppo*udly as a signal to be let out, and straight-
waythiscatbecomestherepresgntative'of-thecat.mindinallthe
books. The unconscious distortion of the facts is almost harmless

compared to the unconscious neglect of an animalrs mental life until
it verges on the unusual and marvelous' It is as if some denizen of

a planet where cormnunication was by thought-transference, who was sur-

veying humankind and reporting thelr psychology, should.be oblivious
to all our intercomrmrnication save such as the psychical-researeh
socieLy has noted. If he should further misinterpret the cases of
mere coincidence of thoughts as facts comparable to telepathic com-

munication, he would not be more wrollg than some of the animal psy-

chologists. In short, the anecdotes give rea11y the ab4crag! or

super-normal psychology of animals'

Further, it must be confessed that these vices have been only amel-

iorated, not obliterated, when the observation is first hand, is made

by the psychologist himself. For as men of the utmost scientific skiLl
have failed to irorr" good observers in the field of spiritualistic
phenomena, so biologiits and psychologists before the pet terrier or

hunted fox often become like Samson "ho'n. They, too, have looked for
theintelligentandunusualandneglectedthestupidandnormal.

Finally, in all cases, whether of direct observation or report by

good observers or bad, theie have been three other defects' Only a

single case is studieil, and so the results are not necessarily true of

the type; the observation is noL repeated, nor are the conditions per-

fectlyregulated;theprevioushistoryoftheanima]-inquestionis
not known. such observations may teli us, if the observer is perfectly
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reliable, that a certain thing takes place, but they cannot assure us
that it will take place universally among the animals of that species,
or universally with the same animal. Nor can the infl"uence of previous
experience be estimated. ALl this refers to means getting knowledge
about what animals do. The next question is, "What do they feel?rr Pre-
vious work has not Ernished an ansr{er or the material for an-answer
to this more important question. Nothing but carefully designed, cru-
cial experiments can. In abandoning the old method one ought to seek
above all to replace it by one which wil-l not only tel1 more accurately
what they do, and give the much-needed information how they do it, but
also inform us what thev feel while they act.

To remedy these defects experiment must be substituted for obser-
vation and the collection of anecdotes. Thus you irmnediately get ri.d
of several of them. You can repeat the conditions at will, so as to
see whether or not the animalrs behavior is due to mere coincidence. A
number of animals can be subjected to the same test, so as to attain
typical results. The anirnal may be put in situations where its conduct
is especially instructive. After considerable preliminary observation
of animalsr behavior under various conditions, I chose for my general
method one which, sirnple as it is, possesses several other marked ad-
vantages besides those which accompany experiment of any sort. It was
merely to put animals when hungry in encLosures from which they could
escape by some simple act, such as pulling at a loop of cord, pressing
a lever, or stepping on a platform. (A detailed description of these
boxes and pens will be given later.) The animal was put in the en-
closure, food was l-eft outside in sight, and his actions observed. Be-
sides recording his general behavior, special notice was taken of how
he succeeded in doing the necessary act (in case he did succeed), and
a record was kept of the time that he was in the box before performing
the successful pull, or clawing, or bite. This was repeated untilthe
animal had formed a perfect association between the sense-impression
of the interior of that box and the impulse leading to the successful
movement. When the association tras thus perfect, the time taken to
escape riras, of course, practically constant and very short.

If, on the other hand, after a certain time the animal did not
succeed, he was taken out, but not fed. If, after a sufficient num-
ber of trials, he failed to get out, the case rras recorded as one of
co'nrplete failure. Enough different sorts of methods of escape \^7ere
tried to make it fairly sure that association in general, not associa-
tion of a particular sort of impulse, was being studied. Enough ani-
mals were taken with each box or pen to make it sure that the results
were not due to individual peculiarities. None of the animals used
had any previous acguaintance with any of the mechanical contrivances
by which the doors were opened. So far as possible the animals were kept
in a uniform state of hunger, which hTas practically utter hunger. That
is, no cat or dog was experimented on when the experiment involved any
important question of fact or theory, unless I was sure that his motive
was of the standard strength. With chicks this is not practicable, on
account of their delicacy. But with them dislike of loneliness acts
as a uniform motive to get back to the other chicks. Cats (or rather
kittens), dogs and chicks r^rere the subjects of the experiments. A1-1
were apparently in exceLlent health, save an occasional chick.
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By this method of experimentation the animals are put in situa-
tions which call into activity their mentaL functions and permit them
to be carefully observed. One rnay, by fol1-oriring it, observe personally
more intelligent acts than are included in any anecdotal collection.
And this actual vision of the animals in the act of using their minds
is far more fruitful than any amount of histories of what animals have
done without the history of hoftt they did it. But besides affording
this opportunity for purposeful and systematic observation, our method
is valuable because it frees the animal frour any influence of the ob-
server. The animalrs behavior is quite independent of any factors save
its own hunger, the mechanism of the box it is in, the food outside, and
such general matters as fatigue, indisposition, etc. Therefore the work
done by one investigator may be repeated and verified or modified by
another. No personaL factor is present save in the observation and in-
terpretation. Again, our method gives sorne very important results
which are quite uninfluenced by -ggy personal factor in any way. The
curves showing the progress of the formation of associations, which
are obtained from the records of the times taken by the animal in suc-
cessive trials, are facts which may be obtained by any observer who
can te1l time. They are absolute, and whatever can be deduced from them
is sure. So also the question of whether an animal does or does not
form a certain association requires for an ansrrer no higher qualifica-
tion in the obsenrer than a pair of eyes. The literature of animal
psychology shows so uniforml-y and often so sadly the influence of the
personal equation that any method which can partial-ly eliminate it
deserves a trial.

Furthermore, although the associations formed are such as could
not have been previously experienced or provided for by heredity, they
are stiLl- not too remote from the animalrs ordinary course of life.
They mean sirnply the connection of a certain act with a certain situa-
tion and resuttant pleasure, and this general type of association is
found throughout the animal-rs life normally. The snrscular movements
required are al-1 such as might often be required of the animal. And yet
it will be noted that the acts required are nearly enough like the aets
of the anecdotes to enable one to conpare the results of experiment
by this method with the work of the anecdote school.

The starting point for the formation of any association in these
cases, then, is the set of instinctive activities which are aroused
when a cat feels discomfort in the box either because of confinement
or a desire for food. This discomfort, plus the sense-impression of
a surrounding, confining wall, expresses itself prior to any exper-
ience, in squeezings, clawings, bitings, etc. From among these move-
ments one is selected by success. But this is the starting point only
in the case of the first box experienced. After that the cat has as-
sociated with the feeling of confinement certain impulses which have
l-ed to success more than others and are thereby strengthened. A cat
that has learned to escape from A by clawing has when put into C or
G a greater tendency to cl-aw at things than it instinctively had at
the start, and a less tendency to squeeze through holes. A very pleas-
ant form of this decrease in instinctive impulses was noticed in the
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gradual cessation of howling and mewing. However, the useless instinc-
tive impulses die out sLor,trLy, and often pLay an important part even
after the cat has had experience with six or eight bo:ces. And what is
important in our previous statement, namely, that the activity of an
animal when first put into a new box is not directed by any apprecia-
tion of that boxrs character, but by certain general irnpulses-lo "ct",is not affected by this modification. Most of this activity is de-
termined by heredity; so'me of it, by previous experience.

My use of the words instinctive and impulse may cause some mis-
understanding unless explffiffi letffiEroughout this book,
understand by instinct any reaction which an animal makes to a situa-
tion without experience. It thus incl-udes unconscious as well- as con-
scious acts. Any reaction, then, to totaLLy new phenomena, when first
experienced, will be called instinctive. Any impulse then felt will
be called an instinctive impulse. rnstincts include whatever the
nervous system of an aniural-, as far as inherited, is capable of. My
use of the word will-, r hope, everlnuhere make clear what fact r mean.
rf the reader gets the fact meant in mind it does not in the least
matter whether he would himsel-f call such a fact instinct or not. Any
one who objects to the word rnay substitute rhocus-pocust for it wher-
ever it occurs. The definition here rnade wilL not be used to prove or
disprove any theory, but simpLy as a signal for the reader to imagine
a certain sort of fact.

The word igpurse, is used against the writerrs will, but there is
no better. ftEmeaning wi1-1 probably become clear as the reader finds
it in actuaL use, but to avoid misconception at any time r wilL state
noro that impulse means the consciousness accompanying a muscular in-
nervation aparq from ttret feel-ing. of the act which co'mes fronr seeing
gnegelf.moyg. fro,q fgeling onets bodv in a d
It is the direct feetine of the doim as distinguistred from ttre iaea of
thg act.done gained through eye, etc. For this reason r say timptrLsre
and actt instead of sinply ract.r Above all, it must be borne in mind
that by impulse r never mean the motive to the act. rn popular speech
you nay say that hunger is the itttpffiwtrich rnakes the cat claw. That
will never be the use here. The word motive wil-1 aLways denote that
sort of consciousness. Any one wtro thffFEhat the acl ought not to
be thus subdivided into impulse and deed nray feeL free to use the word
act for impuLse or impuLse and act throughout, if he wiLL remember that
the act in this aspect of being felt as to be done or as doing is in
animals the important thing,. is the thing which gets associated, whil.e
the act is done, as viewed frorn outside, is a secondary affair. r
prefer to have a separate word, impuLse, for the former, and keep the
word act for the latter, which it cormnonly means.

starting, then, with its store of instinctive impulses, the cat
hits upon the successfuL movement, and graduaLl-y associates it with
the sense-impression of the interior of the box untiL the connection
is perfect, so that it performs the act as soon as confronted with the
sense-impression. The formation of each association nny be represented
graphically by a time-curve. rn these curves lengths of one niLLi-
meter along the abcissa represent successive experiences in the bo:c,
and heights of one mil-limeter above it each represent ten seconds of
time. The curve is formed by joining the tops of perpendiculars
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erected along the abscissa 1 nrn. apart (the
ciding with the y line), each perpendicular
cat was in the box before escaping. Thus,
marked L2 Ln A shows that in 24 expeti-ences

first perpendicular coin-
representing the time the

in Fig. 7. the curnre
or trials in box A, cat 12

No,llin A.

No,ll in D

No,12 in D

t\lL t,'
Averose,_D 

lr,rn,L-,.-
No.l3 in A

Fig. 7

took the following times to perfo::n the act, L60 sec., 30 sec.' 90

sec., 60, 15, Z8r 2Or 3Or 22r 11, 15, 20, LZr 10, L4r 10' 8' 8' 5'
10, 8, 6', 6r- 7. 6 short vertical l-ine beloru the abscissa denotes that
an interval of approximateLy 24 hours elapsed before the next trial'
Where the intervri r"" longer it is designated by a figure 2 for two

days, 3 for three days, etc. If the intervaL was shorter the number

of-hours is specified by t hr., 2 hrs., etc' In flurny cases the

animal failed in some tiiat to perform the act in ten or fifteen min-

utes and was then taken out by me. such failures are denoted by a

break in the curve either at its start or along its course. In smte

cases there are short curves after the main ones. These, as shomrn

by the figures beneath, represent theranimalrs mastery of the associa-
tion after a very long interval of timer' and may be called memory

cut:ves. . .

No.3 in A
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The time-curve is obviously a fair representation of the ptogress
of the formation of the association, for the two essential factors in
the latter are the disappearance of all activity save the particular
sort which brings success with it, and Perfection of that particular
sort of act so that it is done precisely and at will-. Of these the
second is, on deeper analysis, found to be part of the first; any claw-
ing at a loop except the particular claw which depresses it is theo-
reiically a usel-ess activity. If we stick to the looser phraseology,
however, no harm will be done. The combination of these two factors
is inversel-y proportionaL to the time taken, provided the animal- surely
wants to get out at once. This was rendered almost certain by the de-
gree of hunger. Theoretically a perfect association is formed when

both factors are perfectr--when the animal, for example, does nothing
but claw at the loop, and claws at it in the most useful way for the
purpose. In sone cases. . . neither factor ever gets perfected in a

Lr""t many trials. In some cases the first factor does but the sec-
ond does not, and the cat goes at the thing not always in the desirable
rray. In all cases there is a fraction of the time which represents
gelting oneself together afEer being dropped in the box, and reaLLz-
ing where one is. But for our purpose al-1 these matters count littlet

"ttd 
tu may take the general slope of the curve as representing very

fairly the progress of the association. The slope of any particular
part ;f it may be due to accident. Thus, very often the second ex-
perience *y ita.r. a higher time-point than the first, because the first
few successes may all be entirely due to accidentaLly hitting the loop,
or whatever it is, and whether the accident will happen sooner in one

trial than another is then a matter of chance. Considering the gen-

eral slope, it is, of course, apparent that a gradual descent--say,
from initial times of 300 sec. to a constant time of 6 or 8 sec. in
the course of 20 to 30 trials--represents a difficult association'
wtrile an abrupt descent, say in 5 trials, from a similar initial
height, represents a very easy association.

?resurnably the reader has already seen budding out of this dogma

a new possibil-ity, a further simplification of our theories about
animal consciousness. The possibility is that anirnals may have no

s or memories at atl, no ideas te e . ?erhaps the entire
imals is the presence of sense-impressions

with which are associated, by resultant pleasure, certain impr'rlses,
and that therefore, and therefore only, a certain situation brings
forth a certain act. Returning to our analysis of the association,
this theory wou1,d say that . the sense-impression gave rise, when

accompani"a Uy the feeling of discomfort, to the impulse. . di-
rectl-y, without the intervention of any representations of the taste
of the food, or the experience of being outside, or the sight of one-

self doing ihe act. this theory might be modified so as to all-ow that
the representations could be there, but to deny that they were neces-
sary, were inevitably Present, that the impulse Ttas connected to the
sense-impression through them. It would then claim that the effec-
tive part of the association was a direct bond between the situation
and the impulse, but would not cut off the possibility of there being
an aura of memories along with the process. It then becomes a minor
question of interpretation which will doubttess sooner or later de-

mand an answer. i shal1 not try to answer it now. The more radical
question, the question of the utter exclusion of representative trains



of thought, of any genuine association of ideas from the mental life of
anirnal-s, is worth serious consideration. T-i6f."s that, although cer-tain authentic anecdotes and certain experiments Lo be described soon,
lead me to reject this exclusion, there are nnny qualities in animaLs I

behavior which seem to back it up. rf one takes his stand by a rigidapplication of the law of parsimony, he will find justification forthis view which no experiments of mine can overthrow.

Of one thing I am sure, and that is that it is worth while to state
the question and horu to solve it, for aLthough the point of view in-
volved is far removed from that of our leading psychoLogists today, it
cannot long remrin so. r am sorry that r cannot pretend to give afinal decision.
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}]-ILLIAM McDOUGALL

william McDougall, outrine of ?sychologv, copyright Lg23 charlesscribnerr s sons; _r"@arrrr"'A. McDougall. pages3-6' 43-46, s6-51. Reprinrla witn rhe permi""io' of charlesScribnerrs Sons, New york, and Methu"r, e Co., Ltd., London.

Each of us has no direct or irmnediate acquaintance with minds otherthan his or,in. Each one of us experiences pain and pLeasure and variousemotions, thinks and strives, remembers .rri 
"*pu"ts and resolves. And

-t! it generally agreed that all such experiencls are manifestations ofhis rnind or mentar capacities. By refrection upon such experiences aman nay form some notion of what his mind does and can do. And, bycorparing notes with other men, he learns trr"t ttr"y tr"".-ri*iiJ, 
"*p"r-iences upon similar occasions, and infers that they have minds not unlikehis own. such observation of the varieties of one"t" ;; .*f"ri"rr"" i,called.introsp-ecrion. . . fwhicii has for ; i;"g rime been a werl-recognized meEEE[t has Tn raEt often been declared to be the solepractical method of psychological study, the only legitimate and effectivemethod of obtaining knowledge of the rnina.

The introspective method has . peculiar difficulties and lini-tationsi yet, in spite of these, it is possible for it to achieve ageneralized description of types of experience. It could and did achievein this way a certain stage oi psychorlgical science, namer.y, the des-criptive classificatory stage, which is but the firsi stage or trru develop-ment of a science. But even this could be achieved only f,y taking,noteof the conditions under which we enjoy the experiences that we more or resssuccessfully describe in words. . . sonre of these conditions are facts ofthe outer world, some are facts of experience; and by noting systematicallysuch occasions or conditions of various types of experience, it is pos-sible to establish a certain number or emiiri"al r,rl"es which raise to theexplanatory stage the purely descriptive isychology attainable by intro_spection alone

A third great type of observation enables us to carry yet further ourunderstanding of our experience, and at the same time raises another groupof problems' This is the observation of conduct or behavior, both our orunand that of other persons.

By ttbtavior".lrre 
"o*onfy r"ao.the ac.tion or actions of some livingthing, !t":/ behavior. . . it-peculiar to iirriog things. when an animalis dead, its corpse does not trlehaverr; it has b""*" inert, the sport off9r9e-s that play upon it frour r,rithout. This indicates one of the narksof behavior, namely, a certain gponlgqglly of mreg!. In behaving, ananima1isnotsimp1ypushedorffiexterna1toitseIf;but

iJ it actively resists the push or pull, it is behaving. rt is truethat the behavior of an animal" often rpi".r" to be a response or reactionto some sense-impression, a sound, o1 ; touch, or a ray of light. Andsome of the mechanists dogmatically 1-ay aovm ihe law tirat 
".r"iy-r*ementis a response to some such impression . . . Whether this arr.r*itio1 i,well founded we cannot at present say. But, even if it be true that

I
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every instance of behavior is initiated by a rrstirm,rlusrtt it is evident
that the movement or train of behavior, once initiated, often contin-
ues independently of the initiating stimulus. A mo'rnentary noise, such
as the snapping of a tr^7ig, :rrray send a rabbit scurrying to his burronr,
put to flight a flock of birds, and throw the timid deer into the at-
titude and motions of atert watchfulness. . . This is the second mark
of behavior; namely the persistence of activity independently of the
continuance of the i ression which may have initiated it.

An inanimate object, when set in motion, continues to move in the
same direction, if not acted upon by any forces which deflect or ar-
rest it. . . rts movements and changes are in principle strictly pre-
dictable according to physical laws . But, when an animal persists
in the movements initiated by sense-impression, its movements are not
predictable in detail . When, for exampL", /Zn anLma!7, like a
rabbit, belongs to some timid species which normally shelters itself
in holes in the earth, we may predict that, if it is set running by a
sudden noise, it will continue to run until it finds such shelter,
and that, if the course, it first takes, leads to no such shelter, it
will dodge hither and thither until such shelter is found. Such
variation of diqection of persistent movements is a third mark of
behavior.

The movernents of an animal are comrnonly continued, with more or
less variation of direction, until they bring about that kind of change
in its situation which, as r^re have noted, is predictable in general
terms from a knotrledge of the species; and when that new situation is
achieved, the train of activity comfiionly ceases, perhaps giving place
to sone activity of an altogether different kind. . . This coming to
an end of the animal's movements as soon as they have broueEGEout
a particular kind of change in its situation is a fourth mark of
behavior.

Again, we rnay often observe that, while the animalrs movements
are maintained, they seem to show in sorne degree preparation for, or
anticipation of, the new situation which will bring them to an end,
or will give rise to a new and very different train of movements. . .
The cat, aroused by the squeak of the mouse behind the wainscot,
steaLthily approaches the hole and there lies in wait in the attitude
of preparation for the spring upon the.prey. Such preparation for the
new situation toward the production of which the action contributes
is a fifth mark of behavior.

A sixth mark of behavior, which is less easy to obse::ve, has been
very conrmonly accepted as the most trustworthy indication of mentaL
life; namely, sorne degree of improvement in the effectiveness of be-
havior, when it is repeated by the animat under simiLar circumstances

. No doubt, when such improvement may be observed, it provides
the surest criterion; but, without this sixth mark, rrTe nny infer men-
tal activity from the other five. And it is to be noted that this
sixth mark implies the others; if the train of movements did not rep-
resent those characters, we should not be abLe to infer Mind from
the sixth aIone.
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In contrasting reflex action with purposive action or behavior, we mi6t
take notice of yet another distinction of great importance, which per-
haps deserves to rank as seventh objective mark of behavior, namely,
a reflex action is always a partial reaction, but a purposive action
is a total- reaction of the organism. .

In purposive action . . . the whole organism is conrnonly involved;
the processes of al-l- its parts are subordinated and adjusted in such a
way as to promote the better pursuit of the natural goal of the action.
If, while you amuse yourself by repeatedly exciting the scratch-reflex
in your dog, some sound excites him to behavior, then, even though the
behavior consists in nothing more than assuming an alert attitude with
eyes and ears directed toward the disturbing object, your stimulation
of his fLank becomes ineffective. . . If the sound is fol-lowed by the
appearance of a stranger (dog or man) your dog springs to his feet
with every rnr:scle and organ at work in preparation for attack. . .
That is the type of the totaL reaction.
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Study Guide for IINIT 13

Buqrhus Frederic Skinner (1904- )

?avlovrs contributions to psychology began with studies of di-
gestive activity in dogs. Skinnerrs researches took off in a similar
fashion from an investigation of the eating behavior of white rats.
Each man went on to develop a ne$r method of research, a new body of
experimental data, and a system of behavior. using a 'trepeating prob-
lem boxrt and rate of response as his measure, skinner did for volun-
tary behavior what Pavlov had done for reflex, at the same time giving
new life to Thorndikets Law of Effect and opening up a field of pure and
applied research that has not yet reached its peak of productivity.
In the present situation, from The Bqhavior of Organisms (1938) you
will find signs of Skinnerrs indebtedness to earlier men--to Sherring-
ton, ?avlov, and, to a lesser degree, Thorndike, Morgan, and Darwin.
You will also find references, sometimes veiled, to the teachings of
Watson, Kbhler, and Freud; and you will discover certain themes that
were later to be expanded--such as the relation of physioLogy to psy-
chology and the role of hypothesis in the study of behavior. Most of
all, however, you will sample the systematic thought of the leading
psychological thinker of our time, in his first important book.
Welcome to the B. of O. I

Study Questions

1. What stages does Skinner find in the development of behavior
systems? What does he say about current rrexplanationstt of behavior?

2. How did behavior come to be investigated for its own sake?

3. How does Skirurer define behavior? Should we anaLyze behavior?
What is |tnarration?rt What is r,tlrong with Itnarration?rr

4. Hor,rr are stimulus and response defined? How does his notion of
reflex differ from Sherringtonrs? Criticize reflex trcataloguing.tl

5. How do ttstaticrr differ fro'm ttdlmamicrt laws? Have you met these
laws before?

6. Hor,v does Skirurerrs position differ from sherringtonrs? From ?avlovrs?

7. What are respondents? Operants? How are they measured?

8. Which rtlerilsrr remind you most of Hobbes? Thorndike? Pavl-ov? Which
suggest rrsuccessive associationsrr; Itsimilaritytr; Jenning I s dis-
crimination?

9. With which of the men that you have considered in this course does
Skin:rer have most in comlron? Wlrty?
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Skinner, B. F. The Behavior of Organisms, An Experimental Analysis.
New York: Appleton-Century-Croftsr Inc. 1938.

Chapter One
A SYSTEM OF BEHAVIOR

Behavior as a Scientific Datum

Although the kind of datum to which a science of behavior addresses
itself is one of the conunonest in human experience, it has only recently
come to be regarded without reservation as a valid scientific subject
matter. It is not that man has never talked about behavior nor tried
to systematize and describe it, but that he has constantly done so by
indirection. Behavior has that kind of complexity or intricacy which
discourages simple description and in which magical explanatory con-
cepts flourish abundantly. ?rimitive systems of behavior first set the
pattern by placing the behavior of man under the direction of entities
beyond man himself. The determination of behavior as a subject of
scientific inquiry was thus efficiently disposed of, since the direct-
ing forces to which appeal was made were by hypothesis inscrutable or
at least called only faintly for explanation. In more advanced systems
of behavior, the ultimate direction and control have been assigned to
entities placed within the organism and called psychic or mental. Noth-
ing is gained by this stratagem because most, if not all, of the determ-
inative properties of the original behavior must be assigned to the
inner entity, which becomes, as it r^rere, an organism in its own right.
However, from this starting point three courses are possible. The inner
organismmay in resignation be called free, as in the case of 'free
wil1r' when no further investigation is held to be possible. Or, it may
be so vaguely defined as to disturb the curiosity of no one, as when the
man in the street readily explains his behavior by appeal to a directingrselft but does not ask nor feel it necessary to expl-ain why the self
behaves as it does. Or, it may becorne in turn the subject matter of a
science. Some eonceptions of the rmindt and its faculties, and more
recently the tugort tsuper-egort and tidrt are examples of inner agents
or organisms, designed to account for behavior, which have remained the
subject of scientific investigation.

The important advance from this level of explanation that is made
by turning to the nervous system as a controlling entity has unfortu-
nately had a similar effect in discouraging a direct descriptive attack
upon behavior. The change is an advance because the new entity beyond
behavior to which appeaL is rnade has a definite physical status of its
own and is susceptible to scientific investigation. Its chief function
with regard to a science of behavior, however, is again to divert at-
tention away from behavior as a subject matter. The use of the nervous
system as a fictional- explanation of behavior rtas a eommon practice
even before Descartes, and it is no,rnr rmrch more widely current than is
generally realized. At a popular level a nan is said to be capable
(a fact about his behavior) because he has brains (a fact about his
nervous system). I,lhether or not such a statement has any meaning for
the person who makes it is scarcely important; in either case it ex-
emplifies the practice of explaining an obvious (if unorganized) fact
by appeal to something about which little is known. The more sophis-
ticated neurological views generally agree with the popular view in
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contending Chat behavior is in itself incomprehensib.le but may be reduced
to law if it can be shown to be controlled by an internal system sus-
ceptible to scientific treatment. Facts about behavior are not treated
in their own right, but are regarded as something to be explained or
even explained away by the prior facts of the nervous system, (I am not
attempting to discount the importance of a science of neurol,-'gy but am

referring simply to the primitive use of the nervous system as an explan-
atory principle in avoiding a direct description of behavior.)

The investigation of behavior as a scientific datum in its own right
came about through a reformation of psychic rather than neurological
fictions. Historically, it required three interesting steps, which have
often been described and may be briefly surmned up in the following way.
Darwin, insisting upon the continuity of mind, attributed mental facul-
ties to some subhuman species. Lloyd Morgan, with his law of parsimony,
dispensed with them there in a reasonably successful atEempt to account
for characteristic animal behavior without them. Watson used the
same technique to account for human behavior and to reestablish Darwints de-
sired continuity without hypothesizing mind anywhere. Thus was a science
of behavior born, but under circumstances which can scarcely be said to
have been auspicious. The science appeared in the form of a remodeled
psychology with ill-concealed evidences of its earlier frame. It ac-
cepted an organizati-on of data based upon ancient concepts which were not
an essential part of its ovrn structure. It inherited a language so in-
fused with metaphor and implication that it was frequently impossible
merely to talk about behavior without raising the ghosts of dead systems.
Worst of all, it carried on the practice of seeking a solution for the
problems of behavior elsewhere than in behavior itself. When a science
of behavior had once rid itself of psychic fictions, iE faced these aI-
ternatives: either it might leave their places empty and proceed to deal
with iEs data directly, or it rnight make replacements. The whole weight
of habit and tradition lay on the side of replacement. The altogether
too obvious alternative to a mental science was a neural science, and
that was the choice made by a non-mentalistic psychology. The possibil-
ity of a directly descriptive science of behavior and its peculiar ad-
vantages have received little attention.

The need for a science of behavior should be clear to anyone who
looks about him at the role of behavior in human affairs. Indeed, the
need is so obvious and so great that it has acted to discourage rather
than to stimulate the establishment of such a science. It is largely
because of its tremendous consequences that a rigorous treatment of be-
havior is sti1l regarded in many quarters as impossible. The goal has
seemed wholly inaccessible. What the eventual success of such a science
might be, probably no one is nor47 prepared to say; but the preliminary
problems at least are not beyond the reach of existing scientific
methods and practices, and they open up one of the most interesting
prospects in modern science.

The two questions which immediately present themselves are: What
will be the structure of a science of behavior? and How valid can its
laws be made? These questions represent sufficiently well the double
field of the present book. I am interested, first, in setting up a

system of behavior in terms of which the facts of a science may be
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stated and, second, in testing the system experimentally at some of its
more important points. In the present chapter I shall sketch what seems
to are the most conveni-ent formulation of the data at the present time,
and in later chapters I shall consider sorne factual material fitting in-
to this scheme. rf the reader is primarily interested in facts and
experimental methods, he may go directly to chapter Two, using the index
here and there to clarify the terms defined in what foll-ows. If he is
interested in the structure of a science of behavior and wishes to under-
stand why the experiments to be reported were performed the theoretical
treatment in the rest of this chapter is indispensable.

A DEFINITION OF BEHAVIOR

It is necessary to begin with a definition. Behavior is only part
of the total activity of an organism, and some formal delimitation is
called for. The field might be defined historically by appeal to an
established interest. As distinct from the other activities of the or-
ganism, the phencrmena of behavior are held together by a corrnon con-
spicuousness. Behavior is what an organism is doing--or more accurately
what it is observed by another organism to be doing. But to say that a
given sample of activity fal1s within the field of behavior simply be-
cause it normally comes under obsenration would misrepresent the sig-
nificance of this property. It is more to the point to say that behavior
is that part of the functioning of an organism which is engaged in acting
upon or having cortrnerce with the outside world. The peculiar properties
which make behavior a unitary and unique subject matter fol-low from this
definition. It is only because the receptors of other organisms are the
most sensitive parts of the outside world that the appeal to an estab-
lished interest in what an organism is doing is successful_.

By behavior, then, I mean simply the movement of an organism or of
its parts in a frame of reference provided by the organism itself or by
various external objects or fields of force. It is convenient to speak
of this as the action of the organism upon the outside world, and it is
often desirable to deal with an effect rather than with the movement
itself, as in the case of the produetion of sounds.

NARMTION AND TIIE RSFI,EX

once in possession of a set of terms h7e rnay proceed to a kind of
description of behavior by giving a running account of a sample of be-
havior as it unfolds itself in some frame of reference. This is a
typicaL method in natural history and is employed extensivel-y in current
work--for example, in child and infanE behavior. It may be described as
narration. It presents no special problem. If there is an objection to
the use of a verbal description, the investigator may resort to sound-
films and multiply them at will; and the conrpleteness of the transcrip-
tion will be limited only by any eventual unwillingness to increase the
number of recording devices any further. From data obtained in this
way it is possible to classify different kinds of behavior and to deter-
mine relative frequencies of occurrence. But although this is, properLy
speakingr a description of behavior, it is not a science in the accepted
sense. We need to go beyond mere observation to a study of functional
relationships. we need to establish laws by virtue of which we may pre-
dict behavior, and we may do this only by finding variables of which
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behavior is a function.

One kind of variable entering into the description of behavior isto be found :rmong the external forces acting upon the organism. rt is
presumably not possible to show that behavior as a whole is a functionof the stimulating environment as a whole. A relation between terms as
complex as these does not easily submit to analysis and may perhaps never
be demonstrated. The environment enters into a descriptio" Lf behavior
when it can be sho$jrl that a given part of behavior may be induced atwill (or according to certain laws) by a modification in part of the
forces affecting the organism. such a part, or modification of a part,
of the environment is traditionally called a stimuLus and the correlatedpart of the behavior a response. Neither term rnay be defined as to its
essential properties without the other. For the observed relation be-
tween them r shall- use the term refLex, for reasons which, r hope, wilL
becorne clear as we proceed. Only one property of the relation is usual-ly invoked in the use of the term--the close coincidence of occurrence
of stimulus and response--but there are other important properties to
be noted shortly.

The difference between the demonstration of a reflex and mere nar-ration is, not that part of the environment may not be mentioned in the
narration, but that no lawful- relat,ion between it and the behavior isasserted. rn the narrative form, for example, it may be said that rat
such and such a moment the ape picked up a stick.' Here there is no
reference to other instances of the same behavior either past or future.
rt is not asserted that all apes piek up sticks. The story is told
simply of something that has once happened. The isolation of a reflex,
on the other hand, is the demonstration of a predictable uniformity inbehavior. Another name may be used, and the degree of rigor in the
demonstration of lawfulness may fall short of that required in the caseof the reflex, but the same fundamental activity rmrst go on whenever
anything of a scientific nature is to be said about behavior that is
not mere narration. current objections to the reflex on the ground
that in the analysis of behavior we destroy the very thing we are try-
ing to understand, scarcely call- for an anshrer. we always analyze.
It is only good sense to make the act explicit--to anaLyze as overtly and
as rigorously as possible.

so defined a refl-ex is not, of course, a theory. rt is a fact.
It is an analytical unit, which makes an investigation of behavior pos-
sible. rt is by no means so simple a device as this brief account
would suggest, and I shall return later to certain questions concern-
ing its proper use. Many traditional- difficul-ties are avoided by hold-
ing the definition at an operational level. r do not go beyond the
obsenration of a correl-ation of stimulus and response. The omission of
any reference to neuraL events may confuse the reader wtro is accustomed
to the traditionaL use of the term in neurology. The issue wi11, r
think, be clarified in chapter Twelve, hut it may be well to anticipate
that discussion by noting that the concept is not used here as a tneuro-
logical explanationt of behavior. rt is a purely descriptive term.

That the reflex as a correl-ation of stiimrlus and response is not
the only unit to be dealt with in a description of behavior will appear
Later when another kind of response that is temittedt rather thantelicited' will be defined. The following argument is confined largely
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to elicited behavior.

T}iE COI.LECTION OF REFTE)CES

one step in the description of behavior is the demonstration of the

reLationships that are called reflexes. It leads to considerable power

of prediction and control, but this is not' as has often been claimed,

the aim and end of the study of behavior. watson, for example, defined

the goal of psychological- sludy as t'the ascertaining of sueh data and

laws that, gi.run the stimulus, psychology can-predict what the response

willbeiolrgiven-theresponsg'it"'',specifythenatureoftheef-
fective stimulus /7tS>, p.- tOj." But a little reflection wil-l show

that this is an i*prr"iitable-program. In the fiel-d of behavior a
science must contend with an extraordinary richness of experimental ma-

terial. The number of stirmrli to which a typical organism may respond

originally is very great. The number of stimul-i to which it may come

to iespond through a process to be described below is indefinitely
large, and to each of them it may be made to respond in many ways' It
fol-lows thag the ngmber of possitle reflexes is for al-l practical pur-

poses infinite and that what one might call- the botanizing of reflexes
wiLl be a thankless task.

Nevertheless,thereisnowayofreachingthegoalsetbythis
quotation, taken iiteralLy, u*."pt to botanize. The sort of prediction
that it proposes would require the conrpilation of an exhaustive cata-

1-ogue of- retlexes, by reference to which predictions could be made'

The catalogr. rorrid Le peculiar to a single organism and would require

continual revision as long as the organism Lived. It is obviously
unpractical. Quite aside from any question of completeness, it could

not reach any degree of usefulness before becoming unnanageable from

its sheer lult<. No one has seriously attempted to construct a cata-

logue for this p,riporu, and I have plobably misconstrued the quotation'

Those who regari wirolesale prediction as Lhe essence of the description
of behavior have usually supposed it to be possible to reduce the size

of the field and to t"""h detaiLed predictions by a shorter route' But

no method has ever been demonstrated that would make this possible'
Generally the atte$pt is made to reduce the total number of required

terms by rnaking each term more comprehensive (as by resorting to clas-

ses of reflexes). But the more conrprehensive the term the less com-

plete and less accurate the descriptive reference upon any given oc-

casion when it is used, I sha1l show l-ater that the level of analysis

of the reflex is uniquely determined with resPect to its usefulness

as an analytical- instrument and that it cannot be altered for the sake

of reducittg tt. number of terms to be taken into account'

we have no reason to exPect, either from theoretical considera-

tions or frorn a survey of what has already been done experimentally,
that any wtrolesale prediction of response or identification of stimr-

lus will becqre po"ribl" through the discovery of principLes that cir-
cumvent the routing of listing reflexes. Confronted with the sheer

expansiveness of tf,e topogttphy of behavior, we must concede the impos-

sibility ot any wholesaie-prlaiction of stimulus or response that could

be called .*""i. The number of items to be dealt with is very great

and does not seem likely to be reduced, and there is at Plesent no

reason to believe that a new order may some day be discovered to resolve
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the difficuLty. This view may appear sornber to those who believe that
the study of behavior is concerned primarily with the topographical
prediction of stimulus and response. But this is a mistaken, and fatal,
characterization of its aim. Actually there may be little interest in
the continued demonstration of reflex relationships. The discovery of
a reftex was historically an important event at a time when the field
of behavior was encroached upon by many other (usual1-y metaphysical)
descriptive concepts. It may stil-l conceivably be of importance when-

ever there seems to be a special reason for questioning the rreflex
naturer of a given bit of behavior. But when a large nurnber of reflexes
have once been identified and especiaLly when it has been postulated
that all behavior is reflex, the mere listing of reflexes has no fur-
ther theoretical interest and rernains important on1-y for special inves-
tigations (as, for example, the anal-ysis of posture). No interest in
the descriplion of behavior itself wilL prompt us to press the botan-
LzLng of reflexes any further.

TIIE STATIC I.AWS OF TIM RNFIEX

I have restricted the preceding paragraphs to the topographical
prediction of behavior in order to all-om for another kind of prediction
to which a science of behavior must devote itself--the prediction of
the quantitative properties of representative reflexes. In limiting
the concept of the reflex to the coincidence of occurrence of a stim-
ulus and a response a considerabl-e simplification is introduced; and

the supposition that the relation so described is invariable involves
another. It is only by virtue of these simpLifications that the mere

col-lection of reflexes may be shown'to Possess any predictive value
whatsoever, and the argument against collection as the aim of a science
of behavior might have been greatl-y strengthened by considering how

reduced in value a catalogue would becone after these simplifying as-
sumptions had been lifted.

The quantitative properties arise because boCh stimulus and re-
sponse have intensive and temporal dimensions in addition to their
tLpography and because there is a correlation between the values as-
sured in the two cases. Given a stimulus over which we have quanti-
tative control- and a measure of the magnitude of the resPonser we are
in a position to demonstrate the fol1-owing laws.

THE I,AW OF THRESHOID. The intelsity of Lhe stimulus
exceed a certain critical v41-ue (called the threshold) in order to

Ll-o't^7s from the necessarily l-iurited
@rganismtobeaffectedbys1ightexterna1forces.The
.r"1,-r"" Lbtained in typicaL reflexes of this sort are usually consider-
abLy aborre values for the basic receptive capacity of the organism
determined in other l^tays (e.g., in the tdiscriminationr of Chapter
Five).

Tm lAI/[ oF LATENCY. An intervaL of time (cq119d _the.Lagencv)
elapses between the beginnlng of ttre s_timulus- and the beginning of the

expected from the usual spatial separa-
tion of receptor and effector and frorn the difference in form of energy
of stimulus and tesponse. The values obtained vary greatly between
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reflexes, following to some slight extent a cl-assification of receptors
(g!. visual and thermaL reflexes) and of effectors (cf. the responses
of skeleLal muscle and smooth muscle or gland). No measure of the mag-
nitude of stimulus or response is needed t.o determine the latency, pro-
vided these magnitudes nury be hel-d constant, and it is therefore a use-
fuI measure when the dimensions of either term are in doubt. One import-
ant property of latency is that it is usually a function of the intensity
of the stimulus, as Sherrington originally showed !(68) r pp. lB ff.:/ ,

The stronger the stimulus the shorter the latency.

TIIE LAW OF Tm MAGNITIIDE OF RESPONSE. The magnitude of the
response is a function of the intensitv of the stimulus. Although there
are exceptional cases which show an apparently all-or-none character,
the magnitude of the response is in general graded, and there is a cor-
responding gradation in the intensity of the stirmrlus. The two magni-
tudes are measured on separate scales appropriate to the form of each
term, but this does not interfere with the demonstration of a relation.
The ratio of the magnitudes will be referred to hereafter as the R/S
ratio. l

TIIE LAW OF AFTER-DISCHARGE. The response may persist for sorne time
after the cessation of the stimulus. The term after-discharge is usually
not applied to the time alone but to the total amount of activity taking
place during it. In general the after-discharge increases with the in-
tensity of the stimulus. In measuring the difference between the times
of cessation the latency may be subtracted as a minor refinement.

The preceding statements regard the intensity of the stirm-rlus as
the only property of which the response"is a function, but the duration
must not be ignored. The laws are subject to the folorring elaboration:

TIIE LAW OF TEMPORAI SUMMATION. Prolongation of a stirmrlus or
repetitive presentation within certain limiting rates has the same effect
as increasing the intensity. Sunmation is often restricted to near-
threshold values of the stimulus, when the effect is to obtain a response
that is not elicited without surlurration, but the law applies to the mag-
nitude of response, its latency, and so on, as well as to its mere
occurrence. Thus, a sub-threshold value of a stimulus may elicit a
response if it is prolonged or repeated within a certain time or at a

lAn irr"r"ase in the intensity of the stimulus may result not only
in an increase in the magnitude of the response but in an apparent
change of topography. Thus, a mild shock to the foot nay bring about
simple f1-exion, while a stronger shock will lead to vigorous postural
and progressive responses. These effects may be treated by dealing
with each response separately and noting that the threshol"ds differ.
A single stirmrlus is correlated with all of them but elicits any
given one only when it is abo?e its particular threshold value.
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certain rate, and the magnitude of the response and the after-discharge
are functions of the duration of the stimuLus as well as the intensity.
The latency is frequently too short to be affected by prolongation of
the stimulus, but at near-threshold values of the stimulus an effect may

be felt. With repetitive presentation of a weak stimulus, the latency
is a function of the frequency of presentation.'

The properties of latency, threshold, after-discharge and the R/S
ratio are detected by presenting a stimulus at various intensities and
durations and observing the time of occurrence, duration, and magni-
tu{e of the response. They may be called the static properties of. a
reflex. They supplement a topographical description in an important
way and cannot be omitted from any adeguaLe account. They are to be
distinguished fro'm a more extensive group of laws which eoncern changes
in the state of the static properties. Changes begin to be observed
when we repeat the elicitation of a reflex, as we cannot heLp doing if
we are to check our measurements or if rre are to give a description of
behavior over any considerabl-e period of time. The values of the static
properties of a reflex are seldom, if ever, exactly confirrned upon suc-
cessive elicitations. Important changes take place either in time or
as a function of certain operations perfollned upon the organism. They
are described by invoking another kind of 1aw which I shall distinguish
frorn the preceding by calling it dynamic.

(The next selection from skinner starts on the follotring page)

2The s,roooated stimulus may appear to bring about topographicaL
changes similar to those following an increase in the intensity of the
stimulus. Iff the pinna of a sleeping dog is touched, the ear may be
flicked; if it is repeatedly touched the dog may stir and change its
position. What has happened may be treated as in the case of in-
creased intensity. The reflex of changing position has a higher thresh-
old than the pinna refLex and may be exhibited only with a stronger
stirmrlus or through the sunrnation of stinnrli.
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In the course of this book I sha1l attempt to show that a large
body of material not usually considered in this light may be expressed
with dynamic laws which differ fro'm the classical examples only in the
nature of the operations. The most important instances are condition-
ing and extinction (with their subsidiary processes of discrimination),
drive, and emotion, which I propose to formulate in terms of changes
in reflex strength. One type of conditioning and its corresponding
extinction nay be described here.

TI{E LAW OF CONDITIONING OF TYPE S. The approximately simultaneous
presentation of two stirmrli. one of which (the rreinforcingr stimtrlus)
betongs to a reflex existing at the mornent at some strength, may pro-
duce an increase in the strength of a third reflex composed of the
response of the reinforcing reflex and the other stimulus.

TIIE LAW OF EXTINCTION OF TYPE S. If the reflex strengthened
through conditicning of Type S is elicited without presentation of the
reinforcing stimulus, its strength decreases.

These laws refer to the Pavlovian type of conditioned reflex, which
will be discussed in detail in Chapter Three. I wish to point out here
simply that the observed data are merely changes in the strength of a

reflex. As such they have no dimensions which distinguish them from
changes in strength taking place during fatigue facilitation, inhibi-
tion, or, as I sha1l show later, changes in drive, emotion, and so on.
The process of conditioning is distinguished by what is done to the
organism to induce the change; in other words' it is defined by the
operation of the simultaneous presentation of the reinforcing stimulus
and another stimulus. The type is called Type S to distinguish it from
conditioning of Type R (see belo,r,r) in which the reinforcing stimulus is
contingent upon a response.

Before indicating hoTr other divisions of the field of behavior nny
be formulated in terms of reflex strength, it will be necessary to
consider another kind of behavior, which f have not yet mentioned. The
remaining dynamic laros will then be taken up in connection with both
kinds at once.

Operant Behavior

With the discovery of the stimulus and the collection of a large
number of specific relationships of stimulus and response, it came to
be assumed by many writers that all behavior would be accounted for in
this way as soon as the appropriate stirmrli could be identified. Many

elaborate attempts have been made to establish the plausibiLity of this
assumption, but they have not, I bel-ieve, proved convincing. There is
a large body of behavior that does not seem to be elicited, in the sense
in which a cinder in the eye elicits closure of the lid, although it
may eventual-1-y stand in a different kind of relation to externaL stimuli.
The original rspontaneousr activity of the organism is chiefly of this
sort, as is the greater part of the conditioned behavior of the aduLt
organism, as I hope to show later. Merely to assert that there must be
eliciting stimuli is an unsatisfactory appeal to ignorance. The bright-
est hope of establishing the generality of the eliciting stimulus was
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provided by ?avlovts demonstration that part of the behavior of the adult
organism could be shown to be under the control- of stinn:li which had
acquired their power to elicit. But a formulation of this process will
show that in every case the response to the conditioned stimulus must
first be elicited by an unconditioned stimulus. I do not believe that
the I stirmrlus I leading to the elaborate responses of singing a song or
of painting a picture can be regarded as the mere substitute for a stim-
ulus or a group of sLimuli which originally elicited these resPonses or
their component parts.

Most of the pressure behind the search for el-iciting stimuli has
been derived from a fear of rspontaneityr and its implication of free-
dom. When spontaneity cannot be avoided, the attempt is made to define
it in terms of unknown stimuli. Thus, Bethe (28) says that the term
thas long been used to describe behavior for which the stimrli are not
knorun and I see no reason why the word should be stricken from a scien-
tific vocabulary. t But an event may occur without any observed ante-
cedent event and still be dealt with adequately in a descriptive science.
I do not mean that there are no originating forces in spontaneous be-
havior but simpLy that they are not located in the environment. We are
not in a position to see them, and we have no need to. This kind of
behavior might be said to be emitted by the organism, and there ale ap-
propriate techniques for dealing with it in that form. One important
independent variable is time. In making use of it I am sinply recog-
nizing that the obserrred datum is the appearance ofa given identifiable
sample of behavior at some more or less orderly rate. The use of a rate
is perhaps the outstanding characteristic of the'general method to be
outlined in the following pages, where we shall be concerned very large-
1y with behavior of this sort'

The attempt to force behavior into the simple stisulus-response
formula has delayed the adequate treatment of that large part of behav-
ior which cannot be shown to be under the control of eliciting stirmrli.
It will be highly important to recognize the existence of this sepa-
rate fiel-d in the present work. Differences between the two kinds of
behavior wil-l accumulate throughout the book, and I shall not argue
the distinction here at any length. The kind of behavior that is cor-
related with specific eliciting stimuli may be cal-l-ed respondent be-
havior and a given correlation a respondent. The term is intended to
carry the sense of a relation to a prior event. Such behavior as is
not under this kind of control I shaLl call operant and any specific
example an operant. The term refers to a posterior event, to be noted
shortly. ttre term reflex will be used to incLude both respondent and
operant even though in its original meaning it applied to respondents
only. A single term for both is convenient because both are topo-
graphical units of behavior and because an operant may and usually does
acquire a relation to prior stimulation. In general, the notion of a

reflex is to be emptied of any connotation of the active 'push' of the
stirmrlus. The terms refer here to correlated entities, and to nothing
more. A11 impl-ications of dynamism and all metaphorical and figura-
tive definitions should be avoided as far as possible.

An operant is an identifiable part of behavior of which it may be
said, not that no stimulus can be found that will el-icit it (there may
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be a respondent the response of which has the same topography), but that
no correlated stimulus can be detected upon occasions when it is observed
to occur. It is studied as an event appearing spontaneously with a given
frequency. It has no static laws comparable with those of a respondent
since in the absence of a stirmrlus the concepts of threshold, latency,
after-discharge, and the R/S ratio,are mearingless. Instead, appeal nxrst
be made to frequency of occurrence in order to establish the notion of
strength. The strength of an operant is proportional to its frequency
of occurrence, and the d5mamic laws describe the changes in the rate of
occurrence that are brought about by various operations performed upon
the organism.

OT}IER DYI{AMIC LAWS

,Three of the operations already described in relation to respondent
behavior involve the eLicitation of the reflex and hence are inapplicable
to operants. They are the refractory phase, fatigue, and conditioning
of Type S. The refractory phase has a curious parallel in the rate it-
self, as I shall note later, and a phenomenon comparable with fatigue
may also appear in an operant. The conditioning of an operant differs
from that of a respondent by involving the corretation of a reinforc-
ing stirmrlus with a response. For this reason the process may be re-
ferred to as of Type R. Its two laws are as follows:

TIIE LAW OF CONDITIONING OF TYPE R. If the occurrence of an operant
is followed by presentation of a reinforcing stimulus, the strength is
increased.

TI{E LAW OF EXTINCTION OF TYPE R. If the occurrence of an operant
alread., strengthened through "onditionireinforcing stimulus, the strength is decreased.

The conditioning is here again a matter of a change in strength.
The strength cannot begin at zero since at least one unconditioned
response must occur to permit establishment of the relation with a re-
inforcing stimulus. Unlike conditioning of Type S the process has the
effect of determining the form of the response, which is provided for
in advance by the conditions of the correlation with a reinforcing stim-
ulus or by the way in which the response must operate upon the environ-
ment to produce a reinforcement (see Chapter Three).

It is only rarely possible to define an operant topographically
(so that successive instances may be counted) without the sharper de-
lineation of properties that is given by the act of conditioning. This
dependence upon the posterior reinforcing stirmrlus gives the term op-
erant its significance. In a respondent the response is the result
of something previously done to the organism. This is true even for
conditioned respondents because the operation of the sirmrltaneous pre-
sentation of two stimuli precedes, or at least is independent of, the
occurrence of the response. The operant, on the other hand, becomes
significant for behavior and takes on an identifiable form when it
acts upon the en. ironment in such a way that a reinforcing stimulus
is produced. The operant-respondent distinction goes beyond that
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between Types S and R because it applies to unconditioned behavior aswell; but where both apply, they coincide exactly. conditioning ofType R is impossible in a respondent because the correlation of thereinforcing stirmrlus with a response implies a correlation with itseliciting stimulus. rt has already been noted that conditioning ofType S is impossible in operant behavior because of the absence of aneliciting stirmilus.

An operant may come to have a relation to a stimulus which seemsto resemble the relation between the stimulus and response in a res-pondent. The case arises when prior stimulation is correlated with thereinforcement of the operant. The stirnrlus may be said to set the oc_casion upon which a response will be reinfor""i, and therefore (throughestablishment of a discrimination) upon which ii will_ occur; but itdoes not elicit the response. The distinction will- be emphasized later.

Two other laws which come under the broad heading of interactionhave a slightly different status, but may be listed here.

TI{E LAw oF CHAINING. The rgspo+se of .ong reflex rnay constitute orproduce -the eLiciting or diffi qf another. The stim-
111 *y be proprio""p o&ring aball) or produced externally by a change in the position of receptors(as when the organism looks to the right and then responds to a result-ing visual stimulus or reaches out and then seizes the object whichtouches its hand). The Law of chaining is considered again in thefollowing chapter.

TI-IE LA!tr oF rNDUcrroN. A iv{r?rnic. change in the strength of a re-flex mav be accompanied blr a 
"ffiextensive chanoe in nut not so extensir_re er"l.t"d.r"fl"*. rh" ]-na

rv-eevv lerrs^, wusre Lue reraEt_on ]-s cue to the@p." changes are limitedto those which affect the re.seme. An exarnple of induction is thefatigue of a flexion reflex from one locus Lf 
"ti.r,.rtation throughrepeated elicitation of a reflex from another locus. This is not themeaning of induction given by sherrington or pavlov. rn sherrington's

usage the term refers both to sutmnation from adjacent stinuli (irnrned-iate induction) and to the rpost-inhibitoryr stiengthening of a relatedreflex (successive induction). The l"atter is, as iherriotton pointsout, in several ways the reverse of the forner, and the use of a singleterm is misleading. pavlov adopts the te::ur from sherrington but usesonly the second meaning. Neither case matches the present definition,for a fuller explanation of which chapter Five should be consuLted.

TIIE LAW OF TITE DISCRIMINATION OF TI{E STIMULUS IN TYPE S.
a reflex

A reflex
os se s-

shed
In].S 15
of the

strengthened bv induction fro,ur the reinforcement ofsing a similar but not identical=tiur.rG
if the diffetence in stirntrfi is aliminaL for the
an incomplete stat"*.tri
extinction upon the directly conditioned reflex and the

effect
need forrepeated atternate conditioning and extinction in order
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considerable difference in strength. But since the degree to which the
difference is carried is arbitrary and can apparently never be complete,
the statement will suffice. The law follolvs frorn the Law of Induction,
and, as its present statement implies, does not represent a new kind
of dynamic process. The changes taking place in discrimination are con-
ditioning and extinction. NeverEheless, the process is interesting in
its o,m right and of considerable importance in the behavior of the
organism since by far the greater part of conditioned behavior is dis-
criminative.

A formal expression of the process of discrimination may be given
as follows:

THE I,AW OF TIIE DISCRIMINATION OF TIIE STIMULUS IN TYPE R. ThE
strength acguired bv an operant through reinforcement is not inGend-
ent of the stimuli affecting the organism at the moment. and two
operants having the same form of response may be given wideLv dif-
ferent strengths through differential reinforcement vrith respect to
such stimuli.
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